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Introduction
1
2 Introduction
Tuberculosis (TB) remains the second leading cause of death due to infectious dis-
eases worldwide1. The World Health Organization (WHO) has a Millennium De-
velopment Goal aimed towards reversing and restricting the spread of the disease
by 2015. World TB Day is held every year on 24th March, to raise awareness on
the ongoing epidemic. For World TB Day 2015, the United Nations, the Stop TB
Partnership and the WHO are urging all governments and health organizations to
mobilize political and social commitment towards eliminating the disease as a public
health burden. The World TB day theme this year is “Reach the 3 Million: Reach,
Treat, Cure Everyone” - aimed at the three million people who are not treated every
year.
Adding to these endeavors, this thesis is a sincere work to accelerate the efforts
towards reducing the disease burden. It describes automatic methods to detect
various manifestations of TB and validates the software for automated analysis on
TB populations from two countries. The work presented in this thesis is part of a
larger project - Computer-Aided Detection for Tuberculosis (CAD4TB)∗.
1.1 Tuberculosis
1.1.1 History
TB has claimed many lives throughout human history. It had an epidemic stature
in Europe and North America during the 18th and 19th centuries. The disease has
been given many names in different evolutionary periods - phthisis and consumption
from Hippocrates in the 18th century2, the white death 3 and the great white plague 4
during the 19th century, and other terrifying names such as the robber of youth 5,
the Captain of all these men of Death 6, the graveyard cough, and the King’s-Evil 3.
The understanding of the pathogenesis of tuberculosis began in the 19th century
with the contributions of Theóphile Laennec, culminating in the demonstration of
transmissibility of the infection by Jean-Antoine Villemin in 18656. The discovery of
the tubercle bacillus (abbreviated as TB and known as tuberculosis) as the etiologic
agent by Dr. Robert Koch in 1882 was a major contribution to medicine, which lead
to better understanding and, eventually, the discovery of an effective treatment of
the disease in the form of antibiotics.
∗http://www.diagnijmegen.nl/index.php/CAD4TB
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(a) 1905 (b) 1918 (c) 1930 (d) 1943-45 (e) 1980
Figure 1.1: Tuberculosis awareness posters in 20th century from various countries.
1.1.2 Epidemiology
Tuberculosis is the second most common cause of death from infectious diseases after
HIV1, with which it is closely related. About one third of the world’s population is
estimated to be latently infected with Mycobacterium tuberculosis (M. tuberculosis)
bacteria, but only people with weakened immune systems are at a high risk of
developing active tuberculosis. In particular, a person with HIV infection is over
15 times more likely to develop active tuberculosis. According to the WHO 2014
TB report1, 13% (360,000) of new tuberculosis cases in 2013 were HIV-positive.
Although tuberculosis prevalence rate (decreased by 41% since 1990) and mortality
rate (decreased by 45% since 1990) have fallen down over the last decades, still 9.0
million people developed TB and 1.5 million died from the disease in 2013. Most
of the estimated number of cases occurred in Asia (56%) and the African Region
(29%); smaller proportions of cases occurred in the Eastern Mediterranean Region
(8%), the European Region (4%) and the Region of the Americas (3%). Although
60% of TB cases and deaths occur among men, disease burden among women and
children is also high. In 2013, 510,000 women and 80,000 HIV-negative children died
due to TB infection.
After the discovery of tubercle bacillus bacteria, preventing the spread of tuber-
culosis became the prime motivation for many large-scale public health campaigns
(see Fig. 1.1). The sanatoria movement began at the same time in approximately
1880, to cure TB and prevent its spread by isolating patients from normal life into
quiet and natural environments. Until the development of the single antibiotic drug
streptomycin in the 1940s, the focus was on tuberculosis diagnosis rather than cure,
for example, use of the stethoscope and discovery of X-rays in the early 1900s. Mor-
tality rates began to decline in the late 19th century throughout Europe and the
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(a)
(b) (c) (d)
Figure 1.2: Transmission and pathophysiology of TB. (a) Inhaling of tubercle
bacilli through air which enter the air sacs (alveoli)a. (b) The bacilli multiply in
alveoli, where the infection begins. (c) Within 2-8 weeks the immune system pro-
duces special cells called microphages that surround the tubercle bacilli and create
a barrier shell. (d) In case of a dysfunctional immune system, the microphages can
not shield the bacilli which begin to multiply rapidly and cause active TB diseaseb.
aAdapted from http://clipart-finder.com/clipart/CancercausedbysmokingI621.html
bSource: http://www.cdc.gov/tb/education/corecurr/pdf/chapter2.pdf
United States, and are the lowest till date. The decline is attributed to many fac-
tors, i.e. sanitary measures, sanatoria, improved nutrition, public awareness, timely
diagnosis and treatment. In 1948, the WHO was formed, to guide progress in pub-
lic health, especially in developing countries where infectious diseases like TB were
becoming an epidemic. The WHO formulated a comprehensive approach to TB
control, including diagnosis, treatment consistency and monitoring.
1.1.3 Transmission and Pathogenesis
TB is an airborne disease caused by the M. tuberculosis bacteria (tubercle bacilli).
The bacteria are carried in small particles, called droplet nuclei (1-5 microns) which
get expulsed by coughing, talking, sneezing or singing of a person with TB. These
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tiny particles can remain suspended in the air for several hours depending on the
environmental conditions. M. tuberculosis gets transmitted to a person when these
infectious droplet nuclei are inhaled through air, which then traverse the mouth
or nasal passages, upper respiratory tract, and bronchi to reach the alveoli of the
lungs (Fig. 1.2 (a)). These tubercle bacilli are ingested by alveolar macrophages;
the majority of these bacilli are destroyed or inhibited. When the macrophages die,
a small number of the remaining bacilli may multiply intracellularly (Fig. 1.2 (b)).
Before the development of cellular immunity, these bacilli may spread via lymphatic
channels or through the bloodstream to more distant tissues and organs (regional
lymph nodes, lung pleura, kidneys, brain, bone, etc.) causing extra-pulmonary tu-
berculosis7.
For the majority of individuals with a normal immune system, collections of
activated T cells and macrophages form granulomas that limit proliferation of the
bacilli (Fig. 1.2 (c)). Lesions in persons with an adequate immune function generally
undergo fibrosis and calcification, so that the dormant bacilli are contained in the
healed lesions. This condition of presence of inactive bacilli is known as latent
TB. In case of immunocompromised persons, granuloma formation is initiated but
is unsuccessful, leading to liquefaction of the necrotic tissue, and breakage of the
fibrous wall (Fig. 1.2 (d)). The semiliquid necrotic material can then drain into a
nearby blood vessel or bronchus, leaving behind an air-filled cavity (a classic sign of
active TB). Discharge into a vessel can lead to dissemination of the bacilli to multiple
organs causing miliary TB. Approximately 10% of individuals who acquire a latent
TB infection and are not given preventive therapy will develop active tuberculosis8.
The risk is higher in the first 2 years after infection, when half of the cases will
occur. HIV-infected persons with low CD4 cell counts are more prone to develop
active TB infection.
1.1.4 Diagnosis
Usually patients with a M. tuberculosis infection in the lungs (pulmonary TB) start
developing symptoms indicative of TB infection. Common symptoms include cough
of more than 2 weeks, which may be accompanied by other respiratory symptoms -
shortness of breath, chest pains, haemoptysis and/or constitutional symptoms - loss
of appetite, weight loss, fever, night sweats, and fatigue9. Since the clinical features
of TB are rather non-specific, a confirmatory examination is always required for a
definitive diagnosis.
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Many diagnostic tests are available and under constant development to improve
TB diagnosis. A recent overview can be found in Pai and Schito 10 and is summa-
rized in Fig. 1.3. The diagnostic tests can be broadly divided into six categories:
radiographic, bacteriological, immunological, histopathological and molecular.
Chest radiography (Fig. 1.4(a)) is one of the most common diagnostic tools to
look for radiological manifestations of TB and, as the focus of this thesis, will be
discussed in detail in the next section. Computed tomography (CT) (Fig. 1.4(b))
imaging has a higher accuracy than chest radiography but its limited availability
and high costs makes its implementation harder in low-resource countries. Over
90% of the worldwide burden of tuberculosis is in low-resource countries11, hence
affordable and logistically feasible solutions are needed in such scenarios.
Bacteriological tests include acid-fast bacilli (AFB) sputum smear (Fig. 1.4(c),(d))
and culture examination (Fig. 1.4(e)). Both analyze the coughed up sputum for the
presence of M. tuberculosis. M. tuberculosis are also called AFB because of their
rod-like structure (bacilli) seen under the microscope following a staining procedure
where the bacteria retain the color of the stain after an acid wash (acid-fast). Flu-
orescence microscopy has higher sensitivity at similar specificity than conventional
Ziehl-Neelsen light microscopy and now cheaper LED based fluorescent microscope
are available, which is the preferred method for AFB sputum smear12. Sputum
smear is cost-effective and provides immediate diagnosis with high specificity, but
has only moderate sensitivity and even lower sensitivity in HIV-positive popula-
tion13.
Sputum culture on Löwenstein-Jensen (LJ) solid media is the gold standard for
active TB diagnosis but has a very long processing time of around 3-8 weeks. Liquid
media such as the Mycobacteria Growth Indicator Tube (MGIT) is a quicker (on av-
erage around 2 weeks14) and reliable alternative with higher yield than conventional
LJ media15. Costs of both culture methods are comparable and as high as US$ 28-
3215. Another drawback is that they require high quality laboratory environments
that are typically scarce in countries with a high burden of TB.
Latent TB infection is diagnosed using immunological tests, most commonly
using a tuberculin skin test (Mantoux test) (Fig. 1.4(f)) or an interferon-gamma
release assay examination. Histopathological examination of tissue specimens (e.g.
needle biopsy of lymph nodes or pleura) is used for confirming the diagnosis of many
forms of extra-pulmonary TB.
A new molecular test Xpert® MTB/RIF (Cepheid, Sunnyvale, CA) is being rolled
out in various countries1,16–18 after endorsement by the WHO in 2010. Xpert®
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Figure 1.3: Current tuberculosis diagnostics pipeline listing the development
phases and the types of technologies in development or evaluation. Complexity
categorization was based on criteria that are used for similar diagnostics by the
US Food and Drug Administration. Early development refers to prototype devel-
opment after the proof-of-concept stage. Late-stage development refers to turning
the prototype into a design-locked, manufacturable product. The figure is taken
from Pai and Schito 10 , reproduced with permission from the Journal of Infectious
Diseases. Note that CAD4TB is listed in the “Late or Completed Development”
category.
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MTB/RIF detects DNA sequences specific to M. tuberculosis in a sputum sample
in less than 2 hours (Fig. 1.4(g)). Additionally, it can detect the genetic mutations
associated with resistance to the drug rifampicin19. The test has major benefits in
detecting multidrug-resistant TB (MDR-TB)20,21, HIV-associated TB22–24, or child
TB25. With support of large donor organizations, FIND (Foundation for Innovative
New Diagnostics) has negotiated a reduced price with Cepheid, amounting to US$ 10
per examination, which is still expensive for large scale implementation in resource-
constrained countries.
1.1.5 Treatment
After TB has been diagnosed and the type of infection has been detected (active
vs latent), medication is usually prescribed for a period of 6-12 months. In case
of latent infection, preventive medication includes a daily dosage of isoniazid for
6 to 9 months to kill the latent bacteria. Active TB infection with no drug re-
sistance is treated using a combination of several drugs for 6 to 12 months. The
most common medication for active TB is a cocktail of isoniazid with two to three
other drugs including rifampicin, pyrazinamide and ethambutol. TB is a curable
disease, but it is crucial to complete the treatment regimen, incomplete treatment
can lead to MDR-TB or TB relapse. Active MDR-TB treatment is usually longer
and second-line TB drugs are used, based on drug-susceptibility testing26. The
DOTS-plus (Directly Observed Treatment, Short-course) strategy by the WHO9 is
specifically implemented for treatment and monitoring of MDR-TB and has a suc-
cess rate exceeding 80%27, preventing the emergence of further MDR strains of TB.
Extensively drug-resistant TB (XDR-TB), an extreme form of MDR-TB, is treated
using third-line of TB drugs28.
1.1.6 Research
Active TB research is being conducted to reduce disease burden, and is focused on
three main areas: vaccination, new/improved drugs, and better diagnostic tools.
The Bacillus Calmette-Guérin (BCG) vaccine, invented in 1921, is given to children
to protect from severe forms of TB infection, but it fails to immune them from the
most common form - pulmonary TB. The vaccination has therefore not helped to
reduce the number of TB cases. There have been a lot of efforts on the development
of TB vaccinations, but unfortunately none of the vaccine candidates got promising
results in a clinical trial yet, and BCG still remains the only available vaccine for
the next few years.
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New drugs are being developed to reduce the treatment regime of non-resistant
TB and to fight against MDR-TB and XDR-TB. Many drugs are in the final phase
of clinical trials29 or have already received partial regulatory approval for treatment
of MDR-TB28,30. In the future these drugs will be able to replace the long existing
treatment regime, but they either have similar mechanisms of action (bedaquiline
and clofazimine28), or can cause drug resistance (linezolid30). Therefore, it is ex-
tremely important to monitor for drug resistance during the treatment, particularly
in case of MDR-TB and XDR-TB to avoid the chance of developing resistance to
the remaining drugs.
The disease burden can be truly reduced when an accurate and early diagnosis is
combined with an optimal treatment regimen. Advancement in TB diagnosis plays
a major role in achieving this; many new TB diagnostic tools are under different
stages of development10,31. In recent years, massive roll out of Xpert® MTB/RIF
has changed the diagnostic algorithm of TB detection and patient management32.
Although Xpert® MTB/RIF has been successfully implemented in many high TB
burden countries, majority of these were donor funded, and largely dependent on
testing in centralized laboratories33. A range of new molecular technologies are
under development which can replace smear microscopy34 in the future and will be
competing with Xpert technology. In the longer run, biomarker-based techniques
are needed to identify latent TB infection at an early stage and eliminate the risk
of progression to active TB. However, the current research on TB diagnosis focuses
on reducing the costs and a wide-scale implementation of Xpert® MTB/RIF as a
point-of-care test. Various algorithms are being investigated where an inexpensive
point-of-care test can be used in conjunction with Xpert® MTB/RIF, for example
sputum smear or chest radiography32,35–37. Our research focuses on making chest
radiography an easy-to-use, cost effective point-of-care tool for active screening or
TB prevalence surveys.
1.2 Chest radiography
In 1974, the WHO recommended to abandon chest radiography for mass TB screen-
ing and advocated to perform sputum smear microscopy on symptomatic patients.
Conventional analog X-ray imaging suffered from high running costs (films, chemi-
cals) and low image contrast if the required parameters, i.e. tube kilovoltage, expo-
sure, film processing etc. are not properly adjusted38. The advent of digital chest
radiography has been a game changer bringing improved image quality, immedi-
ate digital image availability and substantially lower operational costs, as films and
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(a) Chest Radiography (b) Coronal CT slice
(c) Ziehl-Neelsen (d) Fluorescence (e) Culture
(f) Mantoux skin test (g) Xpert
Figure 1.4: Most commonly used tuberculosis diagnostic tools.
chemicals are no longer required39. In 1992, the WHO’s Essential Technologies
group made recommendations that stressed the role of chest radiographs (CXRs)
at the primary referral level. The WHO again endorsed usage of preferably digi-
tal CXRs to expedite the diagnosis of smear-negative pulmonary TB in high HIV
prevalence population in resource-limited settings40 and incorporated CXRs in the
algorithm for TB prevalence surveys41. Nowadays, CXRs are a common part of
the diagnostic pathway for TB, either in clinics or in a screening algorithm, where
sputum culture or Xpert® MTB/RIF is performed as a confirmatory diagnosis. The
following subsections focus on the basics of chest radiography and provide details
about the various TB manifestations on CXRs.
1.2.1 Background
X-rays were accidentally discovered in 1895 by Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen. While
working with a cathode-ray tube to see if cathode rays could pass through glass, he
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noticed a glow coming from a nearby chemically coated screen. One of Röntgen’s
first experiments was a film of the hand of his wife, Bertha. Röntgen’s discovery
was a breakthrough for the field of medicine and X-rays soon became an important
diagnostic tool, enabling doctors to study the inside of the human body without
surgery.
Chest radiography accounts for ≈30-40% of all X-ray examinations performed
at any healthcare facility42. It provides a two-dimensional projection image of the
chest to diagnose abnormalities affecting lungs or other structures in the field of view
(heart, hilum, trachea)(see Fig. 1.5). Different views of the chest can be obtained
by changing the relative orientation of the body with respect to the direction of
the X-ray beam. The most commonly used views are frontal (postero-anterior or
anterior-posterior) and side (lateral) views. Postero-anterior (PA) and anterior-
posterior (AP) refers to the patient position when X-ray beam enters from the
posterior (back) or anterior (front) of the patient, respectively. Lateral views of the
chest are taken from the left side of the chest with both arms raised. Lateral images
are often omitted in TB diagnosis, therefore, in this thesis we will only consider
PA CXRs. Chest radiography employs ionizing radiation in the form of X-rays,
with the mean radiation dose to an adult being around 0.02 mSv for a frontal view
(PA/AP) and 0.08 mSv for a side view (lateral)43. The risk associated with these
amounts of radiation is extremely low. A CXR image represents a map of X-ray
attenuation by different anatomical structures depending on density and thickness
of tissues (Fig. 1.5). For example, bones attenuate X-rays more than lung tissue,
resulting in white (dense) as compared to dark appearance on a CXR.
The conventional chest radiography switched to digital technology in the early
1980s when the first Computed Radiography (CR) technology based detector was
introduced. CR systems use an analog cassette-based system where the image in-
formation is stored in a phosphor plate which is later digitized using a special laser
scanner (CR reader). Direct radiography (DR) with a flat panel detector system is
a true form of digital radiography in which a semiconductor based sensor directly
converts X-ray energy into electrical signals, hence eliminating the digitization step
by the image plate reader. DR systems offer better image quality, and higher spatial
resolution and dose efficiency as compared to CR systems. Pixel sampling interval
ranges between 0.5 and 200 µm for CR systems, and between 140 and 200 µm for
DR systems44. Digital CXRs of varied pixel resolutions have been used in this thesis
which were collected from various countries in Africa - Zambia, South Africa and
The Gambia. The CXRs in Zambia and South Africa were scanned using a slot
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scanner (a thin detector strip which is cheaper than a full field detector, that moves
during the acquisition), and in The Gambia a mobile DR system was used.
1.2.2 Tuberculosis detection
Tuberculosis manifestations on CXRs include various abnormalities which are non
specific and can also be indicative of other diseases, for example, lung cancer, inter-
stitial lung disease, chronic obstructive lung disease (COPD) or pneumonia. Hence,
CXR is usually used as a triage and not as a diagnostic test to select subjects to per-
form confirmatory tests for definitive TB diagnosis. If culture or Xpert® MTB/RIF
is unavailable, CXR is used in conjunction with clinical symptoms and patient his-
tory to make a diagnosis45,46 and start TB treatment. The most common form is
pulmonary TB (PTB) which affects the lung parenchyma causing textural changes.
Typical PTB manifestations include upper lobe infiltrates47, cavities (Fig. 1.6(a)),
consolidations (Fig. 1.6(b)) and opacifications (Fig. 1.6(c,d)). Cavitation in the up-
per lobes is the hallmark sign of PTB47, which appears as a dark air filled hole
with a band of dense tissue around it. However, appearances of TB are often atyp-
ical in patients with advanced immunodeficiency, such as lower lobe opacifications,
miliary patterns (Fig. 1.6(e)), pleural effusions (Fig. 1.6(f)) and lymphadenopathy
(Fig. 1.6(g))48. Signs of TB on CXRs are also determined by various demographic
factors: age, ethnicity, immunity level and severity of the disease49. Therefore, it
is a difficult task for the human experts (radiologists or clinical officers) to perform
TB diagnosis on the basis of a CXR alone. CXR reading by human readers has sub-
stantial inter- and intra-observer variability, and the literature also shows a range
of sensitivities and specificities achieved in different settings by readers with varied
years of experience (see Fig. 1.7).
Many scoring systems have been developed for consistent reading of CXRs and
to reduce inter-observer variability51. The most widely used scoring system, Chest
Reading and Recording System (CRRS)52, is designed to characterize all the visi-
ble findings in a structured way. The form comprises of sections describing various
abnormalities, primarily parenchymal, pleural, central or others. The identified find-
ings are then summarized based on a subjective assessment of whether the recorded
abnormalities are consistent with active TB. The scoring system has been validated
on HIV positive53, smear negative54 and prevalence52 populations, with a high de-
gree of inter-reader agreement. Readers can become CRRS certified after attending
the CRRS course followed by an examination. In this thesis, the term “CRRS certi-
fied reader” has been used throughout, as most of the human readers in our studies
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Figure 1.5: Important anatomical structures labeled in a normal PA chest radio-
graph. a) The trachea, b) The anterior first rib, c) The clavicles, d) The rib cage,
e) The posterior ribs, f) The anterior rib shadow, g) The left and right hilum, h)
The vessels running parallel or perpendicular to the image, i) The heart, j) The
left and right diaphragm, k) The left and right breast shadow, l) The left and right
costophrenic recess/angle, m) Stomach bubble, n) The scapula
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(a) Cavities (b) Consolidation (c) Large opacity
(d) Small opacities (e) Miliary TB (f) Pleural effusion (g) Lymphadenopathy
Figure 1.6: Common TB manifestations in chest radiographs.
Figure 1.7: Sensitivity and specificity of human readers as reported in the liter-
ature. The figure is adapted from Maduskar et al. 50
.
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are CRRS certified.
The objective of CXR reading is always guided by the intended use of chest ra-
diography. There are mainly three scenarios in TB detection: active case finding,
prevalence surveys or a clinical setting. Active case finding programs identify and
target high risk groups which are more prone to TB infection rather than waiting
in a clinic for people to show up55. TB prevalence survey is an initiative taken
by the WHO to estimate TB burden in countries by mass screening representative
groups1,41. A clinical setting refers to passive case finding where subjects with TB
symptoms present themselves for diagnosis and treatment. Active case finding or
prevalence surveys involve screening TB suspects using chest radiography and symp-
tom screening, and selecting subjects which need further expensive examinations.
Hence, a high detection rate at the cost of many false alarms is preferred. However,
in clinics, specially in low resource countries, TB diagnosis is made on the basis of
chest radiography due to unavailability of other tests, which demands high accu-
racy of the CXR reading. In this thesis, validation studies have been performed on
datasets from a prevalence population (The Gambia National TB prevalence survey)
and from TB clinics in Zambia and South Africa (TB suspects population with high
TB incidence)22,39.
1.3 Computer aided detection (CAD)
Computer aided detection (CADe) or computer aided diagnosis (CADx) refers to
the field of research and development of software technology to assist doctors in
the interpretation of medical images. Research on automated analysis of medical
images began in 1960s, but the early attempts were unsuccessful. The failure was
blamed at that time on a wrong vision of replacing radiologists and also lack of pow-
erful computers56. Later in the 1980s, a new direction was taken where computers
were considered as an aid to radiologists and the research line of computer aided
diagnosis (CAD) emerged. First time in 1990, Chan et al. showed improvement in
radiologist’s performance with CAD for the task of micro-calcifications detection in
mammograms57. In the recent years, CAD has been successfully applied in many
other fields of medicine, markedly, mass detection in breast cancer screening58–60,
nodule detection in lung cancer screening61–64, polyp detection in colorectal can-
cer65,66, automatic detection of diabetic retinopathy67, histopathology image ana-
lysis68, and melanoma detection on digitized epiluminescence microscopic images69.
Although CAD systems were thought to be only used as an aid, these days CAD
systems are being used independently as an automatic tool for a number of tasks, to
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name a few, TB detection on CXRs35,70, bone age assessment on CXRs71, and breast
density estimation on mammograms72,73. The work in this thesis is aimed towards
development and validation of the CAD4TB software as a standalone application.
The work described here is intended to assist in TB reduction and to detect more
TB cases with automated CXR reading, in the resource-limited countries with high
TB burden and limited availability of human experts (radiologists/clinical officers).
1.3.1 Design
Design of CAD systems is an amalgamation of three fields - medicine, image pro-
cessing, and machine learning. The domain knowledge from the field of medicine is
incorporated in the CAD systems using the latter two fields of study. The design is
based on the pattern recognition paradigm in which computers are taught to learn
the features radiologists look for in an image. This is known as supervised learning
methodology where the program learns to distinguish between two or more classes,
for example, cancerous or healthy image, by seeing enough examples of the two
classes.
The pipeline of a CAD system can be divided in four main components: Prepro-
cessing, segmentation, feature extraction and classification.
Preprocessing: Preprocessing of images is usually performed to improve image qual-
ity and to reduce intensity variation between images of the same or different patients.
These differences might occur due to patient positioning, scanner models, scanning
technologies or image acquisition protocols. These days, all X-ray scanners have
proprietary preprocessing algorithms for noise reduction and produce good qual-
ity X-ray images with a large dynamic range. As every vendor applies a unique
preprocessing method, the dynamic range of CXRs varies a lot between scanner
models. The human eye can deal with these intensity variations but CAD systems
trained on images from one scanner can’t correctly analyze CXRs from other scan-
ners. The most commonly used preprocessing techniques include local histogram
equalization74,75, unsharp masking76, contrast enhancement77, zero mean and unit
standard deviation scaling or frequency normalization78. In this thesis, we have
used a localized multiscale frequency based normalization as described by Philipsen
et al. 79 .
Preprocessing can also involve suppression of various anatomical structures or
artifacts to clearly visualize the abnormalities. In chest radiography, these struc-
tures include ribs, clavicles or any foreign object in the field of view (for example
catheters, zipper, cell phone, jewelery etc.). Automatic suppression of ribs and
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clavicles on CXRs have been studied extensively in the literature80–83 and have
shown significant improvement in radiologists’ performance with bone suppression
images84–87. Hogeweg et al. 88 developed a method for suppression of foreign objects
in CXRs to prevent false detections by a CAD system. In Chapter 2, we develop a
CAD system using bone suppression images and evaluate its performance in com-
parison with CAD4TB trained using original CXR images.
Segmentation: Segmentation of relevant structures is essential for mainly two objec-
tives. Firstly, to restrict the analysis in the region of interest (ROI) and secondly
to segment the diseased region to know the extent of disease. Commonly used
segmentation methods in the field of medical imaging are based on active contour
models89,90, active shape models91, graph cuts92 or pixel classification93. We use a
pixel classification based approach to segment the lung fields and confine analysis
within the lungs for TB detection. The lung field segmentation is used throughout
in the thesis. In Chapter 3, we propose a method to segment cavities, an important
biomarker to measure disease severity and TB treatment response. In Chapter 5,
the lateral rib cage is segmented and used as a landmark for the detection of pleural
effusion.
Features: Identifying relevant features which can discriminate between two or more
classes is a crucial step in designing a CAD system. In this thesis, new features
are designed to classify pixels or regions in a CXR image as normal or abnormal.
Features can be generic, such as the mean intensity value of a region to be char-
acterized, or very specific to the field of domain. Local pixel level features include
filtering operations like Gaussian, Gabor or Fast Fourier Transform, or edge detector
operators - Canny, Sobel or the Laplacian94. Region or object features can be cate-
gorized as texture, morphology or context based. Frequently used texture features
are higher order moments, co-occurrence matrix, local histogram and local binary
patterns (LBPs)94. Morphology or shape descriptors consist of a wide range of fea-
tures, i.e. blobness, curvature, eccentricity, convex hull etc. Context features include
the relative location of an object with respect to an anatomical structure. In our
case, TB related abnormalities usually occur in upper lobes and hence the position
of a region relative to the lung fields or distance to the hilum are informative context
features. In Chapter 2 and 3, local, texture and context features have been utilized.
Chapter 5 uses morphology features in addition to texture and context features.
The above mentioned features are also known as “hand crafted” features, as they
are designed and picked specifically for a particular detection task. A novel field
named “deep learning” focuses on layer-wise stacking of specific underlying model
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architectures, such as sparse auto-encoders, restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM)
or neural networks to perform automatic feature learning95. Neural networks with
many layers were re-branded as deep learning in 2006 gaining enormous popular-
ity96,97, and introducing a new paradigm for feature learning. A subclass of the
neural networks, the so-called convolutional neural networks (CNN), was already
introduced in the 1980’s, but has attracted much attention in recent years with the
rise of computing power. Literature reports that it outperforms other state of the art
algorithms in many computer vision tasks98–102. CNN is nothing but a deep neural
network with many layers and a large number of neurons in each layer, inspired to
learn in a similar way as the human visual cortex with millions of connected neurons
in layers V1, V2, V3, etc. These networks are similar to the standard feed-forward
neural networks but have fewer parameters because of their convolution layers, and
hence are comparatively easier to train103,104. Each convolution layer in a multi-layer
deep CNN is constructed using a set of filters that are convolved with the previous
input layer, producing feature maps as output, creating a complex set of features
which are learned during the CNN training. In Chapter 4, we explore CNN based
feature learning for automatic detection of cavities.
Classification: Classification refers to categorizing objects into different classes. For
TB detection, we are interested in stratifying CXRs as “Normal”, “Abormal for
Active TB”, or “Other Abnormalities”. As TB manifestation on CXR images is
non-specific, we focus on labeling CXRs as “Normal” or “Abnormal”. Classification
is the final step in a CAD pipeline. This step has two phases - training and test
phase. In the training phase, a statistical model is trained using labeled examples
of normal and abnormal classes. The labels are obtained by following an exten-
sive process of annotating regions on CXR images by a trained reader. Features
are extracted from these labeled regions and fed into an algorithm that implements
the classification strategy (known as a classifier). Classifiers can solve a binary (2-
class) or a multi-class classification problem, depending upon the labeled examples.
In this thesis, 2-class classification has been used. “Classifier design” is a huge
field of study in itself and many classification algorithms exist in the literature105.
We have used and compared different classification strategies in this thesis, namely
k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN)105,106, Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)105, Gentle-
Boost (GB)107, Random Forest (RF)108, and Support Vector Machine (SVM)109. In
the test phase, the trained classifier is used to assign a probability of being abnormal
to the pixels or regions of an unseen CXR image. These pixel/region level scores can
be used individually to identify abnormal regions in an image, or can be combined
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using rules such as max, min or 95% percentile rule to assign an image a probability
of being abnormal.
CNN can provide an excellent alternative to the traditional supervised classifi-
cation approaches. We have trained a CNN with cavity and non-cavity (normal)
patches in Chapter 4 to distinguish between the two, exhibiting the discriminating
power of CNNs without any feature engineering.
1.3.2 Evaluation procedures
After developing a CAD system, the most important question which comes to mind
is: “How good is my CAD system as compared to a human expert”? The perfor-
mance evaluation plays an important role in deciding the intended use of the CAD
system and if it is ready to be deployed in clinical practice. To address all these
questions, standard evaluation criteria exist in the literature to measure the accu-
racy of CAD systems. For better understanding of the rest of the thesis, in the
following subsections we elaborate on the evaluation criteria used in this work.
Reference standards
Two types of reference standards are considered in TB detection with chest radio-
graphs: Radiological and Bacteriological. Radiological reference standard is usually
set by a reader with many years of experience in reading CXRs, i.e. a radiologist
or a pulmonologist. An experienced reader can distinguish between different TB
manifestations and can categorize a CXR image into “Normal”, “Abnormal - Active
TB”, “Abnormal - Healed TB” or “Other abnormalities”. In Chapter 7, radiolo-
gists assigned to CXRs one of the above four categories. On the other hand, for a
CRRS reader or a clinical officer, differentiating between active and healed TB is
comparatively a difficult task as compared to labeling an image as “Normal” or “Ab-
normal”. Hence, field readers in Chapter 7 read the CXRs as “Normal”, “Abnormal”
or “Other”.
Reference standard is also required to train the CAD systems. For training the
automated algorithms, abnormal regions were annotated by CRRS readers and later
checked by a radiologist. In Chapter 3, cavities were manually segmented by two
radiologists, and in Chapter 5, amount of pleural effusion was quantified on a scale
of 1-5 (1-normal, 5-severe) by an experienced radiologist. To compare the software
performance with human readings, in Chapter 6, clinical officers were asked to score
the CXRs in a similar way as a CAD system, on a scale of 0-100 (0-normal, 100-
abnormal).
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Bacteriological reference standard is set using an examination which can detect
the presence of M. Tuberculosis bacteria and can confirm active TB infection. Cur-
rently, sputum culture and Xpert® MTB/RIF, are used as confirmatory tests for
active TB diagnosis. We have performed two software validation studies in Zambia
and The Gambia, where culture was used as the bacteriological reference standard.
The current reference standard is bacteriological examination, hence it is vital to
compare the performance of the CAD software against the bacteriological reference
before deploying it in a clinic. However, it also suffers from key problems, such as
poor quality sputum, contamination risks, or failure to detect paucibacillary TB.
Overlap and distance measures
Correctness of automatically segmented structures is measured using overlap mea-
sures. A human expert segments an organ or ROI, which is then compared with the
automatically generated segmentation. We have used Jaccard overlap measure110 in
Chapter 3 and 4 for cavity segmentation and detection task, where a score of 1 rep-
resents a perfect agreement and 0 no agreement. The measure does not differentiate
between over and under-segmentation of the segmented object in comparison to the
reference, hence over-segmentation and under-segmentation measures are addition-
ally used in Chapter 3. They identify the false positive and false negative pixels with
respect to the reference segmentation. The over and under-segmentation values are
normalized with respect to the size of the reference object. More details regarding
the overlap measures can be found in Chapter 3.
Distance measures are utilized for calculating the differences between automati-
cally segmented and reference contours, and between software identified and manu-
ally annotated reference landmark points. In Chapter 3, two distance measures111,
namely Hausdorff and mean absolute contour distance, are computed between the
automatic and reference cavity contours. In Chapter 5, L2 distance is measured
between the manually indicated and the automatically detected landmark point for
detection of pleural effusion.
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis
A classifier in a CAD system computes a continuous score between 0 and 1, which
represents the likelihood or probability of belonging to a particular class. This
value needs to be thresholded to calculate a binary output, i.e. “Normal”(0) or
“Abnormal”(1). At every threshold, each example is labeled as 0 or 1 based on the
assigned score by the classifier. A true positive (TP) finding is the one in which
both true and assigned labels are 1, however if the true label is 1 and is assigned
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a 0 by the classifier, it is a false negative (FN) finding. Similarly, if a true normal
example is assigned a 0 label, it refers to a true negative (TN), otherwise a false
positive (FP). Diagnostic accuracy of a test is usually summarized by these four
numbers - sensitivity (Se), specificity (Sp), positive predictive value (PPV) and
negative predictive value (NPV), which can be derived from TP, FN, TN, FP, as
shown in Table 1.1.
Se, Sp, PPV and NPV values are compared between two diagnostic tests to
determine a superior test. A test is considered superior if it has high Se, Sp, PPV
and NPV values which is very unlikely in real world scenario. A trade-off between
Se and Sp is required, which can be explored using receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) analysis. ROC curve is a graphical representation between Se and FP rate
(1-Sp) (See Fig. 1.8). ROC curve is constructed by calculating Se and Sp at each
possible threshold value on the score assigned by a classifier. ROC analysis has been
extensively used for the evaluation of diagnostic tests, in epidemiology and radiology
studies.
Fig. 1.8 (a) shows an example ROC curve for CAD4TB system from Chapter 7.
The shaded gray area around the ROC curve is the 95% confidence interval, which
is calculated using bootstrapping112. Bootstrapping is a statistical method in which
samples are drawn a large number of times (n) from a given population and the
required statistics (ROC curve in this case) are calculated each time. Then, 95%
confidence interval of the ROC curve is computed from these n number of boot-
strapped samples. In practice, human readers read images as 0 or 1 and not on
a continuous scale; their Se and FP rate can be plotted on the curve to compare
the performances. Area (AUC) under the ROC curve summarizes the overall per-
formance of a ROC curve computed for a CAD system. AUC of two non-identical
ROC curve can be the same, and in that case partial AUC should be computed in
the area of interest to pick the best system. The optimal operating point can be
chosen based on the required Se and Sp, or by picking the point on the curve with
minimum distance to (0,1) which gives equal weight to Se and Se and imposes no
cost or prevalence constraints.
Free Receiver Operating Characteristic (FROC) analysis
ROC analysis is not adequate when multiple abnormalities are required to be located
on an image (e.g., detecting multiple nodules). Free Receiver Operating Character-
istic (FROC) approach113 is a commonly used method when we are interested in
analyzing the number of true findings detected per subject. The FROC curve is a
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(a) ROC curve (b) FROC curve
Figure 1.8: Example ROC and FROC curve. ROC and FROC curves have been
taken from Chapter 7, and Chapter 4, respectively.
Test outcome
Reference Positive Negative
Positive TP FP PPV = TP
TP + FP
Negative FN TN NPV = TN
FN + TN
Se = TP
TP + FN
Sp = TN
FP + TN
Table 1.1: The four outcomes of a diagnotics test formulated in a 2×2 contingency
table. TP: true positive, FP: false positive, FN: false negative, TN: true negative,
PPV: positive predictive value, NPV: negative predictive value, Se: sensitivity, Sp:
specificity.
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graphical plot between Se and number of FP findings per subject, where Se refers
to the correctly detected abnormal regions by the CAD system. The FROC curve
can be computed the same way as ROC curve, but the reference standard (positive
class) is marked on a region level (normal/abnormal region), rather than providing
an image label as 0 or 1. At each possible threshold value on the score per region,
sensitivity and average number of FPs per image can be estimated and plotted as an
FROC curve (see Fig. 1.8 (b)). In case of FROC curves, an optimal operating point
is chosen based on the number of acceptable FPs per subject at a reasonable Se.
The area under the FROC curve is an inappropriate performance measure, as more
FPs per image also results in a higher area under the FROC curve. Alternatively
partial area under the FROC curve, or a mean true-positive fraction (MTPF) in
a certain FPs per image interval are used in literature. FROC analysis is used in
many CAD applications, e.g., nodule detection in lung CT scans, polyp detection in
colon CT scans, mass detection in mammograms, etc. The example FROC curve in
Fig. 1.8 (b) is taken from Chapter 4 where FROC analysis has been used for cavity
detection in CXRs.
Statistical analysis
A CAD system or any diagnostic test, before it can be used, needs to be evaluated
for significance, i.e. if it is significantly better than the available CAD systems or
other diagnostic tests in the market. Significance testing on AUC or pAUC for
ROC and FROC is commonly performed using statistical tests such as bootstrap-
ping114,115. Significant differences are determined with patient-based bootstrapping
using n bootstrap samples112. Cases are resampled with replacement n times, such
that every bootstrap sample has the same number of cases as the original data set.
For each bootstrap sample, two ROC or FROC curves corresponding to the two sys-
tems being compared are constructed, and the difference in AUC (∆AUC) or pAUC
(∆pAUC) is calculated. After resampling n times, n values of ∆AUC or ∆pAUC are
obtained. p-values are defined as the fraction of ∆AUC or ∆pAUC values that are
negative or zero. p-value <0.05 is considered as a significant difference between the
two curves under comparison. We have used this method to compare ROC curves
in Chapters 5- 7. McNemar’s test116 is often used to compare sensitivities and
specificities of two diagnostic tests using a 2×2 contingency table (Table 1.1). The
statistical test follows a chi-square distribution and tests for equivalence between the
two tests rather than inferiority or superiority. Chapter 7 utilizes McNemar’s test
to show the equivalence between sensitivities and specificities of the CAD system
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Kappa κ Agreement
<0 Less than chance agreement
0.01-0.20 Slight agreement
0.21-0.40 Fair agreement
0.41-0.60 Moderate agreement
0.61-0.80 Substantial agreement
0.81-0.99 Almost perfect agreement
Table 1.2: Interpretation of kappa κ, adapted from Viera and Garrett 117
.
and human experts.
We use various statistical tests to pairwise compare measurement values. Inter-
reader agreement in Chapter 6 between human readers and the CAD system is
calculated using Cohen’s kappa (κ)117. The κ calculation is based on the difference
between actual agreement (“observed”) compared to the expected agreement present
by chance alone (“expected”) (see Eq. 1.1). κ lies on a scale of -1 to 1, where 1 is
a perfect agreement, 0 is what would be expected by chance, and a negative value
shows agreement less than chance, i.e. potential disagreement between the readers.
The interpretation of κ has already been described extensively in literature117(see
Table 1.2).
kappa, κ = (po − pe)(1− pe) (1.1)
We employ Wilcoxon signed rank test118, a non-parametric test which compares
differences in median between two distributions when normal distribution cannot be
assumed, to measure significant differences between overlap values of different seg-
mentation methods (Chapter 3). Paired t-test calculates difference between paired
measurements and assumes these are normally distributed, and is used to evaluate
significant differences for L2 distances computed between reference landmark point
and automatically detected landmark point in pleural effusion detection algorithm
in Chapter 5.
1.4 A review of automated tuberculosis detection
in chest radiographs
Automated analysis of CXRs is one of the first applications of image analysis in
radiology119. Lodwick et al. published the first study on the analysis of pulmonary
nodules in chest radiographs120. Since then, research on automated analysis of
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CXRs has advanced, and continues to grow further. Past research focused mainly
on detection of nodules in CXRs121–123, and limited research was done in other areas
like interstitial lung disease, subtraction imaging and pneumothorax124. As the focus
of this thesis is TB detection, we will review the existing automated analysis methods
relevant for TB detection.
Existing methods for the task of automatic detection of TB are reviewed ex-
tensively in Jaeger et al. 125 . Most methods follow the standard CAD pipeline:
preprocessing and segmentation followed by feature extraction and classification.
Here, we briefly review the available methods in the literature for which the per-
formance numbers were reported. We first review the methods published by our
group, followed by the work done by others. van Ginneken was the first one to
analyze CXRs automatically for tuberculosis detection in 2001122. He followed an
approach where the lung fields were divided into 41 regions, moments of Gaussian
were calculated as region features, and k-nearest neighbor classifier was used to
estimate the probability of being abnormal per region. The region scores were com-
bined to obtain an image level score, using a classification rule which multiplies the
probabilities of the regions being normal. The method was tested on a database of
290 normals and 326 abnormals from a TB screening program for people seeking
asylum in The Netherlands, and an AUC of 82% was achieved. Arzhaeva et al.
applied a completely different approach of multi-valued dissimilarity-based classifi-
cation by computing distances to a set of prototype objects as feature vectors, locally
on regions inside the lungs and globally on the lung fields126. Combining local and
global classification increased the AUC from 81% obtained with global features to
83%, on a set of 217 CXRs (128-normal, 89-abnormal). Hogeweg et al. reported an
AUC of 86% on 149 CXRs (69-normal, 80-abnormal) from a TB clinic in Africa, by
combining clavicle detection, shape and texture abnormality detection systems127.
Clavicle detection system was used to suppress false responses on clavicles, com-
bining various complimentary detection systems is a common approach to improve
detection rate and reduce FPs. The most recent work by Hogeweg et al. shows
the performance of a combined approach with texture, shape and focal abnormality
detection systems128. The results have been reported using 10-fold cross-validation
classification on two datasets of 200 CXRs each, collected from the Find and Treat
screening program in London, United Kingdom and TB suspect screening popula-
tion from Cape Town, Africa. The dataset from London achieved an AUC of 84.7%
and 86.8% (87-bacteriological proven TB cases); the dataset from Cape Town got
an AUC of 89.9% and 74.1% (66-bacteriological proven TB) against radiological and
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bacteriological reference standard, respectively.
In another approach by Noor et al. 129 , texture features computed from Daubechies
wavelet transform followed by principal component analysis for dimensionality re-
duction were used to discriminate between normal and abnormal ROIs in 40 test
CXRs (20-normal, 20-bacteriological proven TB). An accuracy of 94% was reported
on this small dataset. A semi-automatic method was proposed by Tan et al.130, in
which lungs were segmented interactively using a snake model, first-order statistical
texture features were extracted on the intensity values, and a decision tree classi-
fier in 3-fold classification was trained using 95 CXRs (50-normal, 45-bacteriological
proven TB), achieving an AUC of 92.8%. Rijal et al. employed phase congruency
features and Euclidean distance measure as classification to differentiate between
PTB, healthy tissue and bony structures in regions of 32×32 pixels, and reported
an accuracy of 100%, 90% and 50%, respectively131. The method was evaluated on
a small dataset of 10 PTB CXRs and 10 normal CXRs. Jeager et al. extracted a set
of features, namely LBP, intensity and Hessian shape features from the automati-
cally segmented lung fields and trained a linear SVM to distinguish between normal
and abnormal X-rays. An AUC of 83.12% was obtained on a dataset from a TB
control program in Montgomery County (MC) Maryland, United States, containing
138 CXRs (80-normal, 58-abnormal)132. A more recent work from the same author
group used a very large set of features (histograms, shape, curvature, LBP etc.)
and applied leave-one-out classification approach, achieving an AUC of 87% and
90% on MC dataset (80-normal, 58-abnormal) and Shenzhen dataset from China
(340-normal, 275-abnormal), respectively133.
The above mentioned CAD systems are mostly based on texture analysis and are
not trained to detect all manifestations of TB. Many appearances of TB can not be
detected by such systems, namely cavitation, pleural effusion, hilar lymphadenopa-
thy, millary TB. A few algorithms in literature specifically focus on detection of a
particular manifestation of TB. Shen et al. 134 proposed a cavity detection system
which analyzes only upper lung zones in CXRs. Initial probable cavity contours
were defined by adaptive thresholding and mean shift segmentation followed by an
active contour model. These cavity candidate contours were classified as a cavity or
a non-cavity using a Bayesian classifier. A second classification step was performed
to detect the missed cavities in the upper lobes near clavicles. The technique was
tested on only 16 CXRs with cavitation and a threshold on Jaccard overlap measure
was used to classify detected cavity regions as true or false positives. A sensitiv-
ity of 82.35% at 0.237 FPs per image, and 0.05 per normal image was reported.
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Another automatic cavity detection system was presented by Xu et al. 135 based on
a coarse-to-fine dual scale methodology, where coarse features, like Gaussian-based
matching and LBP, were applied at a coarse scale, while complex features, like cir-
cularity and Kullback-Leibler divergence measures, were applied on a finer scale
for the cavity classification. This method was validated on 35 CXRs containing 50
cavities. The candidate detector identified 160 contours, out of which 43 were true
cavity contours. 70% sensitivity at 60% specificity was attained on these 160 can-
didate contours. Koeslag and de Jager 136 proposed a template matching technique
in Fourier domain using 16 templates to detect miliary TB. Simple threshold on the
correlation value with the 16 templates was used to classify as “Miliary” or “Nor-
mal”, resulting in an accuracy of 94% in the miliary TB set (31/33), and 68% in
the healthy set (19/28). Avni et al. 137 used “bag of visual words” features and SVM
classifier to differentiate between various pathologies vs normal images (38) - left
(21) and right (17) pleural effusion, enlarged heart (24), abnormal mediastinum/hi-
lar region (19), any pathology (55); achieving AUC values of 82%, 81%, 88.2%,
79.2%, and 82%, respectively. Armato et al. 138 developed a technique to calculate
the amount of pleural effusion in each hemithorax by automatically measuring the
angle between the hemidiaphragm and lateral chest wall, commonly known as the
costophrenic angle138. An AUC of 75% was reported on 1,166 hemithoraces (≈200
abnormal).
Due to different datasets being used in the above studies, it is not possible to
directly compare the performance of the above mentioned methods. Dataset from
Cape Town as described in Hogeweg et al. 128∗, and both the datasets in Jaeger
et al. 133 are publicly available along with the ground truth information†.
1.5 CAD4TB software
The CAD4TB software has been under development for many years. It started as
a PhD project of van Ginneken in 1996 in collaboration with Delft Imaging Sys-
tems, who invented the Odelca camera in the 1960s. The PhD thesis resulted in a
prototype software for TB detection, but was not tested clinically, as in those days
digital X-ray machines were not widely used for TB detection. The first CAD4TB
beta prototype (CAD4TB v0.01) was delivered in January 2010, and field tested in
TB clinics in Zambia and South Africa. The beta prototype was improved later and
∗Download from http://crass.grand-challenge.org/
†Access to the datasets can be requested on http://archive.nlm.nih.gov/repos/chestImages.
php. More information available in Jaeger et al. 139 .
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the first official CAD4TB prototype was released in 2011 (CAD4TB v1.08), which
was trained on a much larger dataset. Interest in automated reading, and hence in
CAD4TB software has increased over the years due to resurgence of chest radiogra-
phy for active case finding and TB prevalence surveys, and usage of digital X-rays.
Every year a new prototype version of the software is released, the latest one being
in 2014 version v4.10, which has also received a CE label. The software is com-
mercially available via Delft Imaging Systems and is currently operational in seven
countries: Zambia, Tanzania, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Rwanda, Zimbabwe and Libya,
with new installations planned in South Africa, Indonesia and The Philippines. The
software has been tested with CXRs from over 15 countries.
The CAD4TB software runs a preprocessing algorithm which analyzes an X-
ray image and labels the image as a “PA CXR” or “non-PA CXR”. If the image
is a PA CXR, the rest of the components are executed, otherwise the software
terminates itself. Firstly, the input image is normalized to minimize differences
between images acquired from different scanners, as described by Philipsen et al. 79 .
Template matching is done between the input image and 25 PA CXR template
images (13 normal, 12 abnormals) acquired with different scanners. The template
images at various scales are translated over the input image and normalized cross
correlation is computed between the overlapping input sub-image and the template
image. The final correlation score is determined by taking average of the 5 maximum
correlation values, which is then thresholded to determine if an X-ray image is a valid
PA CXR. This method has been validated on 153,818 X-rays (13,475 non-PA CXR)
achieving an AUC value of 99.4%.
The CAD system consists of a number of individual detection systems for the
detection of various abnormal and normal structures. Lung fields are segmented
first93, which is used by the detection systems for further processing. The indi-
vidual detection systems are trained with examples from thousands of CXRs. The
algorithmic details of the detection systems, namely shape, symmetry, texture and
blunt costophrenic angle detection, have been described in the literature127,128,140.
Finally, the output of these subsystems are combined using a random forest classifier
to compute a score between 0 and 100 indicating the likelihood of having active TB.
The goal of the work done in this thesis is twofold. Firstly, new algorithms were
developed to improve the performance of CAD4TB software. Secondly, validation
studies were conducted to compare the readings of existing CAD4TB software with
human experts’ findings.
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Chapter
No.
Country Setting Scanner Training Set Test Set
2 SA, Zambia TB suspects Odelca-DR, DIS 865 900
3 SA, Zambia TB suspects Odelca-DR, DIS 50 100
4 SA, Zambia TB suspects Odelca-DR, DIS 1,238 1,238*
5 Zambia TB suspects Odelca DR, DIS 629 638
6 Zambia TB suspects Odelca DR, DIS 945 161
7 Gambia Prevalence survey Atomed mobile X-ray, DIS 841 4,552
Table 1.3: Overview of datasets used in various chapters of the thesis. SA: South
Africa, DIS: Delft Imaging Systems. *Training done in 5-fold cross validation,
where the dataset was divided into 5 parts, and in each fold 3 parts were used as
the training set, one as validation set and one as the test set. Results of all the
folds were pooled together, hence training and test sets are the same.
1.6 Thesis outline
After years of research on automated detection of TB in CXRs, the accuracy has im-
proved and is approaching human expertise. Many issues still need to be addressed,
and a few of them are covered in this thesis. Primarily, we focus on detection of
specific manifestations which can be missed by CAD4TB software, namely cavities
and pleural effusion. These abnormalities can go undetected by the texture analysis
of the lung fields if they are the only abnormalities present in the lungs. Secondly,
we perform two validation studies of CAD4TB, to compare the performance of the
software with human experts. These validation studies provide a stepping stone
towards the potential use of the software prospectively in the field.
Many algorithms have been developed to automatically detect and suppress bony
structures (ribs/clavicles) in PA CXRs, but the effect of bone suppression images
on a CAD system for TB has not been evaluated. In Chapter 2, we evaluate the
benefit of using bone suppression images for training and testing a CAD system for
TB. A commercially available software package developed by Riverian (ClearRead
Bone Suppression 2.4, Riverain Medical, Miamisburg, Ohio) was used to generate
bone suppression images of PA CXRs.
A few automated methods exist in the literature to detect and segment cavities
in CXRs, but the performance is still not optimal to use these methods in a clinic.
In Chapters 3 and 4, we propose novel methods to segment and detect cavities
in CXRs. Cavity segmentation is a semi-automatic method which requires a seed
point near the center of the cavity as input, to perform the segmentation. In Chap-
ter 4, we use the cavity segmentation algorithm described in Chapter 3 to develop a
candidate detector. The cavity detection method uses state of the art methodology
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of convolutional neural networks to classify the detected candidates as “cavity” or
“non-cavity”. Chapter 5 proposes a novel scheme for automatic detection of pleu-
ral effusion in CXRs. The approach shows significantly improved performance as
compared to the methods available in the literature.
Software validation studies have been performed in two different settings. Chap-
ter 6 reports the evaluation of CAD4TB on a dataset of TB suspects with high
TB prevalence from a TB clinic in Lusaka, Zambia. Here, we compare the scores
generated by the software with the CXR readings of four clinical officers working in
Zambia. Chapter 7 validates the software in a completely different setting where the
majority of participants were normal. CAD4TB was compared with field readings
by research clinicians and central readings by experts on the data obtained from
The Gambia National Tuberculosis Prevalence Survey.
Table 1.3 provides an overview of the datasets used in the thesis. The overview
shows that we have used a substantially larger number of CXRs compared to the
number of CXRs used in the literature, to evaluate the proposed algorithms in this
thesis. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the thesis and provides a general discussion
regarding the results obtained in the thesis.
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Abstract
Computer aided detection (CAD) of tuberculosis (TB) on chest radiographs (CXRs)
is challenging due to overlapping structures. Suppression of normal structures can re-
duce overprojection effects and can enhance the appearance of diffused parenchymal
abnormalities. In this work, we compare two CAD systems to detect textural abnor-
malities in chest radiographs of TB suspects. One CAD system is trained and tested
on the original CXR and the other CAD system is trained and tested on bone sup-
pression images (BSIs). BSIs were created using a commercially available software
(ClearRead 2.4, Riverain Medical). The CAD system is trained with 431 normal
and 434 abnormal images with manually outlined abnormal regions. Subtlety rating
(1-3) is assigned to each abnormal region, where 3 refers to obvious and 1 refers to
subtle abnormalities. Performance is evaluated on normal and abnormal regions
from an independent dataset of 900 images. These contain in total 454 normal and
1127 abnormal regions, which are divided into 3 subtlety categories containing 280,
527 and 320 abnormal regions, respectively. For normal regions, original/BSI CAD
has an average abnormality score of 0.094±0.027/0.085±0.032 (p = 5.6×10−19).
For abnormal regions, subtlety 1, 2, 3 categories have average abnormality scores
for original/BSI of 0.155±0.073/0.156±0.089 (p = 0.73), 0.194±0.086/0.207±0.101
(p = 5.7×10−7), 0.225±0.119/0.247±0.117 (p = 4.4×10−7), respectively. Thus for
normal regions, CAD scores slightly decrease using BSIs instead of the original im-
ages, and for abnormal regions, the scores increase slightly. We therefore conclude
that the use of bone suppression results in slightly but significantly improved auto-
mated detection of textural abnormalities in chest radiographs.
Keywords: Bone suppression, CAD, Chest X-ray, Radiograph, Tuberculosis.
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2.1 Purpose
Chest radiographs (CXRs) are difficult to interpret due to the presence of overlap-
ping structures on a 2D projection image. Visibility of abnormalities on CXRs is
sometimes hampered by normal structures like ribs and clavicles. Diffused abnor-
malities can become more prominent if we are able to visualize these images without
normal anatomy. Bone suppression images (BSIs) can be generated either by dual-
energy imaging or by applying post-processing techniques on CXRs to suppress bony
structures. Dual-energy uses images acquired at different energy levels to highlight
either bone or soft tissue141. The images can be aquired by exposing the patient
once (single-shot technique) or twice (dual-shot technique). BSIs are also created
using software algorithms that process image data and automatically remove bony
structures. Various computer algorithms have been developed towards automatic
segmentation and suppression of bony structures ribs81,82 and clavicles142,143. Clin-
ical studies have shown improvement in reading performance of the radiologists for
detection of lung nodules with bone suppressed images85,87. Also several studies have
shown improved automatic detection of interstitial lung diseases144 and tuberculosis
(TB)145 by using different bone suppression techniques.
Detection of TB in CXRs is a difficult task due to its varied manifestations like
opacification, pleural fluid, lymphadenopathy, blunt costophrenic angle, hilar ele-
vation etc. The most common abnormalities are textural in the lung parenchyma
like small and large diffused opacities, consolidation and nodular lesions. CXR
is being recommended by the World Health Organization (WHO) as one of the
screening tools for prevalence surveys to exclude normal subjects from undergoing
further expensive tests41. Hence, Computer aided detection (CAD) of TB on CXRs
is becoming an important research task due to its extensive use in screening and
also lack of radiologists and skilled clinical officers in high TB incidence regions.
A CAD prototype for detection of TB (CAD v. 1.08, Diagnostic Image Analysis
Group, Nijmegen, The Netherlands)127 was developed which computes a local tex-
tural abnormality score. In this work, region-wise analysis of abnormality scores
is performed on normal and abnormal regions in original CXRs and BSIs to eval-
uate the benefit of BSI over original CXR. We use the bone suppression software
package developed by Riverian (ClearRead Bone Suppression 2.4, formerly Softview
2.4, Riverain Medical, Miamisburg, Ohio), to generate BSIs. Several studies have
used ClearRead software earlier for nodule detection and showed improvement in
radiologists’ performance85,86,146. These images are then used to train the CAD pro-
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totype for TB and region level abnormality scores are compared with corresponding
abnormality scores of the original prototype.
2.2 Methods
We trained two CAD systems - a. with original CXRs, b. with BSIs. A large
database of digital CXRs (Delft Imaging Systems, Veenendaal, The Netherlands)
was acquired from two sites in Zambia and South Africa with high TB incidence
rate. These images were then manually annotated by a certified reader trained to
read CXRs according to the CRRS tuberculosis scoring system53. In case of doubt,
the annotations were checked and validated by a chest radiologist. This database
was then used to train and test the CAD systems which are briefly explained in the
following sub-sections.
2.2.1 Original-CXR CAD
The research CAD prototype system was developed for the analysis of CXRs from
high burden countries in Sub-Saharan Africa. The prototype combines abnormal-
ity scores from various subsystems - textural abnormality detection system, clavicle
detection system and shape abnormality detection system, at pixel and image level
to come up with an abnormality score for the image127. Here we only used the tex-
tural abnormality detection subsystem (Fig. 2.1), which is trained with manually
annotated textural abnormalities. Features are based on moments of intensity distri-
butions of Gaussian derivative filtered images at each pixel and its relative position
inside the lung fields. These sampled pixels inside the segmented lung fields were
then classified using a k-Nearest Neighbor classifier (k=15) to get a probabilistic
abnormality score (Fig. 2.4, Column 2). These probabilistic labels are combined
into one abnormality score for each image to label the image as normal/abnormal.
2.2.2 BSI CAD
BSIs were generated using ClearRead suppression package as mentioned in the above
section. ClearRead is a Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved bone sup-
pression software for clinical use. ClearRead being a proprietary system, the algo-
rithmic details are not disclosed. Using these BSIs, another CAD system was trained
in exactly the same way as the original CAD system. All the steps in the CAD sys-
tem including automatic lung segmentation, feature extraction and classification
were performed on BSIs. Pixel level texture probability scores were generated inside
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the lung fields for each image for direct comparison with the pixel level probability
scores of original CXR CAD system. (Fig. 2.4, Column 2 versus Column 4)
Flowchart of both the CAD systems is shown in Fig. 2.1. Original and its BSI
for a normal and an abnormal image are shown in Fig. 2.2.
Figure 2.1: Flowchart of Original and BSI CAD systems.
(a) Normal CXR image
(b) Abnormal CXR image
Figure 2.2: Original CXR image and its corresponding BSI.
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2.2.3 Region-wise Analysis
We performed region based analysis of normal and abnormal regions to evaluate the
correctness and differences between the probabilistic output of original CXR and
BSI CAD systems. Normal regions refer to automatically segmented unobscured
lung fields in normal images with no present abnormalities. Abnormal regions refer
to the manually delineated diffused parenchymal abnormalities. These abnormal
regions are further categorized into three subtlety categories - 1. subtle, 2. visible,
3. obvious (Fig. 2.4, Column 5). Probability scores are averaged over each region
and individually analyzed for all the abnormality categories and normal regions.
2.3 Results
The CAD system is trained with randomly sampled normal pixels from 431 normal
images and abnormal pixels from 434 abnormal images inside unobscured lung fields.
The system is validated on an independent test set of 900 images containing 454
normal images. There are in total 454 normal regions and 1127 abnormal regions
which consists of 280 (category 1), 527 (category 2) and 320 (category 3) abnormal
regions, respectively. For normal regions, BSI CAD produces slightly lower average
abnormality scores than the original CAD, while for abnormal regions, the reverse is
the case. The average abnormality scores and p-values are tabulated for normal and
abnormal regions in Fig. 2.3 (b). p-values were computed using paired two-tailed
t-tests.
From the box plots for abnormality scores of various regions (Fig. 2.3), it is
apparent that BSI CAD system has lower scores for normal regions as compared
to abnormal regions providing better discrimination than the original CXR CAD
system. In Fig. 2.4, we observe improved probabilistic abnormality scores with less
false responses for Category 1 and Category 3 abnormality image. For Category 2
abnormality image, we see some high response for abnormal regions in BSI output
which is missing in the original CXR output. Normal image shows lower response
for BSI than for the original CXR probabilistic abnormality score.
2.4 Conclusion and future work
The use of bone suppression images leads to a small but significant improvement
in training a CAD system for TB. We obtain improved detection of textural abnor-
malities and better discrimination between normal and abnormal regions. Improved
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(a)
Categories Original
CAD
BSI CAD p-value
Normal 0.094±0.027 0.085±0.032 5.6×10−19
Category 1 0.155±0.073 0.156±0.089 0.73
Category 2 0.194±0.086 0.207±0.101 5.7×10−7
Category 3 0.225±0.119 0.247±0.117 4.4×10−7
All abnormals 0.193±0.097 0.206±0.108 2.2×10−11
(b)
Figure 2.3: (a) Region-wise box plot of abnormality scores. Orig - Original CAD
system, BSI - BSI CAD system, Cat-1/2/3 - Abnormality categories. (b) Average
region abnormality scores and p-value (Original vs BSI) for normal and abnormal
region categories.
abnormality scores at region level with BSI CAD system can assist in better visual-
ization of automatically detected abnormal regions on a chest radiograph.
We have shown improvement with bone suppression images based on region
based analysis. Category 1 abnormality images include very subtle abnormalities
showing no significant difference with and without BSI. These subtle abnormalities
need to be reconfirmed with an expert radiologist before investigating the cause of
no improvement. This work needs to be extended to report the results at image level
to see the impact of bone suppression images on the performance of the CAD system
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Case with Category1 abnormalities
Case with Category2 abnormalities
Case with Category3 abnormalities
Normal Case
1 2 3 4 5
Figure 2.4: Column 1 and 2: Original CXR image and its abnormality score
overlay, Column 3 and 4: Bone suppression image and its abnormality score over-
lay, Column 5: One of the annotated regions in the image for the corresponding
abnormality category. Colorbar shows the color map used for overlay.
for TB. Output of original and BSI CAD systems can be weighted and combined to
further improve accuracy of the CAD system.
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Abstract
Purpose: Efficacy of tuberculosis (TB) treatment is often monitored using chest
radiography. Monitoring size of cavities in pulmonary TB is important as the size
predicts severity of the disease and its persistence under therapy predicts relapse. We
present a method for automatic cavity segmentation in chest radiographs (CXRs).
Methods: A two stage method is proposed to segment the cavity borders, given a
user defined seed point close to the center of the cavity. First, a supervised learning
approach is employed to train a pixel classifier using texture and radial features to
identify the border pixels of the cavity. A likelihood value of belonging to the cavity
border is assigned to each pixel by the classifier. We experimented with four dif-
ferent classifiers: k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN), Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA),
GentleBoost (GB) and Random Forest (RF ). Next, the constructed likelihood map
is used as an input cost image in the polar transformed image space for dynamic
programming to trace the optimal maximum cost path. This constructed path cor-
responds to the segmented cavity contour in image space.
Results: The method was evaluated on 100 CXRs containing 126 cavities. The ref-
erence segmentation was manually delineated by an experienced chest radiologist.
An independent observer (a chest radiologist) also delineated all cavities to esti-
mate inter-observer variability. Jaccard overlap measure Ω was computed between
the reference segmentation and the automatic segmentation; and between the ref-
erence segmentation and the independent observer’s segmentation for all cavities.
Median overlaps Ω of 0.81 (0.76±0.16), and 0.85 (0.82±0.11) were achieved between
the reference segmentation and the automatic segmentation, and between the seg-
mentations by the two radiologists, respectively. The best reported mean contour
distance and Hausdorff distance between the reference and the automatic segmenta-
tion were, respectively, 2.48±2.19 mm and 8.32±5.66 mm, whereas these distances
were 1.66±1.29 mm and 5.75±4.88 mm between the segmentations by the reference
reader and the independent observer, respectively. The automatic segmentations
were also visually assessed by two trained CXR readers as ’Excellent’, ’Adequate’ or
’Insufficient’. The readers had good agreement in assessing the cavity outlines and
84% of the segmentations were rated as ’Excellent’ or ’Adequate’ by both readers.
Conclusions: The proposed cavity segmentation technique produced results with a
good degree of overlap with manual expert segmentations. The evaluation measures
demonstrated that the results approached the results of the experienced chest ra-
diologists, in terms of overlap measure and contour distance measures. Automatic
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cavity segmentation can be employed in TB clinics for treatment monitoring, espe-
cially in resource limited settings where radiologists are not available.
Keywords: Cavitation, Tuberculosis, Segmentation, Chest radiography, Automated.
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3.1 Introduction
Cavitation in the lung parenchyma is an important sign of the presence of pulmonary
tuberculosis (TB), an infectious disease with high morbidity and mortality, especially
in developing nations. A cavity is defined as a gas-filled space within a pulmonary
consolidation, a mass, or a nodule, produced by the expulsion of the necrotic part
of the lesion via the bronchial tree147. Cavities may also occur in diseases such as
primary bronchogenic carcinoma, lung cancer, pulmonary metastasis, pneumonia
and other infections. Cavitation is prominently visible and can be easily detected
using computed tomography (CT) imaging (see Fig. 3.1(a)), but, in practice, the
first-line imaging modality for TB diagnosis and screening is performed using chest
radiography148. Cavities are often barely visible on chest radiographs (CXRs) due
to other superimposed 3D lung structures in the 2D projection image (Fig. 3.1(b)).
In CXRs, the appearance of cavities can be hazy (see Fig. 3.2(a)), and the cavity
walls are often ill-defined or completely invisible (see Fig. 3.2(b)). This poses a
considerable challenge for the radiologists to detect and accurately measure cavities
in CXRs.
Assessing cavity size and its variation between temporal scans is important for the
disease diagnosis and for measuring the response to the TB treatment149. Cavities
tend to increase in size during the initial treatment period and diminish in size
towards the end of the treatment indicating the efficacy of drugs150. This can be
used to decide on the treatment period. Hamilton et al.151 showed that a persistent
cavity after 6 months of TB treatment is a biomarker of TB relapse. Existence of
cavitation is common in postprimary tuberculosis152 and is higher in patients with
TB and coexisting diabetes153. The presence of cavities is strongly associated with
high TB mycobacterial load representing an advanced state of the disease154,155.
The number and size of the cavities is an important category in scoring systems
developed for TB diagnosis in CXRs53,54,149.
Automatic detection and segmentation of cavities is a relatively unexplored re-
search area. Shen et al.134 proposed a cavity detection system in CXRs for TB
screening. Initial contours of suspected cavities were defined by adaptive thresh-
olding integrated with the mean shift segmentation technique followed by an active
contour model. Segmented candidates were classified as a cavity or a non-cavity
using a Bayesian classifier. A second classification step was performed to detect the
missed cavities in the upper lobes near clavicles. The technique was tested on only
16 CXRs with cavitation and a threshold on Tanimoto overlap measure (alterna-
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tively known as the Jaccard index)110 was used to classify detected cavity regions
as true or false positives. Shen et al. did not report the accuracy of their cav-
ity contour segmentation method. Another automatic cavity detection system was
presented by Xu et al.135 based on a coarse-to-fine dual scale methodology, where
simpler features, like Gaussian-based matching and local binary patterns, were ap-
plied at a coarse scale, while complex features, like circularity and Kullback-Leibler
divergence measures, were applied on a finer scale for the cavity classification. This
method was validated on 35 CXRs containing 50 cavities and reported an average
Tanimoto overlapping degree of 67.1%. The same author group proposed cavity
segmentation techniques previously, which were based on an improved edge-based
fluid vector flow snake model156,157, and were validated on 20 chest radiographs and
resulted in a mean Jaccard overlapping degree of 77.2%156 and 68.8%157. Hence,
previous studies were performed on small patient groups and were not extensively
validated.
The focus of this work is cavity contour segmentation to assist cavity size and
diameter measurement for therapy response. This task can be time consuming for
a human reader and is prone to considerable inter-observer variability. We use a
database of 150 digital CXRs with cavities for training and evaluating the method.
Various contour segmentation methods are available in literature which are based
on energy minimization approaches, namely active contour models89,90 and active
shape models91. These techniques deform the initial contour by minimizing the
contour energy E being directed towards the object boundary. These techniques
are highly dependent on contour initialization and the defined control points. All
these methods are prone to local minima providing a suboptimal solution. In con-
trast, graph cuts92 based segmentation solves a global optimization problem, but it
assumes the foreground object to have a uniform structure which is different from
background pixels. In case of cavities in CXRs, only the borders are distinctly visi-
ble whereas the inner cavity region, often somewhat more radiolucent, shares similar
texture with the remaining lung parenchyma. We therefore propose a supervised
learning approach followed by a dynamic programming based solution for automated
segmentation of the cavity contour. Supervised learning approaches have been suc-
cessfully used for edge detection of the target objects in various applications 158–161.
Likewise, dynamic programming has been employed in computer vision162 and other
medical image segmentation tasks143,163. In the proposed method, a seed point near
the center of the cavity is required as a user input to define the region of interest.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: Appearance of a cavity on a chest CT scan versus a chest radiograph:
(a) CT coronal section with a clearly visible cavity in upper left lobe (b) A simulated
chest radiograph by averaging intensity projection of coronal CT sections. Due to
superimposed structures, the cavity is difficult to discern.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.2: Cavity example images on a chest radiograph, center of cavity is
marked with a black pointer: (a) A subtle cavity (b) Cavity with broken or incom-
plete borders (c) An obvious cavity (d) Multiple cavities.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 3.2 describes the data used. Sec-
tion 3.3 describes the proposed method in detail. The experiments used to evaluate
the method are described in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 presents results, which are
discussed in Section 3.6. Section 3.7 concludes.
3.2 Data
The dataset collected for this study is part of a large database of over 20,000 CXRs
originated from two sites in Africa (Cape Town, South Africa; Lusaka, Zambia) with
a high TB incidence. Ethics approval was obtained from the University of Cape
Town Health Research Ethics Committee and the University of Zambia Biomedical
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Figure 3.3: Data selection and annotation procedure.
Research Ethics Committee that allowed usage of the data for research purposes.
The digital CXRs of resolution in the range 1520-1812 pixels with an isotropic pixel
size of 0.25 mm were acquired using a digital Odelca-DR system with a slotscan de-
tector (Delft Imaging Systems, The Netherlands). An extensive cavity annotation
procedure was followed to identify the CXRs containing cavities and to precisely
annotate the cavity contours (Fig. 3.3). A medical student reviewed ≈3,000 CXRs
to identify images with possible presence of cavities. The images with identified cav-
ities were reviewed by two experienced board-certified radiologists with varied years
of experience in chest imaging. 150 CXRs were selected which were independently
confirmed by both radiologists to have single or multiple cavities. These 150 images
were then split into a training and a test set with 50 images (50 cavities) and 100
images (126 cavities), respectively. The radiologist with >10 years of experience
precisely annotated cavity borders on the 100 test images to set the reference seg-
mentation. To perform a detailed evaluation, the radiologist also assigned a subtlety
rating to these cavities. The subtlety ratings were divided into 5 categories based
on the level of visibility - ’barely visible’, ’subtle’, ’moderately subtle’, ’obvious’ and
’prominent’. Cavity contours in the training images were annotated by a certified ’B’
reader trained to read CXRs according to the CRRS tuberculosis scoring system53.
The other experienced chest radiologist with >5 years of experience (independent
observer) also outlined the borders of the cavities in the test set. The manual an-
notation procedure was as follows: the observer was shown a mark (Fig. 3.2) close
to the center of the cavity and was requested to draw the corresponding cavity con-
tour. For cavities with thick walls, the inner contours of the wall were considered
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Figure 3.4: Images depicting each step of the cavity contour segmentation tech-
nique for an obvious and a subtle cavity. (a) Cavity image, (b) Cavity border
likelihood map, (c) Cost image after polar transform, (d) Maximum cost path
overlaid on the cost image, (e) Segmented cavity contour overlaid on cavity image.
to constitute the boundary of the cavity. Segmentation by the independent ob-
server was employed to compare the inter-observer variability between the manual
segmentations with the reference and the automatic segmentation.
3.3 Methods
We propose a method with two stages to segment the cavity borders. First, a
supervised learning approach was used to train a pixel classifier to detect the border
pixels of the cavity. The pixel classifier assigned each pixel a likelihood of belonging
to the cavity border. This likelihood map was then used as an input cost image
for dynamic programming to trace the optimal path in the polar transformed image
space. This constructed path corresponds to the segmented cavity contour in image
space. An illustration of all the steps is shown in Fig. 3.4 for an obvious and a subtle
cavity. We discuss the details of each step in the following subsections.
3.3.1 Cavity border discriminative features
This step involves calculation of a set of descriptive features to allow discrimina-
tion between cavity border and the background. We calculated two sets of pixel
based local features to capture various properties associated with the cavity bor-
ders. The CXRs were resized to a pixel width of 1024 (≈0.4 mm pixel size) and
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(a) Original CXR im-
age
(b) Gx(x, y) (c) Gy(x, y) (d) Gxy(x, y)
(e) Gxx(x, y) (f) Gyy(x, y) (g) Largest eigenvalue (h) Difference of the
two eigenvalues
Figure 3.5: Feature images of Gaussian derivatives and Hessian filter at a scale
σ = 2 pixels of a CXR image with a cavity in the right upper lobe.
then subsampled by a factor of two to speed up the feature computation process.
Texture features
The image I was filtered with a multi-scale feature bank of Gaussian derivatives
(Eq. 3.1) to capture texture and strong edges of cavity borders164.
G(x, y) = 12piσ2 e
−x2+y22σ2 (3.1)
Eq. 3.1 shows the two-dimensional Gaussian function G(x, y), where x and y are
the pixel coordinates at a location in the image; and σ represents the spread of
the function. Similarly, first order (Gx(x, y), Gy(x, y)) and second order (Gxx(x, y),
Gxy(x, y) and Gyy(x, y)) Gaussian derivatives were calculated and convoluted with
image I to create Gaussian filtered images.
In CXRs, cavity borders give high response on higher order derivatives and this
response is captured by Gaussian derivatives (Fig. 3.5). The image was filtered with
Gaussian derivatives of orders 0, 1, and 2 at scales σ=1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 pixels. In
total, 31 features were extracted including the original intensity feature I(x, y).
Cavity walls appear to be broken line segments in CXRs (Fig. 3.2). This line-like
structure can be captured using the eigenvalues of Hessian matrix H of the Gaussian
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filtered images165. If λ1 and λ2 (| λ1 | ≥ | λ2 |) are the two eigenvalues of H, then
λ1 should be very large compared to λ2 for line like structures. Two features at
four different Gaussian scales (σ=1, 2, 4, 8 pixels) using the Hessian matrix were
extracted, i.e., the largest absolute eigenvalue (|λ1|) and absolute difference of the
two eigenvalues (
√
(λ21 − λ22) ). An example feature output of Hessian features at
scale σ=2 pixels is demonstrated in Fig. 3.5. A total of 39 texture features were
computed.
Radial features
Radial features were calculated using the center of the cavity. Hence, a single user
interaction was required, where the user of this segmentation system needed to click
a single point close to the center of the cavity. A subimage of isotropic dimensions of
250 pixels (200 mm) was extracted around the input seed point. These dimensions
were chosen based on the probable maximum size of a cavity which was estimated
using the training dataset.
Cavities are usually circular or elliptical in shape. Hence, gradient response for
the cavity border pixels should be higher if gradients are calculated in the direction
from center of the cavity (seed point) to the cavity border pixels. Other pixels have
a low response on such a directional gradient filter. We refer to these features as
radial features, as they were calculated in the direction from the center of the cavity
to all the other pixels. These features were computed at scales σ=2 and 4 pixels for
first and second order Gaussian derivatives. Also the distance to the center of the
cavity was added to the feature set to implicitly encode knowledge about a typical
cavity size. Radial feature images for an obvious cavity are shown in Fig. 3.6. In
total, seven radial features were calculated and added to the feature set.
3.3.2 Pixel Classification
Cavity border discriminative features were calculated at each pixel location in the
training images to train the classifier to discriminate between a cavity border pixel
and a background pixel. For training purposes, we used CXRs with a single cavity
and a seed point near the center of the cavity to calculate the radial features. All
features were normalized to zero mean and unit standard deviation before classifi-
cation.
A pixel classifier was trained to assign likelihood values of being a cavity border
pixel to each location in a CXR. Cavity border pixels were sampled within 0.5 mm
from manually annotated cavity contours to train the positive class of the pixel
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.6: Response images of radial features: (a) Cavity subimage (center
represents the input), (b)-(c) First and second order directional gradient filter at
scale σ = 2. Note how the sign of the response is positive for the inner wall border of
the cavity where brightness changes from dark to bright, and negative for erroneous
borders. (d) Distance to center of the cavity.
classifier. For the negative (background) class, random samples were chosen from
the same CXRs. Half of the samples were randomly selected close to the cavity
border but within 1.25-2.5 mm distance from the cavity border and the other half
at a distance greater than 2.5 mm. The goal of this sample selection methodology
for negative samples was to include texture diversity present in the lung parenchyma
and nearby rib borders that can be mistaken as a cavity border pixel. Given a new
test image, texture features were calculated and stored. When a user provided an
input seed point, radial features were calculated on the extracted subimage which
were then combined with the texture features. The subimage pixels were classified
using the trained classifier which estimated the likelihood of belonging to the cavity
border at each pixel location.
3.3.3 Contour Segmentation
Given a cost image, dynamic programming can be utilized to find an optimal cost
path between two pixels. As cavities are mostly elliptical in shape, optimal path
calculation was done in the polar space. The polar image was constructed by ex-
tracting a circular region of interest (ROI) of radius R around the seed point on the
cavity border likelihood subimage. The radius R was chosen sufficiently large so as
to capture cavities of all sizes. In our application, we have chosen the maximum
radius as 50 mm. The x axis in the polar image represents the radius from 0 to
R and the y axis represents the angle from −pi to pi (see Fig. 3.4 (c)). Optimal
cost path here refers to the maximum cost between two points as higher likelihood
reflects more certainty of a pixel being part of a cavity border. We calculated the
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cost of the optimal path at various radii starting from Rmin to Rmax with a step
size of δR and chose the one with the maximum cost (Fig. 3.4 (d)). For our appli-
cation, we chose Rmin as 7.5 mm , Rmax as 30 mm and δR as 0.5 mm. The start
and the end points for the path calculation were set to the same location to ensure
a closed contour when the maximum cost path was projected back to the original
image space.
3.4 Experiments
3.4.1 Cavity segmentation: various classification configura-
tions
The training set for training the pixel classifier consisted of 45,885 samples (11,605
cavity border pixels and 34,280 background pixels) sampled from the training im-
ages. We experimented with a number of classifiers: k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN)105,106,
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)105, GentleBoost (GB)107 and Random Forest
(RF )108, to analyze and compare cavity segmentations generated from different cav-
ity likelihood maps. For kNN , we used k = 15, GB used 500 regression stumps
as the weak classifiers, and the RF classifier used 100 decision trees with a max-
imum tree depth of 25. The number of nearest neighbors k, regression stumps
and decision trees were chosen based on experimentation on an external training
dataset outside this experiment. The external training dataset included CXRs used
in training a detection system for TB. The effect of the parameters was evaluated us-
ing pixel-level area (AUC) under the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve
in cross-validation on the external training set. The parameters with the maximum
pixel-level AUC were the chosen parameters for each classifier.
We trained two variations of each pixel classifier based on the inclusion of different
feature sets: 1. only texture features (FT ), 2. texture and radial features (FAll).
This was done to evaluate the usefulness of including radial features. In this study,
the seed point for each cavity was chosen only once by a CRRS trained reader who
was blinded to the radiologists’ segmentations.
3.4.2 Segmentation evaluation
The effect of different classification configurations was evaluated on the final cavity
segmentation output as described in the next subsections.
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Overlap measure
The Jaccard overlap measure Ω (Eq. 3.2)110 was used to assess the segmentation
accuracy of the proposed system. The measure produces a score of 1 for a perfect
agreement and 0 for no agreement. The shape complexity and the size of the ob-
ject can result in lower overlap values for small objects than for large objects111.
In addition, the measure does not account for over or under-segmentation of the
segmented object in comparison to the reference. Hence, we computed two addi-
tional measures - over-segmentation (Eq. 3.3) and under-segmentation (Eq. 3.4)
to identify the false positive and false negative pixels with respect to the reference
segmentation. To make these measures comparable for objects of different sizes, the
amount is reported as a fraction of size of the reference object.
Ω = |A ∩R||A ∪R| (3.2)
O = |{v|R(v) = 0 ∧ A(v) = 1}||R| (3.3)
U = |{v|R(v) = 1 ∧ A(v) = 0}||R| (3.4)
A refers to the automatic segmentation and R to the reference segmentation. Over-
segmentation is measured as the number of pixels v, for which R(v) = 0 and A(v) =
1, and under-segmentation is the opposite. |R| is the total number of pixels in the
reference segmentation.
Contour distance measures
Contour distance measures111, namely Hausdorff and mean absolute contour dis-
tance, were applied to evaluate the distance between the segmentation contours.
Let A be the automatic segmentation and R be the reference segmentation, mean
absolute contour distance and Hausdorff distance can be written as Eq. 3.6 and Eq.
3.7, respectively. For each point on contour A, the closest point on contour R was
computed using d(a,R) (Eq. 3.5). The distance measurements were repeated with
contours A and R interchanged to make the measure symmetric. The distances are
measured in millimeters; the pixel spacing being 0.25 mm.
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d(a,R) = minr∈R|r − A|, (3.5)
mean
a∈A
d(a,R) (3.6)
max
a∈A
d(a,R) (3.7)
All the measures were calculated between the reference segmentation and the au-
tomatic segmentation; and between the reference segmentation and the segmentation
provided by the independent observer, for all the cavities. Additionally, the overlap
measure was calculated individually for each subtlety category. The usefulness of
inclusion of radial features was measured by pairwise comparison of measurement
values between the classifier trained with only texture features (FT ), and all features
(FAll). Wilcoxon signed rank test was performed using statistical software package
R (v2.15.0) to compute p-values for this comparison on the test set. A p-value of
less than 0.05 was considered to indicate a statistically significant difference.
Visual assessment
The automatically generated cavity contours were shown to two CRRS certified
readers independently and they were asked to rate the quality of the segmentation.
They could provide one of the following ratings to each cavity: ’Excellent’, ’Ade-
quate’ or ’Insufficient’. We report their rating results to judge the acceptance of the
automatically generated contours. Following the visual assessment, the segmenta-
tions rated as ’Insufficient’ by any of the readers were reviewed again and the cause
of the failure of the method was characterized and reported.
3.4.3 Cavity segmentation: seed point variation and repro-
ducibility
Cavity segmentation accuracy can be affected by the choice of the seed point by the
user. In the real world applications of the method, the user can be an experienced
radiologist, a clinical officer or a radiographer. Our method assumes that the pro-
vided seed point is close to the center of the cavity. Experiments were performed
by varying the seed point location to determine its implication on the segmentation
output. This was executed as follows:
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1. Consider a seed point s defined at a location (x, y). Concentric circles were
assumed around s at varying radii r.
2. Two diametrically opposite points were chosen as seed points at radius r.
3. The proposed method was run on these simulated seed points.
4. Segmentation evaluation measures as mentioned in the section 3.4.2 were com-
puted for quantitative analysis of the effect of seed point variation on the
segmentation algorithm.
We chose six radii on a logarithmic scale, i.e. r = 2n pixels, n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
3.5 Results
3.5.1 Cavity segmentation: various classification configura-
tions
Cavity border likelihood maps generated using different classifier configurations are
shown in Fig. 3.7. The response likelihood map varied with the classifier model
and with inclusion of only texture features (FT ) or all features (FAll). The kNN
classifier gave a high response on the cavity borders but also on other anatomical
structures like clavicle contours. GB classifier produced a high response only on the
cavity borders but missed subtle cavity borders. With the other two classifiers, LDA
and RF , cavity borders showed a high response in comparison to other anatomical
structures. In all classifier models, inclusion of the radial features reduced false
responses of the classifier on bony structures and other normal anatomy. All the
classifiers occasionally respond to other structures in the radiograph but, overall,
the likelihood values of the cavity border pixels were higher in comparison to the
surrounding tissues. This makes it possible to use this likelihood map as a cost
function for dynamic programming to segment the cavity border.
3.5.2 Segmentation evaluation
Overlap and contour distance measures
Table 3.1 shows the comparison of segmentation overlap (Ω) statistics between the
reference segmentation and the independent observer; and the reference segmenta-
tion and the automatic segmentation for the four classifiers (ASkNN , ASLDA, ASGB,
ASRF ) with inclusion of only texture features (FT ) and all features (FAll). The inde-
pendent observer achieved an overlap Ω of 0.82±0.11 for all cavities. Ω between the
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Cavity Image kNN(FT ) LDA(FT ) GB(FT ) RF(FT )
Reference
Segmentation kNN(FAll) LDA(FAll) GB(FAll) RF(FAll)
Figure 3.7: Cavity border likelihood map generated using different classifier mod-
els with inclusion of only texture features (FT ) and all features (FAll).
Evaluation Feature Set Jaccard overlap (Ω) Over-segmentation (O) Under-segmentation (U)
µ±σ median µ±σ median µ±σ median
Independent ob-
server 0.82±0.11* 0.85 0.07±0.10 0.03 0.12±0.12 0.08
ASkNN
FT 0.71±0.18 0.76 0.38±1.22 0.10 0.14±0.17 0.08
FAll 0.74±0.16 0.78 0.31±1.13 0.08 0.15±0.15 0.10
ASLDA
FT 0.74±0.16 0.78 0.24±0.31 0.15 0.11±0.18 0.03
FAll 0.76±0.16* 0.81 0.13±0.20 0.06 0.15±0.18 0.08
ASGB
FT 0.70±0.19 0.76 0.31±1.12 0.09 0.17±0.20 0.08
FAll 0.74±0.17 0.79 0.22±1.00 0.04 0.19±0.17 0.14
ASRF
FT 0.74±0.15 0.77 0.30±1.09 0.12 0.13±0.14 0.08
FAll 0.76±0.16* 0.81 0.18±0.50 0.06 0.15±0.15 0.11
Table 3.1: Jaccard overlap measure Ω, over-segmentation O and under-
segmentation U between the reference segmentation and the independent observer,
and between the reference and the automatic segmentation, for all the cavities. Re-
sults are shown with inclusion of only texture features (FT ) and all features (FAll)
for training different classifier models. p-values were computed with a Wilcoxon
signed rank test between FT and FAll for each classification configuration. * indi-
cates a significant result with p-value<0.05 calculated for Jaccard overlap measure.
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Evaluation Feature Set Mean contour distance (in mm) Hausdorff distance (in mm)
µ±σ median µ±σ median
Independent observer 1.66±1.29* 1.23 5.75±4.88 3.86
ASkNN
FT 3.34±3.46 2.18 9.66±6.05 7.79
FAll 2.93±2.89* 2.09 8.96±5.68 7.23
ASLDA
FT 2.92±3.03 2.09 8.81±5.62 7.48
FAll 2.48±2.19* 1.76 8.44±5.85 7.07
ASGB
FT 3.47±3.44 2.34 9.80±5.91 7.93
FAll 2.85±3.01* 1.85 8.80±5.93 7.26
ASRF
FT 2.79±2.55 2.14 8.80±4.92 7.38
FAll 2.55±2.39* 1.75 8.32±5.66 6.75
Table 3.2: Mean contour distance (in mm) and Hausdorff distance (in mm) be-
tween the reference segmentation and the independent observer, and between the
reference and the automatic segmentation, for all the cavities. Results are shown
with inclusion of only texture features (FT ) and all features (FAll) for training dif-
ferent classifier models. p-values were computed with a Wilcoxon signed rank test
between FT and FAll for each classification configuration. * indicates a significant
result with p-value<0.05.
reference segmentation and various classifier configurations were in range of 0.70-
0.76 where ASLDA-FAll and ASRF -FAll achieved the best overlap of 0.76±0.16. The
inclusion of all the features for cavity border likelihood map computation performed
significantly better (p <0.05) than using only texture features for LDA and RF clas-
sifiers. Mean under-segmentation scores for the independent observer (0.12) and the
classifier configurations (0.11-0.19) were similar, although the automatic segmen-
tation had higher mean over-segmentation scores (0.13-0.38) than the independent
observer (0.07).
The results with contour based measures for the evaluation of automatic seg-
mentation are shown in Table 3.2. Mean contour distance and Hausdorff distance
between the reference and various classifier configurations were on average between
2.48-3.47 mm, and 8.32-9.80 mm, respectively, whereas the contour distance values
for the independent observer were smaller with 1.66±1.29 mmmean contour distance
and 5.75±4.88 mm Hausdorff distance. Mean contour distances were significantly
lower for the classifier models trained with all the features than only texture features.
Overall, it can be seen in the box plots (Fig. 3.8) of different evaluation mea-
sures that the classifiers trained with all features (pink box plots) have improved
median scores (maximum overlap and minimum contour distances) and lower stan-
dard deviation than classifiers trained with only texture features (blue box plots).
We also performed overlap analysis separately for each subtlety category as rated
in the reference standard (Table 3.3). The independent observer had significantly
better Ω than the automatic segmentation variations for all the subtlety categories
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Figure 3.8: Box plots of Jaccard overlap measure (Ω), mean contour distance
(in mm) and Hausdorff distance (in mm) calculated between the reference segmen-
tation and segmentation by the independent observer; and between the reference
and the automatic segmentations generated using different classifier configurations
for 126 cavities. The corresponding values are listed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. The
central line of the box indicates the median, the box edges the 25th and 75th per-
centiles and the whiskers the extremes of the data excluding outliers. Points (red
diamonds) are the outliers lying beyond 1.5 interquartile range from the mean.
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Ω Features barely visible subtle moderate obvious prominent
(22 Cavities) (26 Cavities) (39 Cavities) (29 Cavities) (10 Cavities)
µ±σ Ω˜ µ±σ Ω˜ µ±σ Ω˜ µ±σ Ω˜ µ±σ Ω˜
Independent
observer 0.69±0.15 0.74 0.81±0.10 0.82 0.85±0.09 0.87 0.87±0.04 0.89 0.91±0.06 0.93
ASkNN
FT 0.66±0.15 0.71 0.63±0.23 0.72 0.73±0.18 0.79 0.75±0.14 0.78 0.85±0.09 0.86
FAll 0.68±0.16 0.72 0.70±0.20 0.75 0.74±0.17 0.81 0.78±0.12 0.81 0.84±0.09 0.85
ASLDA
FT 0.65±0.17 0.73 0.68±0.21 0.77 0.76±0.12 0.78 0.80±0.13 0.84 0.83±0.08 0.86
FAll 0.68±0.17 0.74 0.73±0.18 0.78 0.78±0.15 0.82 0.79±0.16 0.83 0.85±0.09 0.86
ASGB
FT 0.66±0.13 0.65 0.70±0.18 0.75 0.68±0.21 0.75 0.71±0.20 0.78 0.83±0.09 0.85
FAll 0.68±0.16 0.69 0.68±0.23 0.77 0.75±0.17 0.80 0.79±0.12 0.80 0.83±0.11 0.87
ASRF
FT 0.67±0.14 0.70 0.68±0.19 0.72 0.76±0.13 0.77 0.79±0.14 0.82 0.83±0.09 0.86
FAll 0.70±0.14 0.74 0.73±0.17 0.78 0.75±0.18 0.82 0.81±0.11 0.84 0.84±0.09 0.85
Table 3.3: Jaccard overlap measure Ω between the reference segmentation and
the segmentation by the independent observer, and between the reference and the
automatic segmentation, for various subtlety categories. Results are shown with
inclusion of only texture features (FT ) and both texture and radial features (FAll)
for different classifier models. Ω˜ represents the median value of overlap Ω for the
cavities in the test set.
CRRS Reader1
CRRS Reader2 Excellent Adequate Insufficient All
Excellent 67 5 0 72
Adequate 23 11 8 42
Insufficient 3 1 8 12
All 93 17 16 126
Table 3.4: Agreement between the ratings by two CRRS readers for automatically
segmented cavities constructed using RF -Fall classifier.
except for ’barely visible’ cavities where all overlap values were similar. Reported
results show increasing trend for Ω from most subtle cavities (’barely visible’) to
the most obvious cavities (’prominent’). Example images for each subtlety cate-
gory consisting of the reference segmentation, the segmentation by the independent
observer and the automatic segmentation are shown in Fig. 3.9. We show all the
result images for automatic segmentation with the likelihood map constructed using
RF -Fall classifier.
Visual assessment
Cavity segmentations constructed using the RF classifier trained with all the fea-
tures were shown independently to two CRRS readers for visual assessment. Out
of the 126 automatic cavity segmentations, 72 (57%), 42 (33%), and 12 (10%) were
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Figure 3.9: Cavity segmentation results for various subtlety categories. (a) Cavity
image (b) Reference segmentation (c) Segmentation by the independent observer
(d) Automatic segmentation using RF -Fall classifier.
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Failed
cases
Clavicle or
Rib border
Very
subtle
Diseased
region
Big cavity
(>7 cm)
Overlapping
cavities
Insufficient by one 4 2 1 1 0
Insufficient by both 3 3 3 2 1
All 7 (35%) 5 (25%) 4 (20%) 3 (15%) 1 (5%)
Table 3.5: Classification of the cavities with inaccurate cavity segmentation cat-
egorized on the cause of failure.
rated by CRRS Reader 1 as ’Excellent’, ’Adequate’, and ’Insufficient’, respectively.
According to CRRS Reader 2, 93 (74%), 17 (13%), and 16 (13%) had ’Excellent’,
’Adequate’, and ’Insufficient’ segmentations, respectively. Table 3.4 reports agree-
ment between the ratings given by the two CRRS readers. They demonstrated
good agreement in assessing the cavities and rated 84% of the cavities as ’Excel-
lent’ or ’Adequate’. Remaining 16% were labeled as ’Insufficient’ by at least one of
the CRRS readers. The inaccurately segmented cavities were further reviewed and
classified based on their cause of failure (Table 3.5). The reason of failure can be
divided into four major categories; 35% of the inaccurately segmented cavities were
attracted to clavicle or rib borders, 25% were very subtle lesions, 20% were located
in severely diseased region, 15% were huge cavities with >7cm diameter, and 5%
were overlapping with other cavities.
3.5.3 Seed point variation and reproducibility
The effect of the seed point variation on the performance of the automatic segmen-
tation using RF -Fall classifier model is illustrated in Fig. 3.10. The seed point was
varied in a circular neighborhood from 2 pixels (0.5 mm) to 64 pixels (16 mm). It is
evident from the graphs that the performance is stable till a displacement of 8 pixels
but begins to drop from 16 pixels with worse performance at a displacement of 64
pixels. This trend is observed in all the three evaluation measures: Jaccard overlap,
mean contour distance and Hausdorff distance. Jaccard overlap remains ≈0.76 till
a distance of 8 pixels and starts diminishing at a distance of 16 pixels (Ω=0.73) and
performs poorly at a distance of 64 pixels (Ω=0.30). Similarly, the mean contour
distance and Hausdorff distance, respectively, increases from 11.5 mm to 37.9 mm,
and 37.6 mm to 105.7 mm when the distance increases from 16 to 64 pixels.
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Figure 3.10: Effect of seed point variation on various performance measures. The
radius r is in pixels with a pixel size of 0.25 mm. The automatic segmentation was
constructed using RF -Fall classifier for the cavity border likelihood map.
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3.6 Discussion
A novel technique was presented to automatically segment cavities on chest radio-
graphs using dynamic programming by computing an optimal path in an input cost
image. The cost image was defined as the cavity border likelihood map in the po-
lar space. The best automatic segmentation technique performed well for most of
the cavities with a mean overlap of 0.76(±0.16) as shown in Table 3.1. Additional
contour distance measures, namely mean contour distance and Hausdorff distance
demonstrated low average distance values of 2.55 mm(±2.39) and 8.32(±5.66), re-
spectively. The automatic segmentation was compared with a reference segmen-
tation set by an experienced chest radiologist on a large dataset which included
prominent as well as subtle cavities. Analyzing the results per subtlety category
(see Table 3.3) shows that the automatic segmentation technique performs as good
as the independent human expert for ’barely visible’ cavities but there is slight
room for improvement for the other subtlety categories. In general, the automatic
annotations look very similar to the manual annotations by the experienced chest
radiologist and the independent observer, as shown in Fig. 3.9. The results were vi-
sually validated by two trained readers who accepted the automatic segmentation in
84% of the cavities (Table 3.4). The segmentation accuracy has a few outliers which
is the cause of lower overlap statistics when compared with the overlap between the
two radiologists. Fig. 3.9 shows this variation in segmentation for ’barely visible’
and ’subtle’ cavities. In the ’barely visible’ cavity example, the cavity borders are
obscured by overlapping diseased lung parenchyma which makes delineation of the
cavity very difficult. The example subimage of ’subtle’ cavity misses part of the
cavity contour and as a result, there is no response in the cavity border likelihood
map for that contour segment. Hence, the reference, the independent observer and
the automatic segmentation have different segmentations in that part of the cavity
(Fig. 3.9, ’subtle’ cavity). For ’obvious’ and ’prominent’ cavities, the segmentations
were visually very similar to the radiologists’ annotations.
The proposed method requires a seed point as a user input to be close to the
center of the cavity. Hence, the accuracy of the method might be affected by place-
ment of the seed point based on the user’s judgment. We tested the implication
of the location of the seed point by varying it in a circular neighborhood of the
pre-defined seed point. Results in Fig. 3.10 show that the variation in distance up
to 8 pixels (2 mm) has no effect on the performance and the performance begins to
degrade when the distance was increased to 16 pixels (4 mm) and onwards. This
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.11: Example cavities with disagreement in segmentation between the
manual segmentations. (a) Cavity image, (b) Reference segmentation, (c) Segmen-
tation by the independent observer.
can be explained by the fact that the seed point starts moving away from the center
at larger displacements and gets closer to the cavity boundary which would result
in wrong cavity subimage and subsequently wrong cost image in the polar space.
Hence, minor displacement of the seed point would have no implications on the seg-
mentation accuracy. Although the allowed freedom of displacement would largely
depend on the size of the cavity, for example, larger displacement of seed point from
the center for big cavities can still yield the same performance.
If we compare our results with the state of the art135,156,157, we achieved higher
overlap on a substantially larger number of CXRs (100) containing 126 cavities than
what has been reported in the literature (on 50 and 20 cavities). Analysis of the
manual segmentations revealed that there were multiple cases where the human
readers exhibited large disagreement. A few examples can be seen in Fig. 3.11. This
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.12: Examples of inaccurate segmentations calculated by the proposed
automatic cavity segmentation method: (a) Cavity image, (b) Reference segmenta-
tion, (c) Segmentation by the independent observer, (d) Automatic segmentation
using RF -Fall classifier.
indicates that the delineation of cavities is a very difficult task. The appearance
of the cavities differs with the disease type and its progression. In case of severe
disease, part of the cavity borders might be missing or overlapping with the diseased
lung tissue as shown in Fig. 3.9, Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.12.
The automatic technique for cavity segmentation can be a very useful tool at
a clinic for treatment monitoring of TB. The prevalence of TB is high in resource
constrained countries and there such a tool can be beneficial for a clinical officer
analyzing the CXRs. This argument can be testified based on the assessment of the
segmentations by two CRRS readers who both were satisfied with the automatic
segmentation in 84% of the cavities. An advantage of our proposed automated
technique is that it provides precise locations for all points of the border, whereas
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usually a human reader only annotates a few points on the cavity border. Dynamic
programming determines all the connected points in the cost image to find the
maximum cost path, making the automatic technique more accurate and robust.
The proposed automatic segmentation method has a few limitations. Detailed
review of the 16% of the cavities rated as “Insufficient” by any of the trained readers
revealed the cause of low performance. It can be concluded from Table 3.5 that the
major reasons for the failure were: 1. false contour on the rib/clavicle borders, 2.
very subtle cavities, 3. diseased regions, and 4. big cavities with a diameter >7
cm. Example images with incorrect cavity segmentation are shown in Fig. 3.12. Rib
and clavicle borders close to the cavity might get a high response after applying the
cavity border classifier attracting dynamic programming to rib borders (Fig. 3.12
Row 1). This shortcoming could potentially be alleviated by introducing a bony
structure suppression technique80,81,143,166–168, prior to the execution of the cavity
segmentation method. When cavities are present in the diseased region, it is very
hard to define and identify the correct cavity contour (Fig. 3.12 Row 2). The tech-
nique also sometimes under-segments cavities which are elliptical and very large in
size (Fig. 3.12 Row 3). The dynamic programming path can be calculated more
precisely if a few reference points on the contour are clicked and the path is forced
to pass through those points. Providing more than one reference point can be useful
for subtle cavities for precise boundary segmentation.
This work focuses only on the task of cavity segmentation and not on detection,
which is clinically relevant for TB diagnosis. Future research could extend the
presented technique to a fully automatic cavity detection system which can be added
as a subsystem to an automatic tuberculosis detection system127.
3.7 Conclusion
An automatic cavity segmentation on chest radiographs was presented which dis-
played promising results, approaching the agreement between the segmentation as-
sessed by the reference radiologist and the independent observer. Segmented cavities
with a low agreement with the reference segmentation often contained subtle cav-
ities or cavities in diseased regions. The proposed automatic cavity segmentation
method requires minimal user input and can be potentially used in TB clinics for
TB treatment monitoring and/or assessment of disease prognosis, especially in a
resource limited setting where TB is highly prevalent but radiologists are generally
not available.
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Abstract
Cavities are a hallmark sign of active tuberculosis infection in chest radiographs
(CXRs). The detection of cavities is a challenging task due to overlapping structures
in a projection image. In this work, we propose a two stage computer-aided detection
(CAD) system based on convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to automatically
locate cavities in CXRs. The first stage is a candidate detector which identifies
all possible probable cavity locations and their contours within the segmented lung
fields. In the second stage, patches centered at the cavity candidates and resized to
fit the cavity outline are extracted. Using the labeled patches, a CNN is trained to
differentiate between a “cavity” and a “non-cavity” patch.
A dataset containing 1,238 CXRs was collected and annotated by a trained CXR
reader, who confirmed cavitation in 305 CXRs. The reader segmented each cavity
and also assigned a subtlety level on a scale of 1 (barely visible) to 5 (prominent).
455 cavities were included in the study. The CNN experiments with varying network
architectures were performed in a 5-fold cross validation and patches in the test set
in each fold were assigned a probability of being a cavity. The chosen architecture
contained three convolution layers and two pooling layers, followed by soft max clas-
sification. The proposed method achieved a sensitivity of 70.1%, 73.2%, and 79.3%
at 2, 3 and 7 false positives (FPs), respectively, per normal image. To investigate
the effectiveness of the system to determine whether an image contains a cavity,
a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was constructed by assigning the
image the highest probability of the candidate patches per image. An area under
the ROC curve of 0.919 [95% CI 0.900, 0.936] was obtained.
We conclude that our approach is effective to locate cavities in CXRs. The
method attained reasonable sensitivity at an acceptable number of FPs per nor-
mal image. We have used a much larger dataset compared to previously presented
methods in literature. Additionally, the CNN cavity detection system achieved high
performance in identifying CXRs with cavities.
Keywords: Cavitation, Deep learning, Automatic, Computer-aided detection (CAD),
Chest X-ray, Tuberculosis.
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4.1 Introduction
Cavitary pulmonary tuberculosis (TB) is a deadly form of tuberculosis, and TB pa-
tients with cavities are the main source of the disease transmission169. Cavitary TB
is a progressive extension of inflammation and necrosis in the lung fields, which liq-
uefies and communicates with the airways leading to cavitation. An accurate identi-
fication and quantification of cavities is crucial for the diagnosis and prognosis of TB
infection as patients with cavitation have a high burden of mycobacterium TB bac-
teria, contributing to high rates of morbidity and mortality151,154,155,170. Although
cavities can be accurately detected on computed tomography (CT) images171, the
identification of cavitation on chest radiographs (CXRs), the commonly used modal-
ity for the detection of TB, is difficult as the borders appear broken and the dark
air-filled space becomes hazy due to the overlapping normal structures in a 2D pro-
jection image (see Fig. 4.1). Therefore, human expert readers are needed for CXR
interpretation, which poses a huge problem in high TB burden countries where
trained human readers are hardly available.
In order to overcome the lack of human specialists, automated tools are being
proposed to detect and quantify TB, as well as for monitoring patients who are on
TB treatment. Various computer-aided detection (CAD) systems for TB detection
are under development125, and are starting to be introduced in clinical settings35,70
to select subjects for confirmatory diagnosis tests, i.e. sputum culture or Xpert®.
However, most of the developed CAD systems focus on the global appearance of
CXR, identifying large opacities or textural changes. Only a few CAD systems have
been developed to specifically detect cavities134,135,172. Sarkar and Chaudhuri 172
used a simple pre-processing method to identify anatomical structures followed by
an iterative local contrast approach to enhance cavitations and infiltrations. The
authors did not provide any details about validation or achieved performance. Shen
et al. 134 analyzed only the upper lung zones in CXRs, where the initial probable
cavity contours were defined by adaptive thresholding and mean shift segmentation
followed by fitting an active contour model. The contours were classified as cavities
using a Bayesian classifier. An additional classification step was introduced to detect
missed cavities near the clavicles. The method was tested on a dataset of 131
CXRs containing only 17 cavities. A two-stage approach was also proposed to
detect cavities in the upper lung field by Xu et al. 135 , in which coarse features, like
Gaussian-based matching and local binary patterns, were applied at a coarse scale,
while complex features, i.e. circularity and Kullback-Leibler divergence measures,
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were applied on a finer scale. The method was validated on 35 CXRs containing 50
cavities.
In contrast to these approaches, where only hand-crafted features were used to
detect cavity regions in specific locations in the lung, we propose in this work a novel
cavity detection approach for the whole lung based on convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) that can learn discriminative features by itself from the data. CNNs have
recently gained attention under the general term deep learning, because such net-
works achieved significantly higher performance than traditional machine learning
methods in various interpretation tasks for natural images, such as detection or seg-
mentation98–102. In recent years, CNNs have been applied in the medical imaging
field, and good results were reported173–177. CNNs are very similar to standard feed-
forward neural networks but because of the convolutional layers they contain fewer
connections and parameters and are therefore easier to train. Compared to previous
classification approaches where pre-calculated, hand-crafted features were required
before training, CNNs learn discriminative features during the training procedure
by itself, given raw image patches as network inputs. This self-learning capabil-
ity based on mapping the inputs to outputs using highly nonlinear mappings103,104
makes these networks suitable for challenging recognition problems, such as cavity
detection, where descriptive features can be difficult to define. However, the input
patches in a CNN are required to have a predetermined fixed size for processing,
which is inappropriate for cavity detection due to the large variability of cavity sizes
found on CXRs (with radii ranging from 1 cm to 10 cm). In order to cope with this
variability and to make sure the patch includes the complete cavity scaled appro-
priately, we propose a two-stage approach. In the first stage, a candidate detector
is applied to extract patches on possible cavity locations with sizes individually
adapted to cover the estimated candidate contour. These patches are then classified
in the second stage by a CNN. The analysis is performed on the complete lung fields
as opposed to only upper lung fields as done in other methods134,135. Additionally,
in contrast to previous approaches that have been validated on a small dataset of
CXRs, evaluation of the proposed approach was performed using a large dataset of
1,238 CXRs with 305 CXRs containing 455 cavities.
4.2 Data
The dataset used in this study was collected from two sites with a high TB inci-
dence, in Africa - Cape Town, South Africa and Lusaka, Zambia. The digital CXRs,
typically in the range of ≈1500-1800 pixels with pixel spacing of 256× 250 µm were
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(a) Barely visible (b) Subtle (c) Moderate (d) Obvious (e) Prominent
Figure 4.1: Example of cavities on chest radiographs. The subimage is centered
on the cavity. The right most cavity is a classic cavity, the left most is barely visible
with invisible/broken borders.
acquired using a digital Odelca-DR system with a slotscan detector (Delft Imaging
Systems, Veenendaal, The Netherlands). The dataset was collected by a medical
student and presence of cavities was confirmed by a certified ’B’ reader trained to
read CXRs according to the CRRS tuberculosis scoring system53. The CRRS cer-
tified reader confirmed cavities in 305 images, and labeled 933 CXRs as completely
normal. Additionally, the reader drew cavity contour for each cavity and assigned
one of the subtlety ratings: “barely visible”, “subtle”, “moderate”, “obvious” and
“prominent”. Example cavity patches with different subtlety ratings are shown in
Fig. 4.1. Cavities which were “barely visible” or “subtle” were excluded from the
study due to the large inter-observer variability previously observed between ex-
perienced readers in assessing presence of such cavities178,179. Based on the above
criteria, a total of 455 cavities were included in the study.
4.3 Methods
The proposed approach includes three steps: a. Identifying the region of interest,
b. Detection of probable candidate locations followed by patch extraction, c. Clas-
sification of the candidate patches as “cavity” or “non-cavity”. Cavitation occurs
only in the lung parenchyma, therefore, as a first step, we segmented the lung fields
automatically to confine further analysis to the lungs. Probable candidate locations
were then identified and the contours were segmented. The candidate locations were
pruned based on a combination of overlapping and contour strength criteria to re-
move duplicate and obviously false candidates. Patches were extracted around the
remaining cavity candidates. In the final stage, they were classified as “cavity” or
“non-cavity” using a CNN.
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4.3.1 Lung segmentation
Lung segmentation was used to restrict the cavity candidates within the lung fields.
The lung fields were segmented separately using a method previously described
by van Ginneken et al. 93 . For computational efficiency, the CXR images were sub-
sampled to a width of 256 pixels. At each pixel in the CXR image, various texture
features were extracted using the output of Gaussian derivative filtered images180.
These features were concatenated with the spatial coordinates (x, y) of the pixel to
construct a feature vector per pixel, which was fed into a k-nearest neighbor (kNN)
classifier105 for pixel classification. The classifier was trained with an independent
set of 309 images. After classification, a pixel probability map was obtained indi-
cating the likelihood that the pixel belongs to the lung fields. This probability map
was blurred using a Gaussian kernel with scale parameter σ, and thresholded after-
wards using a threshold t. σ was set as σ = 1 to slightly blur the probability map
to reduce noise and inhomogeneities, and t as 0.5 which was empirically identified.
The largest connected component was then selected and hole filling was applied to
obtain segmentation of each lung. The two segmented lungs correspond to the final
lung segmentation.
4.3.2 Candidate detector
In this stage, candidate locations corresponding to the cavity centers were identified
within the lung fields. Based on the appearance of cavities on CXRs, i.e. a dark
circular region surrounded by a bright contour, the proposed detector searches for
locations enclosed in a circular bright border179. In order to cope with the large
variability in cavity sizes, the extent (dimensions) of the candidate was also esti-
mated in this stage by determining its contour to later create CNN input patches
adapted to each candidate size.
Given an image I, a subimage Sx of dimensions d× d was extracted centered at
each pixel x = (x, y) of I. In order to reduce the computational time, I was resized
to a width of 512 pixels and only locations sub-sampled on every nth pixel along both
image axes were considered for analysis, with n = 8 pixels as determined in previous
findings179. d was fixed to 100 pixels, selected based on the size of the largest cavity
in the dataset. For each pixel in Sx, border discriminative features, based on texture
and radial characteristics179, were calculated. Using these features, each pixel in Sx
was then classified as a contour pixel of x using a random forest classifier. This
classifier was trained using a training set of normal and cavity border pixels from an
independent set of 50 CXRs with cavities. After classification a border likelihood
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map Bx of x was obtained, indicating the probability of each pixel in Sx of belonging
to the contour of candidate x. The final contour Cx of x was obtained by applying
dynamic programming to trace an optimal path following the maximum cost mx
on Bx. More details regarding the contour identification can be found in Maduskar
et al. 179 .
This procedure extracts a large number of highly overlapping candidates. Given
the candidate location x, the detected contour Cx and the associated contour cost
mx, the final candidates were selected based on their overlap level with neighboring
candidates, measured using Jaccard index Ω110, and their contour strength, defined
as the associated contour cost mx, using the pruning algorithm described in Algo-
rithm 1). Parameters δ and θ were empirically set to 40 pixels and 0.40, respectively.
Algorithm 1 Candidate pruning algorithm
Input: Candidate locations X = {x} in I and the associated contours C = {Cx}
and costs M = {mx}
1: for each x ∈ X do
2: Find neighboring candidates x¯ of x within Euclidean distance δ
3: for all x¯ do
4: calculate Jaccard overlap Ω between Cx and Cx¯
5: if Ω ≥ θ then
6: if mx > mx¯ then
7: Keep x
8: else
9: Keep x¯
10: end if
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
4.3.3 CNN architecture selection
Patches around each detected candidate x were constructed and fed into a CNN to
classify them as cavity or not. The architecture of CNNs is a layered network, con-
sisting of three types of layers: convolution layers (C), pooling layers (P) and fully
connected layers (F). Each convolution layer is formed by a set of filters that are
convolved with the input layer, producing an output, the so-called feature maps95.
Pooling layers calculate the maximum value in a defined neighborhood in the feature
maps of a convolution layer, applied to create translation invariance. Convolution
and pooling layers are stacked, followed by fully-connected layers seeking dimension-
ality reduction at the final layer. Stochastic gradient descent with backpropagation
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Figure 4.2: (a) Original image, (b) Ground truth contours provided by the trained
CXR reader, (c) Probable candidate contours, shown in various colors for clear
visibility. The center of each contour and the size of the candidate contour are
used to extract a patch for the CNN.
procedure was used to optimize the CNN parameters. We used rectified linear units
(ReLUs) as non-linear mapping due to performance improvement in other computer
vision tasks101,181,182.
CNN training
Patches labeled as “cavity” and “non-cavity” were used to train the CNN network.
A patch is defined around each candidate location x as a bounding box confining the
contour Cx and adding a margin of α pixels. α was set to 0.4 times the radius of the
cavity in order to adapt the patch to each candidate size and to include enough con-
text and local information in the patch. Extracting patches of variable sizes using
the candidate contours ensures that the patches contain complete cavities indepen-
dent of their size. After patch extraction, all the patches were resized to 128× 128
pixels. The extracted training patches were labeled as cavity if the overlap between
the candidate contour and the ground truth contour, measured using Jaccard index
Ω, was above 0.3, a threshold chosen to achieve maximum sensitivity at the cost of
a high false positive (FP) rate. We assume that CNN can learn features that are
translation and scale invariant, if the cavities are not exactly in the center of the
patch. In case of multiple detections for the same cavity, the candidate with maxi-
mum overlap was labeled as cavity, and the rest were excluded from training. The
remaining candidate patches which do not correspond to any cavity were labeled as
“non-cavity”.
Data augmentation
Data augmentation was performed on training patches to increase the number of
positive samples for training. Data augmentation is usually done in case of limited
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A B C D
6 layers 7 layers 9 layers 10 layers
Convolution layer
9× 9, 8 filters 5× 5, 8 filters 7× 7, 10 filters 5× 5, 10 filters
Max pooling layer
2× 2, stride 2 2× 2, stride 2 2× 2, stride 2 2× 2, stride 2
Convolution layer
7× 7, 16 filters 5× 5, 16 filters 5× 5, 16 filters 5× 5, 16 filters
Max pooling layer
2× 2, stride 2 2× 2, stride 2 2× 2, stride 2 2× 2, stride 2
Convolution layer
3× 3, 64 filters 3× 3, 64 filters 3× 3, 64 filters 3× 3, 64 filters
- 3× 3, 128 filters 3× 3, 64 filters 3× 3, 64 filters
- - 3× 3, 64 filters 3× 3, 64 filters
Fully connected layer
- - 4096 neurons 4096 neurons
- - - 4096 neurons
Soft max classification layer
Table 4.1: Experimentation with various convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
to select the optimal CNN architecture. Four CNN architectures (A-D) were tried
as listed in the table.
data or/and imbalance between the classes98. We have augmented patches only
for the positive class as the number of cavity patches is substantially smaller than
the number of non-cavity patches. From each cavity patch, augmented patches
were generated (including the original patch) using rotation, translation, scaling
and mirroring. Specifically, the images were rotated by +2◦, +4◦, -2◦ and -4◦; the
patch was translated by 8 pixels in 4-neighbor connectivity directions; upscaled and
downscaled respectively, by adding and subtracting 8 pixels margin to the original
patch. Even after the data augmentation process, the number of positive patches
was less than the negative ones. In order to obtain a class balance, the positive
(cavity) patches were randomly duplicated to match the number of negative (non-
cavity) patches. This is required to make sure that each mini-batch of data used for
parameter optimization has a balanced number of positive and negative samples for
CNN training.
CNN parameter estimation
Five-fold cross-validation was performed in order to select the final CNN architecture
and its parameters. We divided the study data in 5 subsets with an equal number
of cavity and normal CXRs. In each fold, a CNN architecture was trained with 3
subsets, 1 subset as the training set, 1 subset as the monitoring set and 1 subset as
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Figure 4.3: CNN architecture used for training the cavity detection system. C:
convolutional layer; P: pooling layer. For example, layer 1 is a convolution layer
consisting of 8 filters of size 9× 9 pixels.
the independent test set. The training set for each fold consisted of≈200,000 patches
with equal number of “cavity” and “non-cavity” patches after data augmentation.
We tried various architectures on one fold by varying the number of layers, filters
and with/without fully connected layers (see Table 4.1). The architecture which
gave the best area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) on the
test set of Fold-1 was chosen and used for all the other folds. Maximum number
of epochs was set to 50, but the training was stopped when no AUC improvement
was observed on the monitoring set. We implemented the architecture using the
Theano software package v.0.7.0rc2 in Windows. Each epoch took 5-15 minutes
depending on the architecture, on a Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2697 v2 2.70 GHz
machine with GeForce GTX TITAN Z graphics card. The learning rate was chosen
as 0.0001 with an initial momentum of 0.5. The mini batch size was set to 100
patches for parameter optimization using the stochastic gradient descent method.
The cost function for the optimization was defined as the negative log likelihood of
the prediction with respect to the labels in the training set.
4.4 Evaluation and Results
4.4.1 CNN training
We experimented with four different CNN architectures as shown in Table 4.1. The
AUCs achieved for the individual architectures are listed in Table 4.2. Architecture
A (Fig. 4.3) consisting of 3 convolution layers and 2 pooling layers achieved the
best AUC on the test set (0.971) of Fold-1, and was chosen to train CNNs for the
remaining folds. The performance of the CNN cavity detection system is reported
on architecture A.
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Architecture #C #P #F AUC Test set
A 3 2 0 0.971
B 4 2 0 0.962
C 5 2 1 0.940
D 5 2 2 0.955
Table 4.2: AUC values on the test and monitoring set for different CNN archi-
tectures A-D, as described in Table 4.1. #C: Number of convolution layers, #P:
Number of pooling layers, #F: Number of fully connected layers.
Figure 4.4: FROC curve for the localization of cavities. Note that the number of
FPs is only calculated on normal CXRs.
4.4.2 Cavity localization
In each fold, patches of the test set (without augmentation) were classified using
the trained CNN to obtain a probability of being a cavity. The probability values of
the test patches from the 5 folds were pooled together and a free receiver operating
characteristic curve (FROC) was constructed. The FPs were calculated only on
normal images, as there can be more cavities in abnormal images than the ones
indicated by the reference standard. We report sensitivities at 2, 3 and 7 FP rates
per normal image.
The detection rate of the candidate detector was 92.5% (427/455) with ≈138 FPs
per normal image. The FROC curve obtained after CNN classification is shown in
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Figure 4.5: Examples of true positive detections at 2 false positive per normal
image. The patches are arranged in the order from highest to lowest probability.
Fig. 4.4. The proposed method achieved sensitivities of 70.1%, 73.2%, and 79.3%
at 2, 3 and 7 false positives (FPs), respectively. Fig. 4.5, Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7,
show examples of detected cavities, FPs and missed cavities (false negatives) at an
operating point of 2 FPs per normal image.
4.4.3 Identifying images with cavities
To evaluate the accuracy of the system in detecting CXRs with cavitation, CXRs
containing one or more cavities were labeled as abnormal and the remaining as
normal. We measured the performance of the CNN cavity detection system on
image level by assigning each CXR image a probability of the presence of one or
more cavities. This probability was assigned as the highest probability of all can-
didate patches in the image after CNN classification. A receiver operating char-
acteristic (ROC) curve was constructed using these probabilities to measure the
image level performance of the CNN cavity detection system. Area under the ROC
curve was computed with 95% confidence intervals using a non-parametric bootstrap
method114 with 5,000 samples. An AUC value of 0.919 [0.900, 0.936] was obtained
as shown in Fig. 4.8.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 4.6: Examples of typical false positives at 2 FPs per normal image. (a)
First rib shadow, (b) Stomach bubble/bowel gas, (c) Cavity look-alike, (d) Vessels
and (e) Breast shadow.
Figure 4.7: Examples of false negatives at 2 false positive per normal image. The
patches are arranged in the order from highest to lower probability.
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Figure 4.8: ROC curve. Note that the probability values on the test set are
pooled from the five folds to construct the ROC curve. An image containing ≥1
cavities is labeled as positive.
4.5 Discussion
This work has presented the first CAD system for cavity detection based on con-
volutional neural networks. Multiple network architectures were explored, and the
architecture with larger filters and without fully connected layers achieved superior
results. This is somewhat surprising as the state of the art suggests that smaller
filters with deeper networks99 and the addition of fully connected layers98 should
obtain better results. We observed the opposite for the task of cavity detection. A
possible explanation is that deeper networks with fully connected layers are com-
plex and contain millions of parameters that require optimization which can only be
successfully achieved with a very large training dataset. Our training dataset con-
sisted of ≈200,000 samples, which might explain why we found out that a simpler
architecture performed better. The method works well on image level and detects
the presence of cavities (AUC=0.919) at a high sensitivity (88.9%) and specificity
(80.0%) levels. For the localization of cavities, a sensitivity of 70.1% at 2 FPs per
normal CXR image was obtained. Detection of cavities in CXRs is known to be a
challenging task even for human readers, which might explain why sensitivities did
not reach a higher level.
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Analysis of the FPs reveal the most common mistakes made by the CAD system
(see Fig. 4.6). The majority of FPs were near the first rib shadow which has a dark
appearance similar to cavities (Fig. 4.6 (a)). Another common FP finding is the
stomach bubble or bowel gas, appearing like an actual cavity, which is included in
the analysis due to inaccurate lung segmentation. Dense vessels near the hilum or
between the posterior ribs, and breast shadows are another category of confounders.
The CNN may learn to distinguish these confounding patterns from real cavities if
the network would be trained with difficult FP examples. This could be achieved
by collecting a large numbers of CXRs and using a boosting approach where CNN
is iteratively re-trained with difficult “non-cavity” patches183. This is a topic for
further investigation.
Previously proposed CAD systems for cavity detection reported a sensitivity of
82.35% at 0.237 FPs per image, and 0.05 per normal image134; and 70% sensitivity
at 60% specificity on 160 candidate contours (43 true cavities)135. Although one can
argue that the CAD system proposed by Shen et al. 134 has a lower number of FPs,
the systems are not directly comparable. Firstly, these approaches were validated
on a very small number of cavities (17 and 50), which might not generalize on a
larger dataset in a clinical setting. Secondly, the methods analyze only upper lung
fields, whereas cavities can occur anywhere in the lungs. The proposed work uses a
much larger dataset (455 cavities) and analyzes complete lung fields.
Most of the false negatives (FNs) at 2 FPs per normal image missed by the CNN
cavity detection system were subtle, not exactly in the center of the patch or in
the diseased region (Fig. 4.7). Large cavities covering half of the lung were also
missed by the system. Including more cavity patches with these variations during
the training procedure could reduce the number of FNs. Collecting large number
of positive samples in medical imaging is cumbersome as it requires annotations by
experienced radiologists or trained readers. Although we tried to solve the problem
of a limited dataset by using data augmentation on cavity patches, the approach may
not completely compensate for the wide degree of variation seen in the appearance
of cavities.
Determining if a CXR contains cavity is a task of key importance, particu-
larly when the CAD system is used as a diagnostic tool to identify abnormal im-
ages35,70,184,185. As cavitation is the hallmark sign of TB infection, presence of cavi-
ties is used in various scoring systems developed for TB diagnosis in CXRs53,54,149.
To construct an image score, we assigned the highest probability out of all the can-
didate patches to the CXR image. This way of probability assignment makes sure
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that the image receives a high probability even if only one cavity is present.
We have used a candidate detector as a preprocessing step to detect all the prob-
able cavity regions. This approach enabled us to construct an appropriately sized
patch which includes the complete cavity with the cavity wall at a fixed location in
the patch. This uniformity may help the CNN to learn the distinction between true
cavities and false positive patches. An alternative approach would be to employ a
multi-scale representation combined with sliding window where each possible patch
(at different scales) in a CXR image is classified using the CNN network186. This
might eliminate the candidate detector stage which misses 7.5% of the total anno-
tated cavities in the dataset and does not always provide a correct segmentation for
the actual cavities, which was a source of false negatives.
The proposed approach has a few limitations. First, abnormal images which
do not contain cavities were not included in the study. The number of FPs might
increase on abnormal images as compared to normal images, but this needs to be
further investigated. Second, the reference standard was set by a trained reader and
not by an experienced radiologist. However, in a field setting, CXRs are mostly read
by trained readers instead of radiologists to identify TB manifestations. As cavity
detection is prone to inter-observer variability178, the performance of the CNN cavity
detection system can be compared with a second observer to see if the automatic
system can replace a human reader for the task of cavity detection. Future work
should also include adding the CNN cavity detection system to a comprehensive
CAD system for TB to assess the overall performance improvement in selecting
subjects with TB related abnormalities128.
4.6 Conclusion
An automatic method for cavity detection in CXRs using CNNs has been proposed.
The method exhibited promising performance on image level, but there is room
for improvement in cavity localization as some obviously normal structures were
detected as false positives. The proposed system could be used independently as a
cavity detection system, or could be combined with other CAD systems to improve
automated TB diagnosis.
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Abstract
Automated detection of Tuberculosis (TB) using chest radiographs (CXRs) is gain-
ing popularity due to the lack of trained human readers in resource limited coun-
tries with a high TB burden. The majority of the computer-aided detection (CAD)
systems for TB focus on detection of parenchymal abnormalities and ignore other
important manifestations such as pleural effusion (PE). The costophrenic angle is
a commonly used measure for detecting PE, but has limitations. In this work, an
automatic method to detect PE in the left and right hemithoraces is proposed and
evaluated on a database of 638 CXRs. We introduce a robust way to localize the
costophrenic region using the chest wall contour as a landmark structure, in addi-
tion to the lung segmentation. Region descriptors are proposed based on intensity
and morphology information in the region around the costophrenic recess. Random
forest classifiers are trained to classify left and right hemithoraces. Performance of
the PE detection system is evaluated in terms of recess localization accuracy and
area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC). The proposed method
shows significant improvement in the AUC values as compared to systems which use
lung segmentation and the costophrenic angle measurement alone.
Keywords: Automated, Computer-aided detection (CAD), Chest radiography, Pleu-
ral fluid, Tuberculosis, Costophrenic angle.
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5.1 Introduction
Although Tuberculosis (TB) incidence has declined by 1.5% per year over the last
few years, the global disease burden remains high with 9 million TB cases and 1.5
million deaths in 20131. TB is a curable disease and the major challenge lies in early
detection and notification. In high-burden low-resource countries, such as in sub-
Saharan Africa, individuals reporting with TB symptoms at primary-care healthcare
facilities are screened using chest radiography as the first examination due to its cost
effectiveness and wide availability37,55,187. Subjects with positive findings on the
chest radiograph (CXR) are usually referred to more time-consuming and expensive
examinations such as sputum microscopy and molecular testing for confirmatory
diagnosis.
Reading CXRs for signs of active TB requires well-trained personnel and this
is a scarce resource in high TB burden countries. Moreover, humans reading large
numbers of CXRs are prone to fatigue. Computer-aided detection (CAD) systems
can address these issues by either assisting the readers with diagnosis188 or making
a decision in absence of a reader35,70,125. TB primarily affects the lung parenchyma
and may cause diverse manifestations such as consolidations, infiltrates and cavita-
tion150. Hence, most of the CAD systems analyze the lung fields for the presence of
any parenchyma abnormalities (Hogeweg et al. 127 , Jaeger et al. 133) with only some
studies specifically focused on manifestations such as cavities134,135 or miliary TB
136.
Extra-pulmonary TB affecting the hilum and pleura (pleural TB) is another
common form of TB. Pleural TB accounted for 4% and >10% of all the TB cases in
the United States189 and Spain190, respectively. In this case, pleural effusion (PE) is
often visible and TB is reported as one of the most common causes of PE191–194. The
focus of our work is therefore the detection of pleural effusion (PE) in CXRs. PE is
characterized by an abnormal amount of fluid accumulated in the pleural space, as
shown in Fig. 5.1. Due to gravity, the fluid is located in the lower portions of the
pleural cavity, defined as costophrenic (CP) recess. This is the region formed by the
diaphragm and the chest wall and is the potential area to be analyzed for presence
of PE.
As current CAD systems for TB detection are not specifically trained to analyze
the CP recess, they may fail to detect TB if PE is the only abnormality present
in the CXR. Limited research has been done on automatic detection of PE. Avni
et al. 137 proposed a “bag of visual words” approach to differentiate between various
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pathologies in CXRs including a small PE dataset of 17 and 21 images with right
and left PE, respectively. In a recent work by Bar et al. 175 , a deep convolutional
neural network was used to differentiate between various pathologies on 433 chest
radiographs including 44 CXRs with right plural effusion. Armato et al. 138 devel-
oped a dedicated method which uses automatic lung segmentation to measure the
angle between the hemidiaphragm and lateral chest wall, commonly known as the
CP angle, to identify the amount of PE in each hemithorax. Fig. 5.2 illustrates the
CP angle for a normal and an abnormal CXR with PE in the left hemithorax. The
presence of fluid causes bluntness of the CP angle, leading to a larger angle mea-
surement in contrast to an acute angle as it would be seen in a normal CXR. In our
preliminary work on PE detection171, we calculated the difference in distribution
of angle measurements between normal and abnormal hemithoraces with PE, and
found considerable overlap between the two distributions. We therefore concluded
that although angle measurement by itself is insufficient, it is an important feature
and its accurate calculation is critical for PE detection.
In this work, we propose a CAD system for PE detection with two novel aspects:
1. Robust localization of the CP recess by means of combined anatomical landmark
information and local refinement of the lung segmentation, and 2. PE detection
using CP region and angle analysis. We define the CP point as the point of inter-
section of the lateral chest wall and the diaphragm as shown in Fig. 2. Accurate
localization of the CP point is required for correct CP recess extraction and the an-
gle measurement. In the previous approach by Armato et al. 138 , lung segmentation
was used as the only structure for CP point extraction. In this work, in addition
to the lung segmentation, the chest-wall is included as an additional structure for
robust localization of the CP point. Further, the lung segmentation is refined in a
local neighborhood around the detected CP point to obtain a more accurate angle
measurement. In contrast to the previous work by Armato et al. 138 where only
the calculated angle was used to identify PE, our method also analyzes the region
around the CP point. We introduce two region descriptors based on intensity and
morphology information to improve PE identification. Results are reported on two
separate systems trained to classify left and right hemithoraces, which is motivated
by anatomical variation between left and right costophrenic recesses.
5.2 Data
The dataset used in this study was collected from two health centers in Lusaka, Zam-
bia. The patients reporting to these clinics are TB suspects, i.e. they have clinical
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(a) Normal (b) Slight (c) Moderate (d) Severe
Figure 5.1: Image categories as labeled by an experienced radiologist. (a) Com-
pletely normal image. (b) Left costophrenic recess with slight PE. (c) Right
costophrenic recess with moderate PE. (d) Right costophrenic recess with severe
PE.
symptoms associated with TB. The CXRs were acquired using a digital Odelca-DR
system with a slotscan detector (Delft Imaging Systems, The Netherlands) in the
years 2009-2013 at a tube voltage ranging between 100-140 kVp adjusted per patient.
The image resolution of the CXRs varied between 1560-2704 and 1520-2724 pixels
in height and width, respectively, with a pixel spacing of 256x250 µm. A human
reader (a trained medical student) went through 15,000 CXRs to identify CXRs con-
taining PE. The human reader was encouraged to overread in case of doubt about
the presence of pleural fluid. Images containing gross pathology were excluded from
the study as such cases can be easily detected by conventional TB CAD systems128.
The reader identified 636 CXRs with potential pleural fluid. These 636 CXRs were
re-read by a chest radiograph reading and recording system (CRRS) certified B
reader53 and 392 CXRs were confirmed as PE cases. 875 completely normal images,
also confirmed by the CRRS reader, collected from the same database, were added
to the 392 CXRs to form the dataset for this study. Following the above process, in
total 1267 CXRs (2534 hemithoraces) were collected. These were subsequently read
by a chest radiologist with over thirty years of experience to set the reference stan-
dard. The radiologist classified PE in each hemithorax in 4 categories: 0 (Normal),
1 (Slight PE), 2 (Moderate PE) and 3 (Severe PE). We used the same categories as
in Armato et al. 138 to perform a comparison with the results achieved using only the
angle measurement. Fig. 5.1 illustrates the four categories of PE. The CXRs were
randomly divided into training and test set for training and evaluation of the PE
detection system. An overview of the characteristics of the dataset and the reference
standard determined by the radiologist is provided in Table 5.1.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.2: Angle method proposed by Armato et al. (1998). (a) Normal CXR,
(b) Abnormal CXR with a left blunt costophrenic angle. xcp - costophrenic point,
xhd - hemi-diaphragm point, xcw - chest wall point, θ is the measured CP angle.
Dataset
Normal Slight Moderate Severe Total #images
(0) (1) (2) (3) (Hemithoraces)
left 491 61 37 40
Training right 524 53 28 24 629 (1258)
left 495 57 41 45
Test right 540 40 38 20 638 (1276)
Table 5.1: Overview of the dataset and the reference standard for the left and
right hemithoraces for the training and test set.
5.3 Methods
The stages of the proposed PE detection method are summarized in Fig. 5.3. Firstly,
two anatomical structures, the lung fields and the chest wall are detected, which
are required for accurate localization of the CP point. Using these structures, the
location of the CP point is calculated in two steps, the first step involves detection
of the coarse location of the point followed by a refinement step. A region of interest
around the CP point corresponding to the CP recess is extracted and three feature
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Figure 5.3: Flowchart of the proposed method for automatic PE detection given
an input image I.
descriptors - angle, intensity and morphology, are measured to construct a feature
vector. Finally, a supervised classification methodology is employed to assign an
abnormality score to the feature vector indicating the severity of PE.
The following subsections describe the procedure to detect PE in the left lung
field (hemithorax). An equivalent approach is applied for the analysis of the right
lung, after mirroring the image. Given the input image I, it is resized to a width
of 1024 pixels for computational purposes. Resizing to a fixed resolution would be
detrimental, we take advantage of the fact that CXRs, if properly acquired, collimate
the field of view to fit the thorax. We express all size parameters in pixels in these
resized images, 1 pixel roughly corresponds to 0.4 mm. Moreover, I is downsampled
to a width of 256 pixels before performing the lung segmentation and chest wall
delineation for fast feature computation and classification.
5.3.1 Lung segmentation
The lung fields can be used to locate the costophrenic recess. Lung segmentation
is performed by applying a previously described segmentation method93. The main
difference between the published method and the one described here, is the training
dataset. A much larger dataset consisting of 309 CXRs from two different sources
is used: 200 from Lusaka, Zambia and 109 from Bagamoyo, Tanzania. The image I
is first rescaled to a width of 256 pixels, let the rescaled image be I ′. Given a pixel
x = (x, y) in I ′, pixel texture features are extracted using the output of Gaussian
derivative filtered images180. Specifically, Gaussian derivatives up to second order
at scales s = 2i pixels (i= 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4) are calculated. Using these features,
the original intensity value I ′(x) and spatial coordinates (x, y), a 33 dimensional
feature vector is constructed and fed into a k-nearest neighbor (kNN) classifier105
for pixel classification. The classifier is trained with 309 images, on which the lung
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fields were manually annotated by a CRRS certified B reader. After classification,
a pixel probability map Mlung indicating the likelihood that the pixel belongs to the
lung region is obtained:
Mlung(x) = p(x ∈ lung | x) (5.1)
A binary lung segmentation Blung is then calculated as:
Blung(x) =
 1 if Mlung(x) ∗G(x;σ) ≥ 0.50 otherwise (5.2)
where G(x;σ) is a Gaussian kernel with scale parameter σ, and * denotes the con-
volution operation. A threshold of 0.5 seemed to be an obvious choice to compute
Blung and is previously used in literature93. The scale parameter is set as σ = 1 to
slightly blur the probability map Mlung to reduce noise and inhomogeneities. Fur-
thermore, the largest connected component is selected and hole filling is applied on
Blung to get the final segmentation Blung (see Fig. 5.4(b) and (c)).
5.3.2 Chest wall delineation
Lung segmentation is usually not sufficient to locate the CP point as Blung can
be inaccurate, for example because of the presence of abnormalities or a stomach
bubble. We have found that the lateral chest wall, on the other hand, is always
prominently visible due to the dense bright overlapping ribs that surround the lung
region even in acutely diseased lungs. Consequently, we used the chest wall contour
in conjunction with the lung segmentation to robustly detect the CP point.
To detect the lateral chest wall, the lateral rib cage is segmented first, which
is followed by the extraction of the chest wall contour. Similar to the approach
followed for lung segmentation, a feature vector for each pixel x ∈ I ′ is constructed
using the previously described texture features at scales - 1, 2, and 4 pixels, the
original intensity value I ′(x), pixel spatial coordinates (x and y) and two additional
feature sets, namely a ridge feature and lung context features.
The lateral rib cage surrounding the lung can be viewed as a bright tubular
structure which is captured by the ridgeness measure. The 2-D ridgeness measure
is calculated using the two eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix at multiple scales195.
Specifically, it is calculated at scales - 1, 2 and 4 pixels at each pixel x, and the
maximum value is assigned as the ridge feature value for each pixel x in I ′. The
scales are appropriately chosen to capture the size of the rib cage in I ′.
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Lungs are encompassed by the rib cage and hence the lung fields are used as a
guiding structure for the lateral rib-cage detection. Four lung contextual features are
extracted using the binary lung segmentation Blung. The features include normalized
x and y positions relative to the lung bounding box around Blung, distance to the
lung wall and distance to the center of gravity of Blung. These features aid in
detecting only lateral rib cage, otherwise all the bony structures would get a high
response if only texture features and ridge features are used.
A kNN classifier (k=15) is then used to classify the pixels in I ′ on the basis of the
resulting feature vector consisting of 26 features. An independent set of 50 images
originating from Lusaka, Zambia is used to train the classifier, where manually
annotated pixels inside and outside the rib cage are sampled as training set. The
lateral rib cage in these CXRs were annotated by a CRRS certified B reader. After
classification, a pixel probability map Mrib indicating the likelihood that the pixel
belongs to the rib cage is obtained:
Mrib(x) = p(x ∈ ribcage | x) (5.3)
The binary rib cage segmentation Brib is then calculated as:
Brib(x) =
 1 if Mrib(x) ∗G(x;σ) ≥ 0.10 otherwise (5.4)
where G(x;σ) is a Gaussian kernel with scale parameter σ and * denotes the con-
volution operator. The scale parameter is set as 1 to smoothen the probability map
Mrib. A low threshold of 0.1 is chosen on Mrib to oversegment the lateral rib-cage
as it is used as a bounding box for calculating the chest wall contour.
Given Brib, a dynamic programming approach is applied to compute an optimal
path which begins at the start pixel coordinates of the bounding box around Brib
until the end of the image I. The cost associated with the path is calculated based
on a local cost function f(x) = Mrib(x) + ∂Mlung(x)∂x . The first order derivative
of Mlung along the x direction gives a high response on the lateral chest wall while
suppressing the high response on the diaphragm. Hence, a cost function constructed
using ∂Mlung(x)
∂x
will complement in case of a low rib posterior probability response
Mrib.
The resulting maximum cost path corresponds to the chest wall contour Γ.
Fig. 5.4(d),(e),(f) demonstrates the lateral rib-cage segmentation, the cost image
and the chest wall delineation, respectively.
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(a) CXR image I (b) Lung probability map
Mlung
(c) Lung mask Blung
(d) Rib-cage Brib (e) Cost function f(x) (f) Chest wall contour Γ
Figure 5.4: Rib cage segmentation and chest wall contour delineation.
5.3.3 Coarse costophrenic point detection
Characteristics of the CP point suggest that it lies on the diaphragm and in prox-
imity of the chest wall contour depending on the amount of fluid. Hence, we used
the chest wall contour Γ and the lung probability map Mlung to detect the coarse
location of the CP point. The principle behind detecting such a point is to identify
a contour point on Γ in a predefined neighborhood at the junction of chest wall
and diaphragm. We hypothesize that in the neighborhood of the CP point where
the diaphragm intersects the chest wall contour, a maximum intensity variation is
shown due to the transition from the lung to the background region. Following
this approach, we analyze the neighborhood of each contour point in Γ as described
hereafter.
For each x ∈ Γ, a square region Ω(x, d) of size d centered at x is defined. Let
Ω(x, d) be divided in four quadrants Ωq(x, d) with q = 1, ..., 4 as shown in Fig. 5.5(c).
The coarse left CP point is calculated as the point with maximum difference between
the mean pixel probability Mrib in the quadrants 2 and 3. If the coarse CP point
xccp is detected correctly, quadrant 3 would ideally have minimal or no lung pixels.
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(a) Chest wall contour (b) CP point search (c) Four quadrants
in a patch
Figure 5.5: Procedure for coarse CP point detection defined as xccp.
The coarse CP point xccp is identified as follows:
xccp = arg max
x∈Γ
[µ2(x)− µ3(x)] (5.5)
with
µq(x) =
1
Nq
∑
xj∈Ωq(x,d)
Mlung(xj) (5.6)
where Nq is the total number of pixels in Ωq(x, d).
The value of d is selected as 64 pixels such that sufficient lung and background
pixels are included but the region is small enough to perform the local analysis
around the chest wall. Fig. 5.5(a) and (b) illustrates the process of coarse CP point
detection.
5.3.4 Fine costophrenic point detection
The method described in the previous section provides a coarse location xccp of
the CP point as the point is constrained to be on the chest wall. Localization of
xccp is accurate for normal CXRs but if fluid is present, the actual CP point does
not strictly lie on the contour. As a consequence, we need to refine the location
of the CP point which takes xccp as an input. We therefore extract a subimage
S = S(xccp, w) of I centered at (xccp, yccp) with size w, to improve the location of
the CP point, by locally refining the lung segmentation in the subimage. Based
on experimentation, we chose w as 256 pixels to include sufficient lung region and
background for the local lung refinement in further steps.
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Let MSlung be the corresponding lung probability map (Mlung) of S. For each
pixel x ∈ S, we calculate three values, namely the lung probability value MSlung(x)
and the spatial relative coordinates of x in S. Based on these values, S is divided
into three distinct regions Rk with k = 1, 2, 3 using kNN clustering algorithm105.
These regions correspond to the lung area, background, and other regions containing
spurious edges or artifacts.
A binary segmentation BS of S is then obtained as follows:
BS(x) =
 1 if x ∈ Rk∗0 if x ∈ Rk,∀k 6= k∗ (5.7)
with
k∗ = arg max
k
1
Nk
∑
xj∈Rk
MSlung(xj) (5.8)
where Nk is the total number of pixels in Rk.
This binary segmentation BS can contain one or more connected components
Cm, with m ≥ 1, including the lung region and other objects, such as the stomach
bubble if visible. The final refined lung segmentation BSlung in S is calculated as:
BSlung(x) =
 1 if x ∈ Cm∗0 if x ∈ Cm,∀m 6= m∗ (5.9)
with m∗ = argminm ‖xg,m‖ and xg,m the center of gravity of Cm.
The CP point location xScp is calculated as the pixel in the refined lung segmen-
tation BSlung with a maximum distance to the contralateral upper corner of BSlung.
Therefore, xScp in S is then defined as:
xScp = arg max
x∈S
BSlung(x)=1
‖x‖
(5.10)
and the CP point location in I is:
xcp = (xcp, ycp) = (xScp + xccp −
w
2 , y
S
cp + yccp −
w
2 ) (5.11)
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.6: Coarse (xccp) to fine (xcp) CP point detection. (a) The chest wall
contour Γ and xccp overlaid on the CXR image I. (b) Subimage S around xccp. (c)
Overlaid lung component BSlung (Eq. 10) on S. (d) Refined CP point xcp indicated
by the marker.
5.3.5 Features
Given the CP point xcp, several features are extracted to identify PE. These fea-
tures can be broadly divided into three categories: angle, intensity and morphology
features. The angle measurement is highly dependent on the location of xScp and the
points chosen on the chest wall and the hemidiaphragm. Following this observation,
we have introduced new features as explained in the subsequent sections.
Angle
The angle measurement θ is calculated as described in Armato et al. 138 . We use
the refined lung segmentation BSlung (see Section 5.3.1) to localize the “chest wall
point” (xcw) and the “hemidiaphragm point” (xhd) (see Fig. 5.2). The lung contour
pixels are determined as follows: if one or more 4-connected neighboring pixels of
the foreground pixel (BSlung = 1) belongs to the background (BSlung = 0), the pixel
under analysis is labeled as a lung contour pixel. The calculated lung contour is then
traced starting from the CP point (xScp) along the chest wall and the hemidiaphragm.
We label the pth pixel location on the chest wall and the hemidiaphragm as xcw and
xhd, respectively. The CP angle is calculated between the two lines defined by a line
joining these points (Fig. 5.2). Empirically, p = 40 pixels is chosen for the angle
measurement based on visual analysis of the angle measurements on the training
data to ensure that the point is suitably place to capture subtle bluntness.
Intensity
Intensity features are computed to incorporate local intensity variation in the region
around the CP point. For example, if we analyze an abnormal region with PE in the
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Figure 5.7: Intensity features: Illustration of 8 regions used for histogram com-
putation.
lung fields, the intensity values are higher than the normal lung parenchyma due to
the presence of fluid. We capture these details using histogram analysis in various
subregions around the CP point xcp. Let Φ = Φ(xcp, n) be a square patch of size
n centered at xcp extracted from the image I and divided into 8 regions as shown
in Fig. 5.7. For each region, the intensity histogram is calculated with 5 equally
sized bins between minimum and maximum intensity value in the patch. Note that
the patch intensity values are normalized to zero mean and unit standard deviation
before calculation. Histograms of the 8 regions are concatenated to form a feature
vector. In total, the feature vector contained 40 (8 regions × 5 bins) intensity based
features. We chose n = 64 pixels for computation of the intensity features based on
the performance in cross-validation experiments on the training dataset.
Region morphology
The shape of the lung fields in the neighborhood of the CP point can provide an
indication regarding the presence of pleural fluid. In case of a normal CP recess,
the CP angle is usually sharp leading to less pixels belonging to the lung region
(BSlung = 1) and as a result the lung area is smaller in a normal region as compared
to a region containing pleural fluid. This property is exploited using the refined lung
segmentation BSlung (Section 5.3.1). Two features are calculated: 1. compactness,
defined as 4piNl
N2c
, where Nl is the number of lung pixels in S (BSlung = 1) and Nc is
the number of lung contour pixels of BSlung, and 2. the ratio of number of lung and
background pixels, Nl
Nb
, where Nb is the number of background pixels in S (BSlung = 0).
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5.3.6 Classification
Angle, patch and region morphology features are combined to form a feature vector
of 43 descriptive features. A random forest (RF) classifier108 is trained with the
feature vectors of normal (493) and abnormal (136) hemithoraces for the left PE
detection. The number of trees and the maximum depth parameters are optimized
by splitting the training set into training and validation set with an equal propor-
tion of normals and abnormals. The parameters which resulted in maximum area
under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve on the validation set (half
of the training set) are selected. The RF classifier is then retrained with the com-
plete training dataset using the chosen parameters (number of trees:500, maximum
depth:10).
Table 5.2 provides a summary of the parameters used in each step of the proposed
PE detection algorithm.
Algorithm step Parameters
Lung Segmentation k = 15, threshold=0.5, σ = 1
Chest wall delineation k = 15, threshold=0.1, σ = 1
CP point detection d = 64, w = 256
Angle measurement p = 40
Intensity n = 64, Number of regions = 8, Bin size = 5
Classification Number of trees = 500, Depth = 10
Table 5.2: Summary of the parameters used in various steps of the PE detection
algorithm.
5.4 Experiments and Results
5.4.1 CP point localization accuracy
Identifying the correct CP point is crucial for the accuracy of the PE detection
method. All the features, i.e. angle measurement, patch and morphology features
are dependent on the location of CP point. Therefore, we compared the location
of the automatically identified CP point with a manually indicated point. A CRRS
certified B reader trained in reading CXRs for TB analyzed all the CXRs in the test
set. Left and right CP points were marked at the point of intersection of the chest
wall and the hemidiaphragm if clearly visible, otherwise, the reader was instructed
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(a) Example image (b) xcp,manual
(c) Blung (d) xcp,lung, xScp
Figure 5.8: Costophrenic point detection for various methods. (a) Example im-
age. (b) xcp,manual, indicated manually by a trained CXR reader. (c) Segmented
lungs, Blung. (d) The top row shows the subimage around xcp,lung (left) and the
overlaid lung segmentation Blung and xcp,lung plotted by a marker (right). The bot-
tom row shows the subimage S (left) and the overlaid refined lung segmentation
BSlung and the refined CP point xScp (right).
to mark the point in the center of the costophrenic recess. L2 distance between
the manually indicated point and the automatically detected CP point xcp was
calculated. Additionally, we computed the distance between the manually indicated
CP point and the CP point calculated using only the lung segmentation Blung similar
to the method described in Armato et al. 138 , where the CP point for each lung was
identified as the most distant lung pixel (Blung = 1) from the contralateral upper
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corner of the CXR image. We denote the CP points calculated manually and using
the original lung segmentation Blung only, as xcp,manual and xcp,lung, respectively.
Paired t-tests were used to evaluate significant differences for L2 distances between
xcp,manual and xcp,lung, and xcp,manual and xcp.
An example image with the three CP points xcp,manual, xcp,lung, and xcp for the
left lung is shown in Fig. 5.8. Note that the CP point xcp,lung is dislocated due to
an incorrect lung segmentation, but is correctly identified by the newly proposed
method (xcp). Fig. 5.9 shows the box plots for the L2 distances between xcp,manual
and xcp,lung, and xcp,manual and xcp for the left and right CP points. For the left CP
point, the distances for xcp,lung and xcp to the manual reference were 31.99± 37.19
pixels and 30.71±36.87 pixels (p = 0.04) respectively, and 20.00±23.69 and 18.07±
22.47 (p = 0.002), for the right CP point, respectively.
5.4.2 PE detection performance analysis
The performance of the proposed PE detection system was analyzed and compared
in terms of area (AUC) under the ROC curve. ROC curves for the following three
systems was compared - System 1: Angle feature computed using xcp,lung and Blung.
System 2: Angle feature computed using xcp and Blung as mentioned in Section 5.3.5.
System 3: The final PE abnormality score computed by the proposed method as
described in Section 5.3.6. AUC of ROC curves for left and right PE detection
were compared between the three systems. Significant differences were determined
with case-based bootstrapping by calculating pair-wise differences of AUC values
using 5000 bootstrap samples112. Cases were resampled with replacement 5000
times and every bootstrap sample had the same number of cases as the original
dataset. For each bootstrap sample, two ROC curves corresponding to the two
systems being compared were constructed. The difference in AUC (∆AUC) was
computed, i.e. 5000 values of ∆AUC were obtained. p-values were defined as the
fraction of ∆AUC values that were negative or zero196. Negative or zero differences
in the AUC values between the systems under consideration will contribute to a
higher p-value. Therefore, a p-value less than 0.05 was considered as a significant
difference between the two ROC curves under comparison. p-values were calculated
in pairs for System 3 with System 1 and System 2.
ROC curves of the three systems for the left and right PE detection are shown
in Fig. 5.10 and Table. 5.3. The proposed PE detection method (System 3) for both
left and right hemithoraces performs significantly better than System 1 and System
2 (p < 0.0002). System 3 achieved sensitivities of ≈83% and ≈72% at 70% and
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(a) Left costophrenic point
(b) Right costophrenic point
Figure 5.9: Box plots for the distance between the manually indicated point
xcp,manual and the automatic methods (xcp,lung, xcp) on the test set.
80% specificities, respectively, for the left PE detection, whereas higher sensitivities
of ≈92% and ≈90% were observed at 70% and 80% specificities for the right PE
detection.
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(a) Left pleural effusion (b) Right pleural effusion
Figure 5.10: ROC curves for left and right pleural effusion detection. The ROC
curve of System 3 (proposed system) is compared with System 1 and 2 as described
in Section 5.4.2.
AUC [95% CI] System 1 System 2 System 3 (Proposed)
Left 0.75 [0.71-0.80] 0.78 [0.73-0.82] 0.84 [0.80-0.87]*
Right 0.73 [0.68-0.79] 0.82 [0.77-0.87] 0.90 [0.87-0.93]*
Table 5.3: AUC values with 95% confidence intervals for various PE detection
systems. System 1: Angle feature computed using xcp,lung and Blung. System 2:
Angle feature computed using xcp and Blung. System 3: Proposed PE detection
system in this paper. * indicates that System 3 is significantly better than System
1 and System 2 (p < 0.0002). CI: confidence interval.
5.4.3 Subtlety based analysis
Subtlety based analysis was performed to analyze the results for different categories
of PE (see Table 5.1). Consequently, ROC curves were computed for System 3 by
combining the following categories: All (0 vs {1, 2, 3}), Obvious (0 vs {2, 3}), Severe
(0 vs {3}). While constructing the ROCs, hemithoraces with subtleties not under
analysis were removed.
Fig. 5.11 shows the ROC curves for all, obvious and severe PE vs normal CXRs
for left and right PE detection systems. Higher values of AUC were observed for se-
vere (AUCleft=0.88 [0.83-0.92], AUCright=0.94 [0.90-0.98]) and obvious (AUCleft=0.88
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(a) Left pleural effusion (b) Right pleural effusion
Figure 5.11: ROC curves for left and right pleural effusion detection. The ROC
curves are compared for the proposed method between the following three cate-
gories - All (0 vs {1, 2, 3}), Obvious (0 vs {2, 3}), Severe (0 vs {4}).
[0.84-0.91], AUCright=0.92 [0.88-0.96]) PE cases than for all cases (AUCleft=0.84
[0.80-0.87], AUCright=0.90 [0.87-0.93]).
5.5 Discussion
The proposed PE detection system shows promising results for both left and right
hemithoraces. The method uses a refined lung segmentation and chest wall contour
to localize the CP point and this results in significantly higher accuracy compared
to using the lung segmentation alone for the left CP point. The identification of
the right CP point also showed significant improvement but not with a substantial
difference (20.00±23.69 vs 18.07±22.47 pixels) as compared to a large performance
gain in the AUC values. Overall, the right CP point localization was better compared
to the left CP point (see Fig. 5.9). This can be explained by the fact that complex
anatomical structures are often present below the left lung, i.e. a stomach bubble,
which makes the CP point detection harder in the left lung. When we compare the
two CP localization techniques, the difference between the distances to the manually
located CP points is small. Although, the differences are <2 pixels, it could lead to
an incorrect angle measurement and calculation of the new proposed features in a
wrong region, especially in case of subtle PE.
The proposed approach is compared to the simplified detection systems (System
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(a) Left PE subimages
(b) Right PE subimages
Figure 5.12: The top ten ranked PE subimages by the left (a) and right (b) PE
detection systems. The subimages are arranged in the highest to lowest order of
abnormality scores.
1 and System 2) using ROC analysis per lung. System 1 is implemented in a similar
way as described in Armato et al. 138 where we use the automatic lung segmentation
to perform angle measurement. System 2 uses the refined lung segmentation for
the angle measurement and gives superior results as compared to System 1. System
3 includes additional feature descriptors and the angle measurement of System 2,
and exhibits significantly improved results compared to using only the angle mea-
surement. The ROC curves in Fig. 5.10 illustrate the superior results achieved by
System 3 for both left and right PE detection systems. These results demonstrate
the advantage of additional feature descriptors and supervised classification over the
angle based approach.
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(a) Left PE subimages
(b) Right PE subimages
Figure 5.13: Five lowest scored left (a) and right (b) PE subimages. The subim-
ages are arranged in the lowest to highest order of abnormality scores.
We have analyzed the results for different categories of PE and compared them
with the results published in Armato et al. 138 . Armato et al. 138 reported 0.75,
0.78 and 0.83 AUC values on 1116 hemithoraces for “All”, “Obvious” and “Severe”
categories, respectively. The AUC values achieved in this work are higher for each
category (see Section 5.4.3). Notably, the dataset used in the two studies is different
but the AUC values obtained using System 1 (0.75 and 0.73) are comparable to
0.75 in Armato et al. 138 . Hence, it can be reasoned that improved performance
will be obtained on the dataset in Armato et al. 138 using our approach. In addition,
increased AUC values are observed for our method in case of “Severe” and “Obvious”
PEs as compared to all PEs.
The highest ranked left and right subimages are shown in Fig. 5.12. Eight out
of ten top ranked images by the left PE detection system belong to “Severe” or
“Moderate” PE categories. One image was wrongly classified as PE with a high
abnormality score due to the presence of a stomach bubble, which resulted in a
wrong lung segmentation and CP point location. The results reconfirm that PE
detection is a harder task for the left lung than for the right lung. The top ten
results of the right PE detection system are all true positive with two “Severe” and
eight “Moderate” PE subimages (see Fig. 5.12(b)).
The presented work has a few limitations. In rare cases PE does not manifest
in the CP recess but only along the chest wall or a pulmonary fissure, and such
cases will not be detected by the proposed system. The system does not perform
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well on cases containing subtle PEs. Majority of the lowest scoring PE subimages in
Fig. 5.13 belong to “Slight” category and are not detected by the system. Assessing
the presence of subtle PE is highly subjective, therefore an observer study comparing
the performance of a human expert on these cases against the reference standard
could be useful to investigate the inter-reader variability. A human reader could
use the automatic PE detection system as an aided tool to detect subtle PE cases,
but the performance of a human observer with and without the CAD system still
needs to be evaluated in a future observer study. The results presented in this work
were evaluated for statistical significance and not clinical relevance197. A validation
study should be performed to evaluate the clinical relevance by measuring the final
outcome in terms of number of additional TB cases detected by using a PE detection
system in conjunction with symptoms or other CAD systems for TB.
CXRs with gross abnormalities were not included in this study. CXRs containing
PE and gross parenchymal abnormalities near the lung bases might not be detected
by the proposed system. In such cases, usually the lungs could be under-segmented
leading to extraction of inaccurate region of interest for PE analysis. The proposed
approach tries to rectify this issue by introducing a robust way of CP point detection
using the chest wall and refined lung region.
A dedicated PE detection system such as the one proposed in this paper can
be used in two scenarios. First, it can be used independently for the detection of
accumulated fluid in the pleura which could be used to assess prognosis of not only
TB but also other diseases, for example, cancer, heart failure and pneumonia191.
Second, the system can also be combined with an existing CAD program to detect
PE in addition to parenchymal abnormalities. This will make the CAD system
robust in the cases where PE is the only abnormality present in the CXR. Future
work would include improving the PE detection system specifically for the left lung,
and evaluating a full TB CAD system with inclusion of the proposed system.
5.6 Conclusions
A fully automatic method for the detection of pleural effusion on chest radiographs
was presented. The method was evaluated on a tuberculosis dataset of 1276 hemitho-
races containing 241 hemithoraces with pleural effusion. AUC values of 0.84 and
0.90 were achieved for the left and right hemithoraces, respectively. These results
are superior to prior work where only the costophrenic angle was used to assess the
presence of PE.
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Abstract
Setting: A busy urban health center in Lusaka, Zambia.
Objective: To compare the accuracy of automated reading (CAD4TB) with the in-
terpretation of digital chest radiograph (CXR) by clinical officers for the detection
of tuberculosis (TB).
Design: A retrospective analysis was performed on 161 subjects enrolled in a TB
specimen bank study. CXRs were analyzed using CAD4TB, which computed an
image abnormality score (0-100). Four clinical officers scored the CXRs for abnor-
malities consistent with TB. We compared the automated readings and the readings
by clinical officers against the bacteriological and radiological results used as ref-
erence. We report here the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve
(AUC) and kappa (κ) statistics.
Results: Of the 161 enrolled subjects, 97 had bacteriologically confirmed TB and
120 had abnormal CXR. The AUCs for CAD4TB and the clinical officers were re-
spectively 0.73 and 0.65-0.75 in comparison with the bacteriological reference, and
0.91 and 0.89-0.94 in comparison with the radiological reference. p-values indicated
no significant differences, except for one clinical officer who performed significantly
worse than CAD4TB (p<0.05) using the bacteriological reference. κ values for
CAD4TB and clinical officers with radiological reference were respectively 0.61 and
0.49-0.67.
Conclusion: CXR assessment using CAD4TB and by clinical officers is comparable.
CAD4TB has potential as a point-of-care test and for the automated identification
of subjects who require further examinations.
Keywords: Digital chest radiograph, Computer-aided diagnosis, Tuberculosis diag-
nostics, Medical image analysis, Automated screening.
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6.1 Introduction
Tuberculosis (TB) remains a global health problem, with almost 9 million new cases
and 1.4 million deaths reported in 2011198. As TB is infectious but curable, its early
detection is crucial in reducing the disease burden. Various strategies have been rec-
ommended by the World Health Organization (WHO) and other organizations for
active case finding and prevalence surveys, whereby chest radiography is used as a
screening tool and those subjects with an abnormal chest radiograph (CXR) undergo
further, more expensive and time-consuming examinations41,55,148,199–202. One of the
reasons for the increased interest in CXR is the improvement in image quality ob-
tained with digital radiography. In populations with a high prevalence of HIV/AIDS
(human immunodeficiency virus/acquired immune-deficiency syndrome), existing
TB diagnostics such as sputum smear microscopy are less reliable203, and using
CXR in the diagnostic algorithm can improve TB detection13,204–206. In various
studies, CXR is used as one of the diagnostic tools for TB detection, primarily in
resource-limited settings, where confirmatory diagnostic tests such as sputum culture
are unavailable207,208. In resource-constrained countries with a high TB incidence,
the limited availability of skilled clinical officers to read CXRs is a major obstacle
to their use as an adjunct tool for TB diagnosis. Computer-aided detection (CAD)
systems may be exploited to accelerate active case finding and anti-tuberculosis
treatment in such settings209. CAD can also be a valuable tool for clinics where
bacteriological tests are recommended based on CXR findings. In the present study,
we evaluated and compared the performance of a CAD system with clinical offi-
cers who read CXRs on a daily basis in their regular practice in a primary health
care center in Lusaka, Zambia. This is the first study to evaluate the performance
of a CAD system for TB detection in comparison with the performance of clinical
officers.
6.2 Material and Methods
6.2.1 Study setting
The study was conducted at a busy urban health center in Lusaka, Zambia, among
TB suspects presenting with symptoms. The health center serves a population of 146
000 and notifies 2000 TB cases per year; the HIV coinfection rate is approximately
70%39.
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6.2.2 Study procedures
Data used in this analysis were collected as part of a WHO TB Specimen Bank study
in 2010-2011, where sputum, serum and urine samples were preserved to devise and
test new diagnostic tools for the detection of TB210. Inclusion criteria were patients
aged >18 years with a persistent cough of at least 3 weeks, who were willing to
provide clinical specimens for storage and to undergo HIV testing. Patients who
had received anti-tuberculosis treatment in the last 2 months were excluded.
Patients were asked to submit two sputum samples before the start of any treat-
ment; the samples were examined at the Chest Diseases Laboratory, Lusaka (also
known as the Zambian National TB Reference Laboratory). Sputum smears were
examined and graded for acid-fast bacilli (AFB) using fluorescence microscopy. Spu-
tum specimens were cultured in liquid media using BACTECTM MGITTM (Mycobac-
teria Growth Indicator Tube; BD Sparks, MD, USA) and in solid Löwenstein-Jensen
media. Clinical information was collected using standardized case report forms, as
described elsewhere210. Posterior-anterior digital CXRs (1600-1800 pixels image
width, isotropic pixel size 0.25 mm, Odelca-DR; Delft Imaging Systems, Veenen-
daal, The Netherlands) were acquired at the site and read by a clinical officer (the
field officer) who classified the CXR as “normal” or “abnormal” based on absence
or presence of abnormalities consistent with TB. The CXR reading by the field of-
ficer along with the above bacteriological tests were used to decide the treatment
regimen.
6.2.3 Ethics statement
Ethics approval for the study was obtained from the University of Zambia Ethics
Committee as part of the WHO Specimen Bank study. Formal written consent to
use the data for research purposes was obtained from all study participants.
6.2.4 Study design
In this retrospective study, 161 subjects were enrolled from the WHO TB Specimen
Bank study, for whom we were able to link the CXRs with clinical information on
symptoms, sputum smear microscopy, HIV status, CD4 count, solid and liquid AFB
culture, and CXR reading by the field officer. The study population demographics
are shown in Table 6.1. Smear microscopy and culture results were used as the bac-
teriological reference. Active TB was defined as ≥1 sputum smear-positive and/or
≥1 culture-positive results having ≥1+ growth of Mycobacterium tuberculosis on
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n (%)
Total 161
Sex
Female 42 (22.1)
Male 119 (73.9)
Age, years, mean ± SD 35.8 ± 9.6
Persistent cough 161 (100)
HIV-positive 110 (68.3)
CD4 count (HIV-positive only)
<200 63
200-500 30
>500 14
Unknown 3
Weight loss 105 (65.2)
Fever 137 (85.0)
Chest pain 129 (80.1)
Night sweats 121 (75.2)
Haemoptysis 26 (16.2)
Contact with active case 67 (41.6)
Bacteriological findings
Smear-positive, culture-positive 69 (42.8)
Smear-negative, culture-positive 28 (17.4)
Culture-negative 64 (39.8)
Table 6.1: Demographics, symptoms and clinical findings of patients who partic-
ipated in the WHO TB Specimen Bank study in Lusaka, Zambia210.
WHO = World Health Organization; TB = tuberculosis; SD = standard deviation;
HIV = human immunodeficiency virus.
solid media or growth on liquid media identified as M. tuberculosis. All mycobacte-
rial isolates defined as growth containing AFB on Ziehl-Neelsen staining were fur-
ther identified using the GenoType® Mycobacterium CM assay (Hain Lifescience,
Nehren, Germany). The radiological reference was retrospectively determined by an
experienced chest radiologist at Radboud University Medical Center, who labeled
the CXRs as normal or abnormal for abnormalities indicative of active TB.
6.2.5 Radiological assessment by clinical officers
The CXRs were independently assessed by four clinical officers working at the same
urban health center in Lusaka. All clinical officers had received a 3-year diploma in
medicine in Zambia and read CXRs regularly at the clinic. The medical programme
included brief training on reading CXRs and 2 months’ practicum where ward duties
included CXR reading. For this study, the clinical officers were given 30 minutes
training by a researcher in reading protocol and the use of a DICOM (digital imaging
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and communications in medicine) image viewing software tool for scoring CXRs.
The clinical officers were blinded to the CAD scores and all clinical information.
They were instructed to assess each CXR on a continuous scale of 0 to 100, where
abnormality scores of >50 indicated an abnormal image. The scores given by the
clinical officers reflect their confidence in interpreting abnormalities consistent with
active TB.
6.2.6 Automated reading
A software system developed for automated detection of pulmonary TB (CAD4TB,
version 1.08, Diagnostic Image Analysis Group, Nijmegen, The Netherlands), as
described by Hogeweg et al.127, was also used to analyze the CXRs. Examples of
output images with CAD abnormality scores are shown in Table 6.2. The software
is based on supervised machine learning methodology, whereby the software system
is trained with labeled samples (examples) of various classes to produce an inference
function that is used to label an unknown sample105. The software was trained with
labeled normal and abnormal CXRs to predict the probability of an unseen CXR
being abnormal. The training set consisted of 945 consecutive digital CXRs (514
abnormal, 431 normal) acquired from two high TB prevalence sites in sub-Saharan
Africa, Lusaka, Zambia, and Cape Town, South Africa. The software combines the
output of two detection systems, namely textural abnormality detection and shape
abnormality detection. Both detection systems require the automated segmentation
of un-obscured lung fields as an initial step211. The training procedure for textu-
ral abnormality detection included extracting descriptive features from normal and
abnormal circular patches in lung fields to train a k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) clas-
sifier105 to differentiate between a normal and an abnormal location in the image.
The descriptive features were based on moments of intensity distribution of Gaus-
sian derivative filtered images at each patch location and its relative position in the
lung fields212. Patches in the lung fields of the new CXR were classified and assigned
a probability score of being abnormal. These patch probabilistic labels were then
aggregated into a textural abnormality score for the CXR. Automated lung field
segmentation may be inaccurate if the CXR has large abnormalities, particularly
when these are in the pleural space (Table 6.2 C)213. As abnormalities outside the
segmented lung fields would go undetected by the texture detection system, the sec-
ond system analyzes the shape of the extracted lung fields, which could indicate the
presence of abnormalities. Hence, a shape model as proposed in Hogeweg et al. was
built using lung shapes of normal CXRs in the training dataset127. Using this shape
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Original Image Texture Map
Reference standards
and abnormality
scores
A
Bacteriologically negative
Radiologically negative
Clinical officers’ scores:
34, 42, 0, 65
CAD4TB score
Texture: 13
Shape: 15
Total: 29
B
Bacteriologically positive
Radiologically positive
Clinical officers’ scores:
98, 60, 55, 70
CAD4TB score
Texture: 77
Shape: 14
Total: 68
C
Bacteriologically negative
Radiologically positive
Clinical officers’ scores:
97, 78, 75, 75
CAD4TB score
Texture: 49
Shape: 89
Total: 69
D
Bacteriologically positive
Radiologically positive
Clinical officers’ scores:
96, 62, 80, 95
CAD4TB score
Texture: 93
Shape: 32
Total: 90
Table 6.2: CAD4TB output. A. Normal CXR with low image abnormality score.
B. Abnormal CXR with high texture and image abnormality score. C. Abnormal
CXR with low texture abnormality score; abnormalities detected by the shape
detection system resulting in a high image abnormality score. D. Highly abnormal
CXR.
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Test AUC (95%CI) Difference in
AUC (95%CI)
p-value
(CAD4TB
reader)
Se Sp Se(95%CI)
Bacteriological reference At 0.41 specificity
CAD4TB 0.73 (0.64-0.80) NA NA 0.88 0.41 0.86 (0.75-0.94)
Clinical officer 1 0.69 (0.61-0.77) 0.034 (-0.043-0.115) 0.20 0.80 0.53 0.83 (0.75-0.90)
Clinical officer 2 0.65 (0.56-0.73) 0.077 (0.003-0.152) 0.02* 0.76 0.41 0.77 (0.67-0.87)
Clinical officer 3 0.75 (0.68-0.82) -0.030 (-0.095-0.034) 0.82 0.79 0.55 0.85 (0.75-0.93)
Clinical officer 4 0.69 (0.60-0.77) 0.038 (-0.024-0.103) 0.12 0.90 0.22 0.82 (0.73-0.90)
Average clinical officer 0.73 (0.65-0.81) -0.008 (-0.069-0.052) 0.69 0.80 0.48 0.83 (0.75-0.91)
Field officer NA NA NA 0.81 0.41 0.79 (0.66-0.89)
Radiological reference At 0.66 specificity
CAD4TB 0.91 (0.86-0.95) NA NA 0.92 0.68 0.91 (0.81-0.98)
Clinical officer 1 0.90 (0.84-0.96) 0.007 (-0.057-0.075) 0.42 0.86 0.88 0.94 (0.87-0.98)
Clinical officer 2 0.89 (0.83-0.93) 0.025 (-0.033-0.083) 0.20 0.85 0.76 0.87 (0.80-0.94)
Clinical officer 3 0.92 (0.87-0.96) -0.008 (-0.061-0.042) 0.62 0.83 0.85 l0.94 (0.87-0.98)
Clinical officer 4 0.91 (0.86-0.96) -0.001 (-0.060-0.056) 0.53 0.96 0.46 0.93 (0.88-0.97)
Average clinical officer 0.94 (0.89-0.97) -0.025 (-0.073-0.020) 0.86 0.87 0.83 0.95 (0.86-0.99)
Field officer NA NA NA 0.86 0.66 0.80 (0.59-0.92)
Table 6.3: Area under the ROC curve, p-values and other performance mea-
sures for all the reader categories compared to the bacteriological and radiological
reference. ∗= Statistically significant (p<0.05). ROC = receiver operating charac-
teristic; AUC = area under the ROC curve; CI = confidence interval; NA = not
applicable.
model, a shape abnormality score between 0 and 100 was computed. A high shape
abnormality score reflected an abnormal image. Texture and shape abnormality
scores were used as image descriptive features to train a k-NN classifier, which was
then used to estimate the combined abnormality score of a new CXR image.
6.2.7 Statistical data analysis
The results were evaluated against the bacteriological and radiological reference re-
sults. The area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC)214
was constructed using both references for an average clinical officer, for the four clin-
ical officers individually and for CAD4TB. A previously published study of breast
cancer detection in mammography reported higher performance when the score was
averaged among several readers than in an individual reader215. We compared the
performance of CAD4TB with a simulated average clinical officer. To construct an
ROC curve for the average clinical officer, the abnormality scores of the clinical offi-
cers were averaged to obtain a mean abnormality score per image. The significance
of differences in performance was measured using bootstrapping196,216. Using this
procedure, a new dataset is constructed by sampling subjects with replacement from
the test dataset 5000 times. For each re sampling, ROC curves were constructed
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Reader Category Reference:
abnormal;
reader:
abnormal
Reference:
normal;
reader:
abnormal
Reference:
abnormal;
reader:
normal
Reference:
normal;
reader:
normal
κ (95% CI)
CAD4TB 110 10 13 28 0.61 (0.44-0.74)
Clinical officer 1 103 17 5 36 0.67 (0.54-0.78)
Clinical officer 2 102 18 10 31 0.57 (0.41-0.70)
Clinical officer 3 100 20 6 35 0.62 (0.47-0.73)
Clinical officer 4 115 5 22 19 0.49 (0.32-0.64)
Average clinical officer 104 16 7 34 0.65 (0.51-0.79)
Field officer 103 17 14 27 0.50 (0.36-0.66)
Table 6.4: Agreement between all reader categories and the radiological reference.
“Reference” = radiological reference; “reader” = each reader category specified in
the first column. CI = confidence interval.
for all the six reader categories (i.e., CAD4TB, the four clinical officers and the
average clinical officer readings). The difference in mean sensitivity (∆S) was calcu-
lated pair-wise between CAD4TB and the five other reader categories. p-values were
defined as the fraction of ∆S values that were negative or zero196. Differences in per-
formance were considered significant if p<0.05. A statistical analysis tool developed
in-house based on the statistical software package R, v2.15.0 (R Computing, Vienna,
Austria) was used to calculate p-values and construct ROC curves. We compared
the sensitivity and specificity of the clinical officers with that of the CAD4TB by
labeling the CXRs as normal or abnormal using the threshold on clinical officer’s
abnormality score (>50 was abnormal). To calculate these values for CAD4TB, we
thresholded the CAD4TB abnormality score to obtain the same specificity as the
field officer, using the bacteriological reference. This threshold allowed us to analyze
the performance of CAD4TB if it was used as a reader in the field in place of the
field officer. Intra-observer agreement kappa (κ) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs)
were estimated using Cohen’s κ statistics for agreement between the radiological
reference and all reader categories. κ values were measured using the R statistical
software package (v 2.15.0). We assessed the sensitivity of the four clinical officers,
the average clinical officer and CAD4TB at the specificity of the field officer.
6.3 Results
According to the bacteriological reference, the dataset contained 97 active TB cases
and 64 subjects without TB. The average reading time per clinical officer per case
was 37 ± 27 s. CAD4TB computed an abnormality score per case in ≈100 s using
standard PC hardware.
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(a) Bacteriological (b) Radiological
Figure 6.1: (a) ROC curves using bacteriological reference. (b) ROC curves
using radiological reference. AUC = area under the ROC curve; ROC = receiver
operating characteristic.
If we look at the sensitivity and specificity of the human readers, the perfor-
mance of CAD4TB was comparable using both references, as indicated in Table 6.3
(Columns 5 and 6). The clinical officers and CAD4TB had moderate (κ = 0.49-
0.67) and substantial (κ = 0.61) inter-reader agreement217, respectively, with the
radiological reference (Table 6.4, column 6).
ROC curves using the bacteriological reference (Fig. 6.1(a)) for all the readers
were comparable, with similar AUC values (0.65-0.75, Table 6.3), and the p-values
indicated no significant differences between any clinical officer and CAD4TB, ex-
cept for one clinical officer (AUC = 0.65), who performed significantly worse than
CAD4TB (AUC = 0.73, p-value = 0.02). The field officer achieved a sensitivity of
0.81 at a specificity of 0.41. At this specificity, the CAD4TB had higher sensitivity
than the field officer and all the clinical officers (Table 6.3, column 7).
We also analyzed the performance of all readers against the radiological reference
results (Fig. 6.1(b)). The dataset contained 120 abnormal CXRs as read by the
experienced chest radiologist in The Netherlands. All readers obtained higher AUC
values (0.89-0.94) than those calculated using the bacteriological reference, and there
were no significant differences in performance between CAD4TB and the clinical
officers (Table 6.3).
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Author, Sample HIV Type CXR Analogue
reference, size Reference Se Sp cases of abnormality or
year Setting n standard κ % % AUC only readers type digital
Story,
2012
High-
risk
group
screen-
ing
47510 B NA 82 99 NA No Radiographers TB Digital
van’t
Hoog,
2012
Prevalence
survey
20566 B NA 94 73 0.83 No Clinical
offi-
cers
Any Analogue
van’t
Hoog,
2011
Prevalence
survey
1143 B 0.78∗
0.50-
0.62†
82∗
95†
76∗
73†
NA No Experts,
clin-
ical
offi-
cers
Any Analogue
Dawson,
2010
ART
service
203 B 0.61 68 53 NA Yes Physicians TB Analogue
Lewis,
2009
Miners
screen-
ing
1955 B NA 26 99 NA No Physicians TB NA
Shah,
2009
Urban
volun-
tary
counsel-
ing and
testing
clinic
438 B 0.53 59 83 NA Yes Radiologists TB Analogue
Day,
2006
Miners 899 B NA 66
73
86
79
NA Yes Doctor TB
Any
Analogue
den Boon,
2006
Prevalence
survey
1170 B NA 90
97
83
67
NA No Pulmonologist TB
Any
Analogue
Zellweger,
2006
Immigrant
screen-
ing
377 R 0.64
0.55
NA NA NA No Physicians TB
Any
Analogue
Balabanova,
2005
General
clinic
50 R 0.39
0.38‡
0.45§
0.39¶
NA NA 0.88‡
0.81§
0.81¶
No TB spe-
cialists,
radiol-
ogists,
respi-
ratory
special-
ists
TB Digital
Van
Cleef,
2005
Chest
clinic
998 B 0.75
NA
91
92
67
63
NA No Radiologists TB
Any
Analogue
Table 6.5: CXR performance for detection of TB.
∗=Experts; †=Clinical officers; ‡=TB specialists; §=Radiologists; ¶=Respiratory
specialists; CXR = chest X-ray; TB = tuberculosis; AUC = area under the ROC
curve; ROC = receiver operating characteristic; HIV = human immunodeficiency
virus; NA = not available; ART = antiretroviral therapy.
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6.4 Discussion
Previous studies have shown substantial variations in the performance of human
readers in interpreting abnormalities consistent with TB on CXRs. Sensitivity and
specificity vary respectively from 0.26 to 0.95 and from 0.56 to 0.99 (Table 6.5,
Fig. 6.2). Most of the studies report only sensitivity, specificity and κ values, be-
cause in clinical practice human readers interpret an image in a binary manner as
either “normal” or “abnormal”. Only a few studies have used the ROC paradigm to
determine the accuracy of a diagnostic TB algorithm201,218–220. Binary image classi-
fication leads to differences in sensitivity and specificity between readers, which was
also evident in our study (Table 6.3). This source of variation could potentially be
eliminated with automated reading, as CAD4TB provides a continuous abnormal-
ity score on a scale of 0 to 100. In practical applications of CAD4TB, an optimal
threshold could be determined based on its role in the TB diagnostic algorithm. In
a screening setting, a threshold with very high sensitivity should be chosen to select
subjects who require definitive examinations, i.e., sputum culture or Xpert® MT-
B/RIF testing (Cepheid, Sunnyvale, CA, USA). This threshold may also depend
upon laboratory capacity and the costs incurred in resource-constrained settings,
where the number of available Xpert cartridges may be limited.
The performance of the readers and the software was similar, but AUC values
were relatively low (0.65-0.75) against the bacteriological reference (Table 6.3). This
might be attributed to the subject inclusion criteria of the WHO TB Specimen
Bank study, where only subjects with TB symptoms were enrolled (Table 6.1)210.
According to the expert reading, 64.1% of bacteriologically negative subjects had an
abnormal CXR with obvious TB-related abnormalities that were scored as highly
suspicious by the clinical officers and CAD4TB. As a result, the use of a radiological
reference resulted in considerably higher AUC values (0.89–0.94). Furthermore, the
study population had a high prevalence of HIV (68%), which is known to lead to
atypical abnormalities on CXR221. The performance we obtained with CAD4TB
is comparable to what is reported in the literature on human reading of CXR in
HIV-positive individuals (Fig. 6.2)53,205,207.
CAD4TB obtained a very high AUC value (0.91) and a substantial agreement
(κ = 0.61) with the radiological reference. These results indicate that CAD4TB
performs well in detecting radiological abnormalities, and could be a useful tool in
resource-constrained settings for the diagnosis of smear-negative TB. For CAD4TB
to be used independently as a diagnostic tool in a clinic, very high sensitivity should
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Figure 6.2: The curve shows the CAD4TB ROC curve as reported in this study
using the bacteriological reference. For comparison, sensitivity/specificity pairs
reported in the literature are plotted. Studies Day(2006)205, Shah(2009)207 and
Dawson(2010)53 use data from HIV-positive individuals only. Table 6.5 provides
further details about the literature studies. AUC = area under the ROC curve;
ROC = receiver operating characteristic; HIV = human immunodeficiency virus.
be achieved at an acceptably high specificity. Future research includes training the
software with various subtypes of abnormalities present in bacteriologically proven
TB cases.
This study has some limitations. The study population was unbalanced, i.e.,
a large proportion of subjects with an abnormal CXR or HIV-positive status were
residing in this high TB prevalence community. Our findings need to be validated
in larger cohorts that include more healthy subjects, and the data should ideally
be collected from a multi-center study with subjects from varied ethnicities. This
would provide stronger support for the use of the CAD4TB for point-of-care testing
or in prevalence surveys.
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6.5 Conclusion
Automated reading using CAD4TB has similar performance to that of clinical offi-
cers in assessing abnormalities indicative of TB. CAD4TB has the potential to be
used as a point-of-care decision tool, assist human readers or identify subjects who
should undergo further testing.
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Abstract
Objective: Reading chest radiographs (CXRs) in a tuberculosis (TB) prevalence sur-
vey requires trained personnel which is scarce in high TB burden countries. In a
retrospective analysis of data from The Gambia TB prevalence survey conducted
between 2011 and 2013, we assessed the performance of automated CXR reading
software compared to human readers.
Methods: Automated readings were compared with field and central readings on
4,552 prevalence survey CXRs. In the analysis, 73 subjects with bacteriologically
proven TB were considered abnormal and the remainder as normal. The software
calculated a TB score between 0-100 (0-Normal, 100-Abnormal). The area under
receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) was computed for the automated read-
ing and various TB score cut-off points were chosen to compare specificities at the
sensitivities of the field and central readings.
Findings: The field reading achieved 86.3% sensitivity at 72.8% specificity. The cen-
tral reading had 67.1% sensitivity at 93.3% specificity, but when a score of healed TB
was considered abnormal, sensitivity and specificity were 87.7% and 65.2%, respec-
tively. The automated reading attained an AUC of 0.90 and at all three sensitivity
levels of human readers, specificity was nearly identical and not significantly differ-
ent (p-value > 0.05).
Conclusion: In a prevalence survey, the performance of the automated reading was
equivalent to the field and central readings in identifying TB suspects for confirma-
tory testing on the basis of CXR abnormalities. The efficiency of TB prevalence
surveys can be potentially improved using automated reading of CXRs.
Keywords: Prevalence survey, Tuberculosis, Computer-aided diagnosis, Chest radio-
graphy, Computerized image analysis.
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7.1 Introduction
Efforts must be accelerated to achieve the World Health Organization (WHO) Mil-
lennium Development Goals towards reduction of global burden of tuberculosis
(TB)222. In 2013, an estimated 9.0 million people developed TB and 1.5 million
died from the disease1. WHO recommends TB prevalence surveys especially in high
burden countries to obtain accurate estimate and trends of the disease burden41. In
2013, survey results for five new countries were finalized and nine are planned in the
years 2015-20171. The recommended screening strategy for TB prevalence surveys
is a combination of chest radiography and symptoms. The use of chest radiography
results in better TB estimation than symptoms alone1,200,223,224. However, there are
challenges to the use of radiography. Significant expertise (radiologists and/or pul-
monologists) for chest radiographs (CXRs) interpretation or provision of extensive
training on CXR reading by experienced readers is required and such expertise is
scarce, even in clinical settings, especially in sub-Saharan Africa204. Surveys require
multiple field readers which increases inter-observer variability52,55,178,225–227. This
contributes to high costs and delays in the implementation of prevalence surveys.
Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) systems for the detection of tuberculosis have
been in development for many years125 because they may help overcome these chal-
lenges. They can be used for automated reading where a digital X-ray system is
equipped with a software program that immediately flags CXRs as normal or ab-
normal.
This study is the first to assess the performance of a CAD system128 previously
validated on data from passive case finding50,70,185 for automated CXR reading in
a TB prevalence survey. The main objectives were to compare automated read-
ings with field and central audited CXR readings, and to estimate the standalone
performance of the CAD system on prevalence data from The Gambia.
7.2 Ethics statements
The Joint Gambia Government/Medical Research Council Unit (MRC) Ethics Com-
mittee gave Ethical approval for the study. All participants provided written in-
formed consent.
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Figure 7.1: Prevalence survey screening protocol.
7.3 Methods
7.3.1 Survey and study design
The national TB prevalence survey was carried out in The Gambia between De-
cember 2011 and January 2013. It was a multi-cluster countrywide survey with a
target sample size of 55,281 in 80 clusters. Participants were screened for TB symp-
toms using a questionnaire containing 10 questions. Positive symptoms screening
meant having at least one of the following: “cough of more than 2 weeks”, “cough
of less than 2 weeks and 2 other positive symptoms”, or “no cough and more than
3 positive symptoms”. They also had posterior-anterior (PA) chest radiographs
(2208×2688 pixels, 0.16 mm isotropic pixel spacing) taken using mobile direct digi-
tal radiography (Atomed mobile X-ray system, Delft Imaging Systems, Veenendaal,
The Netherlands). The survey screening protocol was in accordance with WHO
survey guidelines41.
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Normal Bacteriologically
confirmed
Sputum smear positive Sputum smear positive
Definite survey
case
Definite survey case Probable survey case
• Participants
in Arm 1 - no
symptoms and
normal chest
radiograph
• Participants in
Arm 2 with
symptoms
and/or abnor-
mal CXR but
not an active
TB case accord-
ing to the survey
case definition.
At least one posi-
tive TB culture and
at least one of the
following:
• Another sample
culture positive
• Sputum smear
positive
• CXR
abnormalities
suggestive of
TB by central
reading
One AFB positive sam-
ple that is culture posi-
tive
One AFB positive sam-
ple and at least one of
the following:
• Another AFB posi-
tive sample and not
culture (TB) posi-
tive, and no isolation
of NMTB
• CXR abnormalities
suggestive of TB by
central audited read-
ing and no isolation
of NMTB
Table 7.1: Active TB survey case definitions in The Gambia TB prevalence survey.
The flowchart of the prevalence survey protocol is shown in Fig. 7.1. If a partic-
ipant had a negative symptom screening and a normal CXR, no further action was
taken (Arm 1). All those who screened positive for symptoms and/or had a CXR
suggestive of TB (Arm 2) were asked to submit two sputum specimens either as
spot samples or as one spot and one overnight sample according to their preference
(Arm 2) to perform sputum microscopy and culture examinations.
This study is a retrospective comparative analysis of the diagnostic accuracy of
automated reading compared with field and central CXR readings, using proven
TB as the reference standard. The survey case definition for proven TB disease is
outlined in Table 7.1.
7.3.2 Diagnostic procedures and survey case definitions
All sputum samples from the participants in Arm 2 were processed at the TB Diag-
nostic and Research Laboratory of the MRC in The Gambia. Sputum smears were
examined by fluorescence microscopy. Cultures were performed using BACTEC My-
cobacterial Growth Indicator Tubes (MGITTM) System (Becton Dickinson, Mary-
land, USA). Standard laboratory procedures were followed for confirmation of growths
in liquid culture including rapid species identification with an immunochromato-
graphic assay (MGITTM TBc Identification Test, Becton Dickinson, Maryland, USA).
All acid fast bacilli (AFB) isolates obtained from cultures were classified as Mycobac-
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terium tuberculosis complex (MTB) or Not MTB (NMTB) according to prevailing
laboratory standard operating procedures.
7.3.3 CXR reading procedures
Field reading
Each clinician had at least 3 years post qualification experience with a post-graduation
diploma. In preparation for the survey, they received a one-week training on CXR
interpretation. This course, developed by ICAP (Columbia University) and Phar-
mAccess (Tanzania) in 2009, and given by a radiologist and pulmonologist, had been
previously delivered as a postgraduate teaching session at the Berlin Union World
Conference on Lung Health in 2010. The field readers classified radiological findings
as: Normal, Abnormal and suggestive of TB (abnormal), or Other abnormalities
not suggestive of TB (other), and were encouraged to over read CXRs to increase
sensitivity of screening41.
Central reading
The central panel included those that trained the field readers, audited all abnormal
CXRs and 10% of normal CXRs for quality assurance and for diagnostic purposes.
The missed proven TB cases (positive symptoms but a normal CXR) in this selection
process were later added to the CXRs to be read by the central panel. The panel
was composed of an experienced TB clinician, a radiologist and a pulmonologist.
One of the three panel readers read 5,656 CXRs and categorized them as either:
Normal, Abnormal, suggestive of active TB (active TB), Abnormal, suggestive of
healed TB (healed TB), and Abnormal, consider pathology other than TB (other).
An overview of CXRs read by the central panel is shown in Fig. 7.2.
Automated reading
Hogeweg et al. previously described the automated system, commercially available
as CAD4TBTM (Delft Imaging Systems, Veenendaal, The Netherlands) in detail128.
The software analyzes the unobscured lung fields of a PA CXR for the presence of
any textural abnormalities and assigns a TB score (Ra) between 0-100. Computation
time is under one minute on standard hardware (PC or laptop). A key technique
of the system is supervised classification, in which a statistical classifier is trained
using manually labeled examples of normal and abnormal regions. In the test phase,
images unseen in the training phase are assigned a probability of belonging to one
of the learned labels (normal/abnormal).
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Figure 7.2: Flowchart of the selected cases audited by the central reading panel.
This dataset include all CXRs read as abnormal by the field readers and 10% of
all normal CXRs. Missed proven TB CXRs were added to the selection.
The software consists of mainly two components: segmentation of unobscured
lung fields, and detection of abnormalities. Both components use supervised pixel
classification and operate on images resampled to a width of 1024 pixels:
• Automatic segmentation of the unobscured lung fields: 441 CXRs from three
different sources (Zambia, Tanzania and The Gambia) with manually anno-
tated lung fields were used for training. Full algorithmic details on the au-
tomatic segmentation of the lung fields can be found elsewhere93. Lung seg-
mentation was used to restrict further analysis to this area and to provide
anatomical context for the abnormality detection component.
• Automatic detection of textural abnormalities: Textural abnormalities are
broadly defined as textural changes in the visual appearance of the lung tissue
as a result of pathology. For example, opacification, consolidation, etc. can
result in textural abnormalities. The texture system was trained with man-
ually annotated normal and abnormal regions in 841 CXRs (280 abnormals)
from The Gambia TB prevalence survey. The output of the classification is a
heat map that indicates the probability that a pixel belongs to an abnormal
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region. The heat map is then summarized into one TB score by computing
the 95% quantile of its cumulative distribution. It has been shown that the
TB score assigned to an image using the quantile rule robustly measures the
extent and severity of affected lung228.
7.3.4 Data analysis and evaluation
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was performed on the TB scores
generated by the automated software system. The area under ROC curve (AUC) was
computed from the raw ROC curve, i.e. without curve fitting. AUC values were cal-
culated with 95% confidence intervals using a non-parametric bootstrap method114
with 5,000 samples. Diagnostic performance of the field and central reading was
assessed by calculating sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV) and
negative predictive value (NPV) with 95% confidence intervals. The categories of
central reading were classified as normal (0) or abnormal (1) using the following
criteria: 1) treating active TB as abnormal and the rest as normal; 2) treating ac-
tive TB and healed TB as abnormal, and normal and other categories as normal.
Using these criteria, two sets of performance measures were obtained for the central
reading. For field reading, abnormal and other categories were considered abnormal.
The same performance measures were calculated for the automated system at cut-
off points on the TB scores corresponding to the sensitivity of the field and central
readings. Significant differences between specificities of the automated reading and
field/central readings, if present, were identified using the McNemar’s test (p<0.05).
In addition, we analyzed the distribution of TB scores between 0-100 at intervals of
5 (0<Ra ≤ 5, 5 < Ra ≤ 10, .. 95<Ra ≤ 100). All the outcome parameters were
calculated with the statistical software package R (R: A Language and Environment
for Statistical Computing v2.13.1; R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna,
Austria) using extension packages “pROC”229, “epiR”230, etc.
7.4 Results
There were 43,100 participants in the prevalence survey and 42,942 (99.6%) par-
ticipants had CXR done (see Fig. 7.1). Of 43,100 participants, 5,947 (13.8%) were
identified as TB suspects and were asked to give two sputum samples for smear
and culture examinations. Out of 5,947 TB suspects, 5,523 (92.9%) submitted at
least one sample. In total, 73 cases were identified as proven TB survey cases in
accordance with the survey case definition (Table 7.1).
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Fig. 7.2 shows the stratification of the CXRs read by the central panel readers.
5,656 CXRs were reviewed, and 5,632 of these CXRs which were linked with the
clinical information are included in this study. Table 7.2 shows the demographics of
the included participants. Only 55 (2.1%) CXRs were labeled as active TB in Arm 1,
but 50% of the cases were categorized as normal in Arm 2 indicating over-reading by
the field readers. Out of 5,632 participants, 1,675 (29.7%) had positive symptoms,
among which 1,216 (72.6%) had a normal CXR and were sent to Arm 2 based on
symptoms. Culture test was performed in Arm 2 with 3,025 (53.7%) participants,
but 276 had no culture results, and were excluded from further analysis.
7.4.1 Automated reading
The performance analysis of automated reading has been done on 4,552 CXRs after
excluding the CXRs used to train the automated system and the CXRs in Arm 2
with missing culture results. The 73 proven TB cases were considered abnormal and
the remaining CXRs from Arm 1 and 2 as normal (see Fig. 7.2). The distribution
of the scores matches the known characteristics of a prevalence population (see
Fig. 7.3), with 76.6% (3,488/4,552) of the CXRs having a TB score ≤20. When
we stratify the cases into normal and proven TB, we observe a similar trend where
79.8% (3,277/4,108) of all normal CXRs have a TB score ≤20 and 49.3% (36/73) of
all proven TB cases had a TB score > 70. The automated reading achieved an AUC
value of 0.90 (95% CI 0.85-0.94). Table 7.4 lists the performance of the software at
various cut-off points, a low threshold leads to high sensitivity at a low specificity
and vice versa. Examples of CXR images illustrating TB scores calculated by the
automated reading are shown in Table 7.3.
7.4.2 Automated reading vs. field/central reading
Fig. 7.4 shows that the central and field reading points lie exactly on the ROC curve,
indicating that human and machine reading perform comparably. Table 7.5 lists
sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV with 95% CI for automated, field and central
reading. Sensitivity and specificity for central reading were considerably affected
by whether healed TB was considered a normal or abnormal CXR finding. The
automated system achieved a specificity of 72.2% (95% CI 70.9-73.5) at the field
readers’ sensitivity of 86.3%, with no significant differences to field specificity of
72.8% (p-value = 0.46). Comparing automated reading with central reading, where
two sensitivity operating points (67.1% and 87.7%) were used, similar specificities to
that of the central reading were obtained: 93.7% (95% CI 93.0-94.4) versus 93.3%,
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Study data demographics N (Percentage %)
Total 5632
Gender
Male 2363 (41.96)
Female 3266 (57.99)
Unknown 3 (0.05)
Mean age (SD) 37.7 (18.7)
Cough
No 4270 (75.82)
1 week 608 (10.79)
2 weeks 263 (4.67)
3 weeks 464 (8.24)
9 weeks 27 (0.48)
Weight loss 1775 (31.52)
Fever 1646 (29.23)
Chest pain 1639 (29.10)
Night sweats 422 (7.49)
Shortness of Breath 835 (14.83)
Hemoptysis 97 (1.72)
Loss of Appetite 67 (16.28)
Bacteriological findings
No TB 2198 (79.52)
Proven TB 73 (2.64)
NMTB 493 (17.84)
Central Reading
Normal 3222 (57.21)
Abnormal, suggestive of active TB 613 (10.88)
Abnormal, suggestive of healed TB 1569 (27.86)
Abnormal, consider pathology other than TB 228 (4.05)
Field Reading
Normal 3823 (67.88)
Abnormal for TB 1807 (32.08)
Other abnormality not TB 2 (0.04)
Table 7.2: Demographics of the survey data read by the central reading for audit
purposes.
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Original Image Heat Map Reference standard, read-ings and TB scores
A
Normal case
Field reading: Abnormal
Central reading: Normal
TB score: 7.1/100
B
NMTB case
Field reading: Normal
Central reading: Normal
TB score: 38.0/100
C
Proven TB case
Field reading: Abnormal
Central reading: Abnormal,
active TB
TB score: 54.5/100
D
Normal case
Field reading: Abnormal
Central reading: Abnormal,
healed TB
TB score: 77.5/100
E
Proven TB case
Field reading: Abnormal
Central reading: Abnormal,
active TB
TB score: 99.8/100
Table 7.3: CAD4TB output and human reader results for five example cases. a)
Normal case, b) NMTB case, c) Proven TB case, d) Radiologically abnormal but
proven normal case, e) Severely abnormal proven TB case. The heat map highlights
the suspicious regions color coded (red: severely abnormal, blue: normal) with the
degree of suspicion.
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Figure 7.3: Distribution of the automated reading scores on the 4,552 CXRs
(including 73 proven TB cases) from The Gambia TB prevalence survey. Note that
the vertical axis has a logarithmic scaling for visual clarity.
Threshold Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV
≥ t % % % %
99 5.5 100 100 98.5
90 30.1 99.8 71.0 98.9
80 42.5 99.5 57.4 99.1
70 49.3 99.1 48.0 99.2
60 54.8 98.5 37.4 99.3
50 64.4 97.4 29.0 99.4
40 67.1 95.0 17.9 99.4
30 74.0 89.6 10.4 99.5
20 84.9 77.6 5.8 99.7
10 97.3 39.4 2.6 99.9
0 100 0 1.6 100
Table 7.4: Performance results of the automated reading at different thresholds
on the TB score. t = threshold value; % = Percentage; PPV = positive predictive
value; NPV = negative predictive value.
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Figure 7.4: ROC curve of the computer system with the shaded region indicating
the 95% CI, on the TB prevalence data (proven TB as the reference standard).
The points with 95% CI for sensitivities indicate performance of the field reading
and central reading (using two definitions of a positive screen, see text for details).
ROC = receiver operating characteristic; CI = confidence interval; AUC = area
under the ROC curve; Se = sensitivity; Sp = specificity.
(p-value = 0.36) and 66.1% (95% CI 64.7-67.5) versus 65.2% (p-value = 0.36), when
healed TB was labeled as normal or abnormal, respectively.
7.5 Discussion
This is the first study to evaluate the performance of automated reading of CXRs
on a TB prevalence survey population. Previous studies by Breuninger et al.185,
Muyoyeta et al.70, and Maduskar et al.50 were performed on data obtained from
TB suspect screening in clinical settings, where the percentage of bacteriologically
proven TB cases was very high (23%, 27.7% and 60.2%, respectively). As seen in
a general population in The Gambia, only 0.17% of the screened population had a
positive TB diagnosis (73/42,942), and in this study 1.6% of the participants had
proven TB (73/4,552).
The ROC curve demonstrates that the automated, field and central readings
interpret CXRs in a similar way. The operating points (sensitivity versus the false
positive rate) of the readers lie on the ROC curve of the automated reading, there-
fore, the software can achieve the same sensitivity and specificity as that of the
human readers by choosing different thresholds as cut-off points on the TB score.
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Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV
Se%[95% CI] Sp% [95% CI] PPV% [95% CI] NPV% [95% CI]
Field reading 86.3 [76.3-93.2] 72.8 [71.5-74.1] 4.9 [3.8-6.2] 99.7 [99.5-99.9]
Central reading
Healed TB as normal 67.1 [55.1-77.7] 93.3 [92.5-94.0] 14.0 [10.6-18.1] 99.4 [99.2-99.6]
Healed TB as 87.7 [77.9-94.2] 65.2 [63.8-66.6] 3.9 [3.1-5.0] 99.7 [99.4-99.9]
abnormal
Automated
reading
At Field sensitivity 86.3 [76.2-93.2] 72.2 [70.9-73.5] 4.8 [3.7-6.1] 99.7 [99.4-99.9]
At Central sensitivity
(healed TB as
67.1 [55.1-77.7] 93.7 [93.0-94.4] 14.8 [11.2-19.1] 99.4 [99.2-99.6]
normal)
At Central sensitivity
(healed TB as
87.7 [77.9-94.2] 66.1 [64.7-67.5] 4.0 [3.1-5.1] 99.7 [99.4-99.9]
abnormal)
Table 7.5: Sensitivity and specificity comparison of the automated reading with
the field and central reading. TB scores are thresholded at different cut-offs to
obtain the same sensitivities as the field and central readings (with both definitions
for positive cases), to allow a direct comparison with their respective specificities.
PPV= positive predictive value; NPV = negative predictive value. The metrics
are expressed in percentage (%).
With the continuous score delivered by the software, an appropriate threshold can
be determined based on the setting, i.e. passive case finding in a clinic, active case
finding or a prevalence survey. The choice of threshold might also depend on the
availability and capacity of a confirmatory TB test. If availability of the test (e.g.
sputum culture or Xpert® MTB/RIF) is limited, a threshold where high specificity
is achieved could be used. Otherwise, in a prevalence survey, where over-reading of
CXRs is usually recommended, a low threshold on TB score can be picked accord-
ingly.
Automated reading achieved similar specificities, with no significant differences
(p-value>0.05) compared to human reading, at the sensitivities of the field reading
and the central reading, as can be seen from Table 7.5 and Fig. 7.4. Considering the
comparable sensitivity and specificity between automated and field/central reading,
the former could be extremely useful for large TB prevalence surveys, particularly
when taking into account the workload of the readers, which can lead to delays and
even misjudgment of CXRs due to fatigue or negligence. In addition, automated
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reading would eliminate intra- and inter-reader variability. In a closer comparison
of the performance of the automated and field reading, 10 proven TB cases were
missed by both, achieving a sensitivity of 86.3% at 72.2% and 72.8% specificities,
respectively. Out of the 10 cases missed by the automated reading, 4 were labeled as
normal, 5 as healed TB and 1 as other during central reading. Similarly, according to
the central reading, analyzing the cases missed by the field reading, 3 were normal,
1 was abnormal for active TB, 5 had healed TB and 1 contained other pathology. In
case of automated reading, the central reading labeled none of the CXRs as abnormal
for active TB, which is promising, although it doesn’t preclude the possibility of
presence of active TB disease. Discriminating healed TB and active TB on the basis
of only CXR findings and no clinical information is known to be a difficult task
for human experts231, and certainly also something that cannot be done with the
automated reading solution presented in this paper.
According to the recent TB report by WHO1, the preliminary results from The
Gambia survey, and the experience of other recent TB prevalence surveys, a higher
proportion of survey TB cases are identified by CXR rather than by symptoms
screening only. There are 9 additional TB prevalence surveys planned in the years
2015-2017 in which CXR screening will play a major role. This means that au-
tomated reading software accompanied with a digital X-ray unit could provide a
robust, reproducible and logistically feasible solution. Before employing automated
reading in the field, TB scores on CXRs from the target screening population need
to be analyzed in a pilot study to determine an appropriate threshold to flag CXRs
as normal or abnormal.
Our study has a few limitations. Firstly, culture was not performed on the CXRs
in Arm 1 which have been considered as normal in our study. This is a limitation
incurred by the design of the TB prevalence survey protocol. However, we expect
that the number of TB cases missed, because they were asymptomatic and had
normal CXRs, will be very small. Secondly, the performance has not been evaluated
on the complete prevalence dataset, as the central reading was performed only on
a subset. Lastly, a low number of positive TB cases was found in The Gambia
TB prevalence survey. Therefore, future validation studies should investigate the
performance of automated reading on prevalence survey data from other countries,
with a higher TB incidence. Prospective studies should be performed to evaluate
the automated reading in an actual field setting to determine the influence of other
important factors such as operational aspects and cost effectiveness.
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7.6 Conclusion
The performance of automated reading of CXRs to identify TB suspects to per-
form confirmatory examinations in a prevalence population is comparable to the
performance of human readers. This suggests that fully automatic CXR reading
software can be successfully employed for automated field reading in conjunction
with symptom screening in TB prevalence surveys.
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146 General discussion
The work described in this thesis has contributed to the advancement of a computer-
aided detection system for tuberculosis (CAD4TB) based on chest radiographs.
CAD4TB has been actively developed in our research group over the last eight
years and has already reached a reasonable level of maturity; therefore additional
research should be aimed at, not just adding specific algorithmic functionality to
the software, but also validating the software on large heterogeneous datasets. Both
these aspects were addressed in this thesis. In this chapter, we discuss the major
contributions of the work described in this thesis, identify limitations, and provide
prospects for future research.
Preprocessing of chest radiographs The preprocessing term in this thesis
refers to any type of processing applied to CXRs which can improve the perfor-
mance of computer-aided detection systems (CAD). For example, suppression of
normal anatomical structures in a CXR can enhance the abnormal regions leading
to better discrimination between normal and abnormal regions. Image normaliza-
tion is another preprocessing technique that can reduce the variation in the images
caused by different scanning protocols of X-ray machines.
In Chapter 2, we evaluated the effect of using bone suppression images (BSI) in
place of original CXRs to train a CAD system for TB. The output of the CAD system
is a texture probability map depicting the probability of each pixel being abnormal.
The texture maps looked cleaner for normal images with less false positive regions,
showing that a CAD system trained with BSI can distinguish better between nor-
mal and abnormal regions. Region level analysis showed that CAD scores slightly
decreased for normal regions using BSI in comparison to the original images, and
the scores increased slightly for abnormal regions. Next step would be to study the
effect of BSI on image level performance, i.e. to see if there is any performance im-
provement in distinguishing between normal and abnormal CXRs. Sometimes BSI
can also suppress parts of abnormalities lying near the bony structures, however,
we have used a commercially available software (ClearRead 2.4, Riverain Medical)
and did not notice such issue. The BSI software has been evaluated in a number
of studies for nodule detection showing its added benefit to improve radiologists’
performance84,85,87,232,233. There are no studies reporting benefits in training a CAD
system with BSI, although a few approaches have shown improved automatic detec-
tion of interstitial lung diseases144 and TB145 by using different bone suppression
techniques. BSI can be beneficial for detecting subtle changes in lung parenchyma,
and BSI CAD system can also be combined with original CAD to achieve a superior
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CAD system.
Image normalization is a preprocessing method which is quite crucial for the
robustness of the software to have a similar performance on the datasets from dif-
ferent scanners, population and ethnicities. We apply energy-based normalization
proposed by Philipsen et al. 79 to overcome the performance degradation caused by
training and testing on datasets originated for two different sites. An alternative to
image normalization could be to train with intensity invariant features, though num-
ber of such features is limited in literature. Another logical solution would to train
CAD4TB software with datasets collected from different sites to cater heterogeneous
abnormality patterns, a problem that cannot be solved using image normalization.
This definitely needs to be investigated in the coming years to improve CAD4TB
performance on datasets from varied sources, and to successfully deploy the software
in practice.
Preprocessing of CXRs can reduce variations between images but cannot im-
prove the quality of a badly acquired CXR image. Although digital radiography
follows certain image scanning protocols to produce an optimal quality image, a ra-
diographer still needs to adjust the X-ray tube voltage, current, exposure time and
patient position for each individual. Sub-optimal quality CXRs include incomplete
lung fields, patient rotation, poor inspiration or low/high X-ray exposure etc. which
can lead to false shadows mimicking TB related abnormalities. Human readers and
CAD systems might misinterpret these images, which can be avoided using a qual-
ity control system before these images are approved for diagnosis. An automated
quality control software could be implemented, which analyzes CXRs after acquisi-
tion and immediately notifies a radiographer in case of poor quality to take another
one. This will prevent a wrong diagnosis caused by a poor quality image. We are
developing such a software in our research group to integrate it with CAD4TB in
future.
Manifestation of tuberculosis The main focus of the thesis has been the de-
velopment of new algorithms to detect particular manifestations of TB which are
common but are not so well researched in the literature up to date. In chapters 3
and 4, we proposed methods for segmentation and detection of cavities: the hall-
mark sign of active TB. Interestingly, even though cavitation is one of the most
important TB manifestations, the current literature does not provide algorithms
which can be used in clinical practice. One of the reasons may be the difficulty
in identifying cavities on CXRs. Computed tomography (CT) is a much better
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modality to image cavities in the lungs. Before embarking on automated detection
of cavities, we worked on solving a simpler problem: given the location of cavity,
manually identified by a user with a single seed point, a cavity segmentation tool
was developed. The seed point in the center of the cavity provides useful informa-
tion which was utilized in designing radial features. The use of these features led
to improvement in cavity segmentation, in comparison with using only texture fea-
tures. This work led to a useful clinical tool for TB treatment monitoring, where the
change in cavity size can be measured over time, which is a biomarker to evaluate
treatment effectiveness149–151. Our cavity segmentation method has been tested on a
substantially larger number of CXRs and achieves better performance as compared
to the current literature135,156,157. There is, however, still room for improvement
especially in the case of subtle cavities and cavities close to the clavicles and ribs.
In our study, human readers exhibited substantial disagreement on subtle cavities,
raising the question regarding correctness of the reference standard. The problem of
obtaining an accurate reference standard could be solved if the cavity segmentations
were performed on CT scans of the same subjects, which could then be registered
to the CXR images. This approach was successful in the work of Arzheava et al.234.
Unfortunately, CT scans of TB suspects are usually not available in countries with
high TB prevalence, making such an evaluation unfeasible.
After developing a method for cavity segmentation, the next step was to develop
a fully automatic cavity detection system. Such a system would be useful for three
main reasons. Firstly, it could automatically identify CXRs where a cavity is the
only visible abnormality, and they should not be missed given the strong associations
between cavities and TB. Secondly, automated cavity detection could be a useful
tool for following up patients with TB, to monitor treatment response151,170. Lastly,
presence of cavities is an important category in scoring systems developed for TB
diagnosis in CXRs53,54,149.
Since we already had a reasonably well working cavity segmentation tool, it was
reused for designing our cavity detection algorithm instead of developing another
candidate detector. For the cavity detection task, rather than designing new fea-
tures, we opted to use a technique known as “deep learning”104 which simultaneously
determines feature representation and trains a classifier to determine if a candidate
patch contains a cavity. Deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have gained
great momentum after winning several competitions for challenging computer vision
tasks99,103,235,236, and are recently being applied to medical image analysis tasks as
well173,174. CNNs require a large amount of annotated data (the more the better),
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which is a big challenge in the medical field. We faced the same issues for the cavity
detection task and used data augmentation techniques to increase the number of
positive (cavities) training samples for training the network.
A few automatic cavity detection methods have been reported in the literature,
but the detection accuracy was far from perfect with evaluation performed on small
datasets only. Our work used by far the largest dataset for the development and
validation of an automatic cavity detection approach. Although, a sensitivity of
70.1% at 2 false positives per image was achieved by the system, which is still high
for use in a clinical practice, the system had a high performance in identifying CXRs
with cavities. Rather than using it as an independent system, the cavity detection
system can be very well combined with other sub-systems for TB detection128,140 to
improve the overall TB detection rate of CAD4TB software.
Another manifestation of TB which has been largely ignored by the CAD com-
munity though is reported to account for up to 10% of all the TB cases189,190, is
pleural effusion (PE). We developed a keen interest in detecting PE when we noticed
that many of the abnormal CXRs missed by our CAD4TB system had only pleu-
ral effusion visible as a blunt costophrenic angle. Especially in a screening setting,
such as in a prevalence survey or a prison screening, where most of the subjects
are normal or at the initial stage of the disease, a blunt costophrenic angle may
be the only visible abnormality. Our texture system fails to detect such cases. We
therefore developed an automated approach to detect PE. According to our knowl-
edge, only two methods137,138 have been published on PE and our proposed method
has significantly outperformed them. The PE detection accuracy in the left lung
was worse than in the right lung. Below the diaphragm of the left lung, a stomach
bubble or gas in the colon may be visible, and this often makes it difficult to locate
the costophrenic point (point of intersection of the diaphragm and the chest wall)
correctly. Correct localization of the costophrenic point is crucial for analysis of the
region of interest around the point and measuring the costophrenic angle to iden-
tify PE. We also noticed that subtle PEs were not well detected by the system and
annotation of subtle PEs is highly subjective. Our reference standard was based on
the readings by a single radiologist. Again, a reference standard based on CT would
be preferable, but difficult to obtain in practice.
There are more relatively uncommon signs on CXRs that may indicate the pres-
ence of TB. The texture analysis system in the CAD4TB software may fail to detect
such abnormalities, particularly if they are the only sign visible in the image. To gain
robustness and not to rely only on texture analysis, the CAD4TB software therefore
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fuses several algorithms128,140. The automated systems to detect cavities and pleu-
ral effusion developed in this thesis could be added as additional components to the
CAD4TB software. The performance of CAD4TB software after inclusion of these
systems needs to be validated in the future.
There are several other TB manifestations which warrant more attention. Apical
cap, miliary TB and pleural effusion along the outer rib cage are good examples.
Lymphadenopathy is another important manifestation. It affects the hilum region
which is usually not included in the lung segmentation and will therefore be missed
by the texture analysis system in the CAD4TB software. Lymphadenopathy is a
common finding in children with TB and should definitely be detected if the software
would support analysis of CXRs of children. Given the limited availability of good
diagnostic tools for children suspected of TB237, extending the CAD4TB software
to analyze pediatric radiographs is an important future research area.
Implementation in clinical practice The validation studies in this thesis were
performed in two different settings – a TB clinic (Chapter 6) and a TB prevalence
survey (Chapter 7). The TB clinic was situated in a busy urban locality of Lusaka,
Zambia, serving a population of 146,000 with 2000 TB cases per year and an HIV
co-infection rate of ≈70%39. The TB prevalence survey data was collected from
The Gambia national TB prevalence survey between 2011 and 2013. The two stud-
ies differ greatly in the percentage of the TB cases in the dataset as well as the
CXR manifestations. The dataset from Zambia consisted of 60.2% bacteriologically
proven TB cases; whereas in the dataset we analyzed from The Gambia only 1.6%
of all cases were TB positive. Most of the CXRs from Zambia were severely ab-
normal; in contrast to those from The Gambia where the majority were normal
and the abnormal ones often had only subtle abnormalities. The studies compared
human performance with CAD4TB performance against a bacteriological reference
standard and concluded, in both cases, that CAD4TB performed as good as human
readers. This is a big step forward towards using CAD4TB in clinical practice, in
particular in resource-limited settings where trained readers are scarce. Usually in
high TB burden regions, e.g. in sub-Saharan Africa, the availability of radiologists
is extremely limited and CXRs are read by clinicians or clinical officers (trained
readers). Some of them follow a certified CXR reading training program for a few
days, such as the CRRS course53 in Cape Town, South Africa, but few receive more
than a few days of training in reading X-rays. In both the TB suspects and the
TB prevalence survey setting, performance of CAD4TB was comparable with the
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trained readers. CAD4TB achieved the same accuracy as the clinical officers in the
TB suspects population against radiological readings by an experienced radiologist.
In the prevalence population, even the experts (radiologist, pulmonologist and expe-
rienced TB clinicians) performed similar to the software, indicating CAD4TB could
be used as an independent reader, replacing human reading.
CAD4TB has many advantages over human reading making it a useful clinical
tool. The software assigns a probability of being abnormal to a CXR image, and
not a binary decision “normal” or “abnormal” like human readers. An appropriate
threshold can be determined by choosing a cut-off point on the continuous abnor-
mality score, based on the setting, i.e. a passive case finding, an active case finding
or a prevalence survey. This threshold could also be picked depending upon the
availability and capacity of a confirmatory TB test. If the accessibility of the exam-
ination (sputum culture or Xpert® MTB/RIF) is limited, a cut-off point (threshold)
with a high specificity could be used. Otherwise, in a prevalence survey, where
over-reading of CXRs is usually recommended, a low threshold on TB score can
be chosen accordingly. On the contrary, the readings of human experts can not be
adjusted in this way, in addition to the inter-observer variability between them. In
regions with limited availability of trained readers, automated reading can provide
a consistent abnormality score almost immediately after a CXR has been acquired.
I anticipate that this is the way to go in the near future, however, determining an
appropriate threshold value in a new setting or based on the target population could
be challenging.
Other literature studies have also evaluated CAD4TB and derived similar con-
clusions35,70,185 as in this thesis. The CAD software has been CE certified as of
2015, and is commercially available and operational in seven countries, with new
installations planned in several other countries including South Africa, Indonesia
and The Philippines. Continued research on CAD4TB is aimed towards improving
the software performance by using datasets from different countries, and including
more sub-systems to detect specific manifestations, like cavities, pleural effusion,
and lymphadenopathy. The former two are addressed in this thesis and future plans
include adding these detection systems to the CAD4TB software. CAD4TB trained
on datasets from one population or clinical setting might not give optimal perfor-
mance on CXRs from a different population. Image normalization can solve the
intensity variation between various datasets up to a certain extent, but, for example
it cannot detect manifestations for which the software is not specifically trained.
Hence, training CAD4TB with all types of abnormality patterns, including subtle
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changes, which are found in low TB prevalent populations, could provide a robust
solution. The validation studies performed on CAD4TB in this thesis were retro-
spective and did not evaluate other factors, for example the operational feasibility of
CAD4TB in daily routine in clinical settings. Large prospective multi-center trials
with varied ethnicities and populations, and different clinical settings would be an
excellent next step to validate the software in practice.
The future role of digital radiography and CAD4TB in TB diagnosis
Research on CAD4TB began in 1996, and after almost 20 years of development the
software has reached a stage where it can be deployed in clinics to select patients
who need further testing for a confirmatory TB diagnosis. It is still debatable if
the software can completely replace a human reader, especially human experts. We
can summarize the current state of the art as follows: the automated reading needs
further improvement to reach the level of experienced radiologists but is at the same
level of trained readers/clinical officers.
A lot has changed in these 20 years of development. Digital radiography is now
clearly preferred over analog radiography and recommended by the WHO for low
resource settings1. Given the lower cost of digital radiography and the general useful-
ness of radiography for healthcare, the availability of digital radiography will rapidly
increase in the next decade. This increases the potential market for CAD4TB enor-
mously. It also makes it possible to collect much larger training databases to further
improve the software. Big datasets could enable training of deep learning networks
for automated CXR reading, which could open a new frontier and improve the per-
formance enormously as has happened in the computer vision field. Deep CNNs for
detecting various manifestations of TB in CXRs should definitely be explored in the
coming years. The continuous increase in computational power available will aid to
achieve this goal.
At the same time, it is not clear what the optimal role of radiography in the
diagnosis of TB will be. The advent of rapid molecular tests for TB have changed
the landscape considerably. Sputum can be processed for TB diagnosis with the
Xpert® MTB/RIF (Cepheid, Sunnyvale, CA) test in two hours. Newer versions of
molecular tests promise a processing time of only 20 minutes. Molecular tests for
TB are both more sensitive and more specific than radiography. However, they are
costly, require sputum which is not as easy to obtain as a radiograph, and they are
not perfect, even if a good quality sputum has been obtained. Hence, there is a lot of
interest for the use of digital radiography with automated reading as an additional
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test in a multi-stage diagnostic algorithm for TB.
The most commonly advised approach would be to screen first with symptoms
and radiography, and obtain sputum for a molecular test in subjects with either
symptoms or abnormalities on the CXR36. This use of CXR as a first test in a
sequence of further tests is called triaging. In practice, such an approach in which
symptoms and CXRs are analyzed independently may not be optimal. A future
research focus should be on building statistical models to automatically combine
symptoms information with automated CXR reading. Such a statistical model may
replace a human reader. A first step towards such a combined model has been
proposed by Melendez238. It is also important to analyze the cost-effectiveness of
triage algorithms that use CAD4TB. Philipsen et al. has performed such an analysis
using data from the TB-NEAT trial239.
Triage testing inevitably leads to the question what to do if different tests provide
different answers. There will be subjects with clear clinical symptoms of TB, and a
CXR strongly suggestive of TB, but with a negative sputum test. For these subjects,
the CXR with a high CAD4TB score could recommend another sputum test, or
even start treatment to use a response to treatment as an indication to diagnose the
disease. Alternative scenarios are to provide molecular testing to everybody and in
those that are negative but have symptoms, use radiography to rule out TB. More
research is needed to determine the best triage algorithms in various settings.
To use automated CXR reading in a triage algorithm, it is necessary to deter-
mine the yield of CAD4TB. As only a subset of patients might be offered another
examination based on the CXR abnormality score computed by the software, the
sensitivity and specificity must be quite high. Such a validation should be performed
against a bacteriological reference and not a radiological reference. The radiological
findings of CXRs are non-specific, and might not be an ideal reference standard,
as it does not translate to actual TB diagnosis. Two studies in this thesis and a
few more35,70,185 use a bacteriological reference for performance evaluation, however
many more such studies are required for the software to be well accepted as a TB
diagnostic tool.
Although the CXR is not a perfect test for TB, it has the advantage that other
diseases can be potentially diagnosed with it. It would be interesting to work on
automatic detection of other lung diseases, such as pneumonia, and to see if com-
puter analysis can differentiate between active and old, healed TB. Discriminating
healed and active TB on the basis of only CXR findings is known to be a difficult
task231, therefore, developing a software which could distinguish between the two
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types would be extremely beneficial tool for human experts.
In the recent few years, many research groups have started working on automated
CXR analysis for TB detection, making the field an active research area125. One
could say that this is a surprising development, as in other fields of diagnosis, for
example lung cancer, CXRs are being replaced by low dose CT images or magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI). In the case of TB diagnosis, I believe CXR imaging will
continue to play a major role in screening patients or active case finding as it is much
cheaper and easier to operate than other 3D imaging modalities. The majority of TB
burden exists in resource-constrained countries which require cheap TB diagnostic
tools for wide scale implementation, and these countries are unlikely to be able to
afford widespread deployment of expensive CT scanners. For TB prevalence surveys
or active case finding, portable X-ray machines are increasingly used which can be
installed in a truck and transported easily to the areas where there is no access to
medical facilities. The problem that remains is the availability of human readers to
read a large number of CXRs, which can be easily solved using automated reading.
A number of prospective studies should be performed in the settings where an X-
ray machine is equipped with the automated reading software, and the software
selects patients for sputum collection to perform additional confirmatory diagnosis
(sputum culture or Xpert® MTB/RIF (Cepheid, Sunnyvale, CA) ). If the outcome of
such studies is positive, and the performance of the software is further improved and
validated on data from a wide range of digital radiography units, automated reading
will be widely adopted by the TB community. I believe that the work described in
this thesis has furthered CAD4TB development and contributed to this goal.
Summary
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Chest radiography is a commonly used diagnostic tool to detect abnormalities con-
sistent with active tuberculosis (TB) infection. Our research focuses on automating
the process of reading chest radiographs (CXRs) by replacing trained human read-
ers by a software (CAD4TB). The thesis describes the novel approaches towards
detection of TB manifestations; followed by validation of the automated system on
clinical datasets from TB suspects and prevalence survey population.
Chapter 1 builds the background on the required aspects of tuberculosis, chest
radiography and computer-aided detection, for better comprehension of the rest of
the thesis.
Chapter 2 compares the performance of two computer-aided detection (CAD)
systems for TB detection in CXRs. The aim of the study was to determine if
suppression of normal structures reduces over-projection effects and enhances the
appearance of parenchymal abnormalities on CXRs. One CAD system was trained
and tested on the original CXRs and the other one on bone suppression images
(BSI), created using a commercially available software (ClearRead 2.4, Riverain
Medical). The CAD systems were trained with 865 (431:normal, 434:abnormal)
images and tested on 900 CXRs with manually outlined abnormal regions by a
trained reader. The test set contained in total 454 normal and 1127 abnormal
regions. For normal regions, original/BSI CAD has an average abnormality score
of 0.094±0.027/0.085±0.032 (p = 5.6×10−19); and for abnormal regions the average
abnormality score was 0.193±0.097/0.206±0.108 (p = 2.2×10−11), respectively. The
results show that the use of BSI lead to a small but significant improvement in
discriminating between normal and abnormal regions. The abnormal regions were
divided in 3 categories based on the visual appearance and the category 1 containing
subtle regions did not show any significant difference with BSI CAD system. The
achieved performance was better with BSI on region level analysis, but the work
needs to be extended to report the results at image level. Improved abnormality
scores at region level are helpful for visualization of automatically detected abnormal
regions, when CAD is used by a reader as assistance. Better image level performance
is crucial if TB diagnosis is completely done using the score provided by the software.
Moreover, combining outputs of original and BSI CAD systems can further improve
accuracy of the CAD system.
Chapter 3 introduces a method for cavity segmentation which uses a dynamic
programming based approach to compute an optimal path in an input cost image,
defined as the cavity border likelihood map in the polar space. Two sets of features
were used - texture and radial features, followed by pixel classification to construct
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the cavity border likelihood map. Cavities usually look circular/elliptical on CXRs,
and radial features are designed to capture this property: their inclusion showed sig-
nificantly better results than using texture features alone. Although an input seed
point close to the center of cavity is required for the calculation of radial features
and transformation of the likelihood map to polar space, the experiments show that
the variation in distance up to 8 pixels (2 mm) to the actual cavity center has no
effect on the performance, and starts degrading at a distance of 16 pixels (4 mm).
Comparison with the literature135,156,157 also exhibit that the proposed segmentation
method achieved a higher degree of overlap with the reference manual segmentation
on a substantially larger number of CXRs (100) containing 126 cavities. The eval-
uation measures demonstrated that the results approached the performance of the
experienced chest radiologists, in terms of overlap measure and contour distance
measures. Automatic cavity segmentation is a useful tool which can be employed
in TB clinics for treatment monitoring, especially in resource limited settings which
lack trained personnel.
Chapter 4 proposes a novel automatic method for cavity detection, which uses
state-of-the-art method, known as deep learning. Cavity is a hallmark sign of active
tuberculosis infection in CXRs, which can be better visualized detected on com-
puted tomography images but is hard to detect on CXRs due to overlapping normal
anatomical structures on a projection image. The method uses a two stage approach:
the first stage performs a grid search to identify probable candidate locations in the
lung fields. The second stage utilizes these probable candidate locations to extract
patches and train a convolutional neural network (CNN) to differentiate between a
cavity and a non-cavity patch. The method was validated on a dataset containing
1,238 CXRs, with confirmed 455 cavities in 305 CXRs, achieving the sensitivities:
70.1%, 73.2%, and 79.3% at 2, 3 and 7 false positives (FPs), respectively, per nor-
mal image. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was also constructed to
measure image level performance, the highest probability out of all the candidate
patches per image was assigned to the image, and an area under the ROC curve
(AUC) of 0.919 [0.900, 0.936] was obtained. Our approach exhibits the capabilities
of a CNN for a difficult task of cavity detection on CXRs. The method attained
good sensitivity at a reasonable number of FPs on a much larger cavity dataset as
compared to the current literature. The CNN based approach for cavity detection
performs extremely well at image level classification, i.e. assigning a probability of
presence of one or more cavities in a CXR image.
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Chapter 5 aims to detect pleural effusion (PE) in CXRs, another important man-
ifestation of TB. PE occurs in the lung pleura and can go undetected if it is the
only abnormality present in the image. Commonly, costophrenic (CP) angle, the
angle between the diaphragm and lateral chest wall, is used as a measure of amount
of PE. We have introduced a robust way to localize the CP region (recess) using
the chest wall contour and refined lung segmentation as the landmark structures to
calculate the angle accurately. Usage of the chest wall contour showed improved
accuracy in localizing the CP point (point which joins the diaphragm and lateral
chest wall) as compared to using only the lung segmentation. The angle measure
alone is insufficient, hence two new region descriptors were proposed based on inten-
sity and morphology information in the region around the CP recess. Two random
forest classifiers were trained to perform individual classification on the left and
right hemithoraces. We found that automatic right CP point localization was more
accurate as compared to the left CP point due to the presence of complex anatom-
ical structures below the left lung, i.e. a stomach bubble, which makes the left CP
point detection a harder task. The proposed approach was also compared with the
simplified versions of the method showing the usefulness of the novel components of
the approach. The PE detection system was evaluated on 638 CXRs (1276 hemitho-
races). Additional performance analysis was done on the severe PE cases vs normal,
and on all the hemithoraces after removing the subtle cases. The results show
that higher AUCs were observed for severe (AUCleft=0.88, AUCright=0.94) and
obvious (AUCleft=0.88, AUCright=0.92) hemithoraces than for all (AUCleft=0.84,
AUCright=0.90).
Chapter 6 performs validation of the CAD4TB software on TB suspects popu-
lation from a health centre in Lusaka, Zambia. The study compares the accuracy
of automated reading with the interpretation of CXRs by clinical officers for TB
detection. The analysis was performed retrospectively on 161 subjects (97: bacte-
riologically confirmed TB, 120: abnormal CXR) enrolled in a TB specimen bank
study. The CXRs were interpreted using CAD4TB; and by four clinical officers
for abnormalities consistent with TB. The AUCs for CAD4TB and the clinical offi-
cers were respectively 0.73 and 0.65-0.75 against the bacteriological reference, and
0.91 and 0.89-0.94 in comparison with the radiological reference. p-values indicated
no significant differences, except for one clinical officer who performed significantly
worse than CAD4TB (p<0.05) using the bacteriological reference. The agreement
κ (Cohen’s kappa) of CAD4TB readings and the clinical officers’ readings with ra-
diological reference were respectively, 0.61 and 0.49-0.67.
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In Chapter 7, a retrospective analysis on data from The Gambia TB prevalence
survey conducted between 2011 and 2013 was performed. The CAD4TB software
was compared with field and central readings on 4,552 prevalence survey CXRs, out
of which 73 subjects had bacteriologically proven TB. The software calculated a TB
score between 0-100 (0-Normal, 100-Abnormal) on which various cut-off points were
chosen to compare specificities at the sensitivities of the field and central readings.
The field reading and CAD4TB software achieved specificities of 72.8% and 72.2%,
respectively at 86.3% sensitivity (p-value = 0.46). Similarly, comparing automated
reading with central reading, where two sensitivity operating points (67.1% and
87.7%) were used, similar specificities to that of the central reading were obtained:
93.7% (95% CI 93.0-94.4) versus 93.3%, (p-value = 0.36) and 66.1% (95% CI 64.7-
67.5) versus 65.2% (p-value = 0.36), when healed TB was labeled as normal and
abnormal, respectively. The automated reading attained an AUC of 0.90, and the
cut-off points can always be chosen on the ROC curve depending on the setting,
for example, in a screening setting a high sensitivity is required to select cases for
further examinations, in contrast to a clinical setting where a high specificity is
desired.
In any case, both the studies (Chapters 6 and 7) have shown that the performance
of the software is comparable with the trained human readers. The software has the
potential to be employed as a point-of-care test, or as a triage, or in a TB prevalence
survey. Where ever possible, a confirmatory diagnostic test for TB must confirm
active infection before starting with the TB treatment regimen. Finally, in Chapter 8
major contributions of the work, along with the limitations, and directions for future
research are discussed.
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Thoraxfoto’s, X-ray beelden waarop de longen zichtbaar zijn, worden veel gebruikt
om te onderzoeken of iemand wellicht lijdt aan tuberculose (TB). Als dat het geval
is zijn er vaak bepaalde typische afwijkingen op de foto zichtbaar. Ons onderzoek
richt zich op het ontwikkelen van computersystemen om die afwijkingen automatisch
te vinden. Het computersysteem dat we ontwikkeld hebben heet CAD4TB. Deze
automatische analyse zou het beoordelen van de foto’s door mensen kunnen vervan-
gen. Dat is van groot belang omdat in landen waar TB veel voorkomt een groot
tekort is aan getrainde menselijke experts die thoraxfoto’s goed kunnen beoordelen.
Dit proefschrift beschrijft nieuwe methoden om foto’s beter automatisch te kunnen
beoordelen. Het bevat ook studies waar CAD4TB gevalideerd wordt en vergeleken
wordt met menselijke lezers, waarbij we data hebben gebruikt van een kliniek in
Zambia en van een bevolkingsonderzoek in Gambia.
Hoofdstuk 1 is een introductie over tuberculose, thoraxfoto’s, en computeranalyse
van medische beelden, waarin concepten kort beschreven worden die van belang zijn
voor de hoofdstukken die volgen in de rest van het proefschrift.
Hoofdstuk 2 vergelijkt twee computersystemen om TB te detecteren in thorax-
foto’s. Het eerste systeem is direct getraind op de thoraxfoto’s, het tweede system
gebruikt foto’s waarin de ribben en andere botstructuren zijn onderdrukt met com-
mercieel verkrijgbare software (ClearRead 2.4, Riverain Medical). De resultaten
laten zien dat ribonderdrukking een kleine maar significante verbetering geeft. Het
combineren van beide systemen zou de resultaten wellicht nog verder kunnen ver-
beteren.
Hoofdstuk 3 introduceert een methode om caviteiten te segmenteren, waarbij de
gebruiker een punt in de buurt van het centrum van de caviteit moet aanklikken.
De aanwezigheid van caviteiten is een belangrijke aanwijzing voor TB, en tijdens
behandeling wordt de grootte van de caviteiten vaak gebruikt als maat voor het
effect van de behandeling. De voorgestelde methode is gebaseerd op dynamisch
programmeren en op een patroonherkenningsmethode die de pixels op de randen
van de caviteit probeert te vinden. De resultaten op een set van 100 beelden met
126 caviteiten laten zien dat de nauwkeurigheid van de methode in de buurt komt
van die van radiologen.
Hoofdstuk 4 bouwt voort op het vorige hoofdstuk en presenteert een methode
om caviteiten automatisch te vinden. Deze methode is gebaseerd op deep learning,
een techniek die recentelijk erg populair is geworden. De methode bestaat uit twee
stappen. Eerst wordt de techniek uit het vorige hoofdstuk toegepast op alle punten in
de longen, met een stapgrootte van 8 pixels, en wordt van overlappende kandidaten
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de sterkste genomen. Een patch rond elk van deze kandidaat locaties wordt daarna
geclassificeerd met een convolutienetwerk. De methode wordt getest op een data
set met 1238 thoraxfoto’s en 455 caviteiten en detecteert daarvan 70,1%, 73,2%, en
79,3% met 2, 3 en 7 vals-positieve detecties per beeld. Ook blijkt het mogelijk goed
te voorspellen of een beeld een caviteit bevat.
Hoofdstuk 5 richt zich op het automatisch detecteren van pleuravocht in de lon-
gen. In sommige gevallen is dit een teken van TB, en is het de enige zichtbare
afwijking in de foto. Eerst vindt de gepresenteerde methode het costophrenische
punt en bepaalt de costophrenische hoek. Een aantal nieuwe technieken wordt
geïntroduceerd om dit op een robuuste wijze te doen. De hoekmeting alleen is
niet voldoende nauwkeurig en daarom wordt een aantal regiokenmerken toegevoegd
en gebruiken we een random forest classifier om vocht in de linker- en rechterlong
te detecteren. Het systeem is geëvalueerd op 638 thoraxfoto’s.
Hoofdstuk 6 beschrijft een validatiestudie van de CAD4TB software op personen
die zich meldden met klachten in een kliniek in Lusaka, Zambia. De studie vergelijkt
de nauwkeurigheid van automatisch lezen met die van clinical officers uit Lusaka
op beelden van 161 personen (97 met bacteriologisch bevestigde TB, 120 met een
abnormale foto). De beelden werden beoordeeld door CAD4TB en vier menselijke
lezers. Er werden geen significante verschillen tussen de verschillende lezers en de
software gevonden; met uitzondering van 1 klinische lezer die significant slechter
scoorde dan de software. De overeenkomsten (κ, Cohen’s kappa) van CAD4TB en
de clinical officers met een radiologische referentiestandaard waren 0.61 en 0.49-0.67.
In Hoofdstuk 7 is een retrospectieve analyse te vinden van data uit The Gambia
van een TB prevalentie-onderzoek dat plaatsvond tussen 2011 en 2013. De CAD4TB
software werd vergeleken met de lezing in het veld en door een centraal expert panel
voor 4552 onderzoeken, waarvan 73 bacteriologisch bewezen TB. De software en de
menselijke lezers presteerden vergelijkbaar.
Beide studies (Hoofdstuk 6 en 7) laten eenzelfde beeld zien: de software en de
getrainde menselijke lezers zijn vergelijkbaar. Dit geeft aan dat de software mogelijk
gebruikt kan worden als een point-of-care test, in een triage test, of in een TB
prevalentie-onderzoek. Waar mogelijk moet TB definitief vastgesteld worden met
een confirmatieve test voordat met behandeling wordt begonnen.
Hoofdstuk 8 sluit het proefschrift af met een samenvatting van de belangrijkste
bijdragen, een discussie van een aantal beperkingen van het werk, en een overzicht
van mogelijke richtingen voor verder onderzoek.
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and my writing. You are a perfectionist when it comes to writing, I feel that my
writing skills have improved a lot after your constant feedback. With your inputs,
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always wanted. I was very happy that you and Pieter could make it to my wedding
:). I am sorry to make you both dance in the wedding, I hope you enjoyed it despite
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touch with you and meet you in future.
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